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The Natural Language Generation (NLG) community relies on shared evalu-
ation techniques to understand progress in the field. Based on an analysis of
papers published over 10 years (from 2008 to 2018) in NLG-specific confer-
ences and on an observational study, this thesis identifies shortcomings with
existing approaches to reporting the reliability of evaluation studies in NLG.
It proposes a new set of methods for identifying judges’ bias and reporting
reliability, specifically for human intrinsic evaluation of NLG systems.
In this thesis, we propose to use the correlation statistic and Item Response
Theory (IRT) to analyse judges’ bias for cases that involve a high level
of language variability. Both techniques provide insights about the trust-
ability of human judgements. Whereas the correlation statistic offers an
approach to measure judges’ relative consistency, IRT provides a tool to
identify judges’ bias.
We found support for the use of the correlation statistic through three case
studies that show the limits of considering agreement coefficients as the
only criterion for checking evaluation reliability. Given the variability of hu-
man language – specifically variability in language interpretation and quality
judgement – expecting judges to always arrive at exactly the same judgement
seems both unrealistic and over-constrained. The correlation coefficients can
be used to measure the extent to which judges follow a systematic pattern
in their assessments, even when their individual interpretations of the phe-
nomena are not identical.
Regarding IRT, we introduce a new interpretation and application of the
technique to describe judges’ bias. Using the QG-STEC evaluation dataset,
and applying IRT to each judge, we show how to use IRT’s probabilistic
analysis to compare judges’ bias and as result better characterize annotation
disagreement. The new approach that we propose, can be used, for example,
to spot judges who are outliers, improve annotation guidelines and arrive at
an improved interpretation of the agreement coefficients.
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Let’s suppose we ask two people, called A and B, to perform the following
task:1
Please read the following paragraph before answering the question
below.
Paragraph: Frank Vincent Zappa (December 21, 1940 - December 4,
1993) was an American musician, composer, activist and filmmaker.
[...] Zappa was born in Baltimore, Maryland. His mother, Rosemarie
(née Collimore) was of Italian (Neapolitan and Sicilian) and French an-
cestry; his father, whose name was Anglicized to Francis Vincent Zappa,
was an immigrant from Partinico, Sicily, with Greek and Arab ancestry.
Q: Did Frank Vincent Zappa die when he was 53 years old?
Does Q have a clear answer within the input paragraph? Answer
no if you can not find a clear answer in the text above.
[ ] YES [ ] NO
Let’s call the box above an item, and let’s suppose that A and B perform the
1The text was retrieved on the 15 of May 2020 from the Frank Zappa’s English
Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Zappa.
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same task on 100 items.2 In this situation we have an annotation and two
annotators (A and B). More specifically, we are conducting an evaluation
of natural language. Each item aims to evaluate if the question Q can be
clearly answered by the input paragraph.
Regardless of the reasons that make someone collect this data — that is, to
perform the annotation on the 100 items — the most vital question to ask
is: Is that annotation reliable? So why is annotation reliability important?3
As pointed out by Krippendorff (1980):
[...] researchers need to demonstrate the trustworthiness of their
data by measuring their reliability. If the results of reliability
testing are compelling, researchers may proceed with the analysis
of their data. If not, doubts as to what these data mean prevail,
and their analysis is hard to justify. (Page, 212)
In other words, we can rephrase the question Is that annotation reliable?
with the question: Can we have trust in the annotators and confidently use
the annotation? Indeed, A and B can perform the annotation randomly. In
this case, we shouldn’t use the annotation.
The Content Analysis community (Krippendorff, 1980) developed precise
methods (agreement coefficients) to answer our previous question — that is,
to measure annotation reliability. Such methods are based on computing the
extent to which annotators arrive at exactly the same annotation decision.
The more the annotators reach the same annotation decision,4 the higher
the reliability. Nevertheless, as we will show in Chapter 2 and Chapter
4, the standard method used in Content Analysis falls short in the case
of the evaluation of natural languages. The example we introduced at the
2More precisely, each item is a text passage and a question, Q, with A and B asked
whether Q can be answered from the text.
3In Section 1.4.2, we we will cover this topic in detail.
4It is important that the annotators perform the annotation independently of each
other.
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beginning of this introduction can help demonstrate this point.
Let’s return to our example. The item we presented aims to evaluate if the
question Q can be clearly answered by the input paragraph. It can be a
matter of disagreement whether Q can be clearly answered by the input
paragraph. Indeed, for the annotators to answer Q, they require at least
two pieces of background information. Firstly, they need to know that the
information between the brackets that immediately follows the name Frank
Vincent Zappa represents his date of birth and his date of death. Secondly,
it requires understanding of the mathematical operation of subtraction in
the domain of dates. Based on this observation, we can imagine a scenario
where A answers “YES”, but B answers “NO”, because B thinks that the
two implicit requests do not make it easy to answer Q clearly. We can also
imagine a scenario where A answers “YES”, but B answers “NO” because
B has miscalculated Frank Zappa’s age at the time of his death.
As the example has shown, non-linguistic aspects — for instance, preconcep-
tions, background knowledge and inference ability — can affect the annota-
tors’ decisions, leading to a disagreement between annotators. Annotators’
disagreements can be due to annotators’ carelessness during the annotation
task, but with the example in question it could also be genuine disagreement
— that is, disagreement due to annotators’ subjective bias. In annotation
tasks where genuine disagreement has to be preserved, the methods devel-
oped by the Content Analysis community can be too restrictive. Indeed,
excessively restrictive methods are in danger of discarding highly informa-
tive annotation which has a high level of genuine disagreement. The human
evaluation of Natural Language Generation (NLG) tasks — that is, com-
putational tasks that aim to produce natural language — is an instance of
annotation that should take into account genuine disagreement.5 Genera-
5Through the thesis when referred to “The human evaluation of Natural Language
Generation (NLG) tasks” we refer to the human evaluation of NLG tasks’ outputs.
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tion system developers use evaluation results to help them understand how
they can improve the communicative power of their systems. Levelling an-
notators’ genuine disagreement runs the danger of biasing system developers
towards ignoring important aspects of human language.
Our example suggests that, in cases where high variability in language inter-
pretation is involved in the annotation, that expecting annotators to arrive
at exactly the same annotation decision may be both unrealistic and over-
constrained. As we will see in Section 4, genuine disagreement cannot be
removed by improving the item question. Driven by such observations, this
thesis aims to describe how to study reliability for an annotation task which
involves a high level of language variability. Specifically, this thesis focus on
human evaluation of NLG systems.6
More precisely, the following is the research question that has driven the
development of this thesis:
How should we carry out a reliability study for NLG human evaluation
tasks, given their high level of language variability?
We believe that the thesis’ outcome, and therefore its contribution, is twofold.
First, it raises, in the NLG community, awareness about the need to handle
the problem of human evaluation reliability. Secondly, it suggests a way to
carry it out.
A glance at the chapters
This thesis is composed of three main parts:
I) Background;
6Although we tested our methods on human evaluation of NLG systems, we believe
our proposals are also applicable to other annotation tasks with high levels of subjectivity
such as discourse and dialogue annotation. Nevertheless, the applicability of our proposal
to other areas of research has to be empirically tested.
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II) Subjective Bias, Agreement and Consistency;
III) Appendix.
Background
The Background is made up of two chapters:
• In Chapter 1 we contextualise the work with reference to the literature,
and present the preliminary concepts and terminology used in the
thesis.
• In Chapter 2 we set out the evidence from two studies into evaluation
practices which provide a justification for the research questions that
are central to this thesis.
Subjective Bias, Agreement and Consistency
This part represents the main contributions of the thesis. It is based on four
chapters:
• In Chapter 3 we present and discuss five popular coefficients of agree-
ment and their interpretation. The aim is to limit, and hopefully
eliminate, the trend we detected in Chapter 2: that is, the presence
of shortcomings and oversights in reporting coefficients of agreement
results in the NLG community.
• In Chapter 4 we perform an observational study which identifies an-
notators’ subjective bias. Subjective bias seems resistant to improving
the annotation guidelines, since realistic evaluation criteria need to be
maintained.
• In Chapter 5 we argue for correlation — which can be used to measure
the extent to which annotators follow a systematic pattern in their
assessments, even in the absence of agreement — to assess human
xi
evaluation reliability.
• In Chapter 6 we introduce an original bias identification method —
based on a new interpretation and application of the Item Response
Theory (IRT) (Gulliksen, 1950) — to detect annotators’ bias.
Before the Appendix there is a conclusion chapter, in which we present
a short example that summarises our proposal for performing a reliability
study for NLG human evaluation tasks. We end the chapter with a discus-
sion of some work to be undertaken in the future.
Appendix
In this part there is one appendix chapter:
• In Appendix A we collect the annotation guidelines used in the obser-
vational study presented in Chapter 4.
Sources
The main ideas of this thesis have been published in Natural Language
Processing related conferences. More precisely, Chapter 2 is mainly based
on the papers:
• J. Amidei, P. Piwek and A. Willis, Evaluation Methodologies in Auto-
matic Question Generation 2013 - 1018, In Proceedings of The 11th In-
ternational Natural Language Generation Conference (INLG), Tilburg,
The Netherlands, 5-8 November 2018, pages 307-317.
• J. Amidei, P. Piwek and A. Willis, Agreement is overrated: A plea
for correlation to assess human evaluation reliability, In Proceedings
of The 12th International Natural Language Generation Conference
(INLG), Tokyo, Japan, October 29 - November 1, 2019, pages 344-
354.
xii
Chapter 4 is mainly based on the paper:
• J. Amidei, P. Piwek and A. Willis, Rethinking the Agreement in Hu-
man Evaluation Tasks, In Proceedings of the 27th International Con-
ference on Computational Linguistics (COLING), Santa Fe, New Mex-
ico, 20-26 August 2018, pages 3318-3329.
Chapter 5 is mainly based on the paper:
• J. Amidei, P. Piwek and A. Willis, Agreement is overrated: A plea
for correlation to assess human evaluation reliability, In Proceedings
of The 12th International Natural Language Generation Conference
(INLG), Tokyo, Japan, October 29 - November 1, 2019, pages 344-
354.
Finally, Chapter 6 is mainly based on the paper:
• J. Amidei, P. Piwek and A. Willis, Identifying Annotator Bias: A new
IRT-based method for bias identification, In Proceedings of the 28th
International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING),







Diving into evaluation of
NLG systems: An
introduction to the main
concepts
The aim of this chapter is to introduce and define the relevant background
from which we will develop our ideas. We present the preliminary concepts
and terminology. While doing so, we contextualise them into the literature
relevant to the present work. By outlining the context in which this thesis is
placed, this chapter sets the present work inside a well-established research
area. It is worth noting that this section does not aspire to – and given the
vast research area could not be able to – give an exhaustive picture of the
NLG evaluation landscape. The main goal is to contextualise the central
ideas that are the background of this research.
In each section we introduce the main concepts we will work with in the
following chapters. In Section 1.1 we supply a definition of NLG. In Section
2
1.2 we discuss the importance of the evaluation phase and the challenge
that it raises. In Section 1.3 we present different methodologies used in the
evaluation stage. In Section 1.4 we first introduce the concept of annotation
and annotation guidelines and later we discuss the case of human evaluation
in NLG systems. We present the Kappa statistic after we review three
concepts of data reliability. Finally, we consider the limits of using the
Kappa statistic as the only tool to measure data reliability.
1.1 NLG task definition
NLG is a computational process that converts an input source into words,
sentences and more generally texts, in the form of natural language. Such
a broad definition, which focuses on the aim of NLG, displays the difficulty
of defining the boundaries of this discipline – see for example Evans et al.
(2002) and Gatt and Krahmer (2018). Although there is agreement on what
should be the output of an NLG system, the types of input source are still
a matter of debate.
Defining the input types of input source is not just a taxonomy problem.
The difference in input source can imply a change in the techniques used
to produce the linguistic output. Based on the difference in the types of
input source, to date, the main NLG tasks are text-to-text and data-to-text
(Gatt and Krahmer, 2018). Although the text-to-text case specifies the
linguistic nature of the input source, the data-to-text case can leave the
boundaries on the input source nature quite blurred. Indeed, data-to-text
can be considered a generalisation of text-to-text. As noted by Gatt and
Krahmer (2018) textual input can be considered a form “in which input
data might be presented” (Gatt and Krahmer, 2018, page 135).
In this thesis we are interested in the study of the evaluation of NLG systems.
This put us in a position to focus on the output more than the kind of input
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source. That is, regardless of what the type of input source is, when we
refer to NLG tasks, we consider tasks that require generation of human
language and whose output space is, as a result, very wide (given that a
natural language often allows the same information to be expressed in many
ways). Examples of these are: dialogue generation (Chen et al., 2017) in
which a dialogue history is given as an input and the model must generate a
response which follows up on the history. Image caption generation (Bai and
An, 2018), in which an image is given as an input and the model generates
an image description. Question generation (Rus et al., 2008), in which a
text paragraph is given as an input and the model must generate a question
about the paragraph.
1.2 The importance of evaluation
Over the past 10 to 15 years, the NLG community has come to rely increas-
ingly on shared tasks and evaluation techniques to understand progress in
the field. Evaluation has become a critical phase for the development of NLG
systems. It helps to improve systems’ performance, for example by showing
systems’ weaknesses. Furthermore, the use of shared evaluation techniques
enables a potentially reliable comparison between systems. This provides a
clear approach to measure the advances introduced by the systems.
As pointed out in Gatt and Krahmer (2018), an important event for the
NLG evaluation tasks was the “establishment of a number of NLG shared
tasks, launched in the wake of an NSF-funded workshop in Virginia in 2007
(Viethen and Dale, 2007)”. In a Shared Task Evaluation Campaign (STEC)
(Gatt and Belz, 2009) a task, a dataset – which is split into development and
test set – and a set of evaluation methodologies are given. All the partici-
pants develop systems which are evaluated on the same test set and with the
same methodologies. STEC help to understand the validity of different eval-
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uation methods and the relationship between them. Some examples are the
Question Generation Shared Task Evaluation Challenge (QG-STEC) (Rus
et al., 2010), the TUNA Challenge (Gatt and Belz, 2009) or more recently
the WebNLG Challenge (Colin et al., 2016) and the E2E NLG Challenge
(Dušek et al., 2018).
1.2.1 The evaluation challenge
In NLG, the evaluation challenge arises mainly from the fact that human
sentences can be generated, used and interpreted in many different ways.
Indeed, humans can reach the same communicative goal by using many
different expressions. This variability makes the effort of evaluating sentence
quality extremely complicated. Given an NLG generation task T and a set
of generated sentences S, how can we decide if a sentence fulfills the task T?
Which sentence in S should be preferred? Let us be more precise using one
example. Let’s suppose that the task T in play is an Automatic Question
Generation one. The task T is: “Given a piece of text, I, generate a question
in natural language, S, such that S is fluent and it can be unambiguously
answered from I”.1 Suppose that I is the following text:2
I: Frank Vincent Zappa (December 21, 1940 - December 4, 1993) was an
American musician, composer, activist and filmmaker. [...] Zappa was born
in Baltimore, Maryland. His mother, Rosemarie (née Collimore) was of
Italian (Neapolitan and Sicilian) and French ancestry; his father, whose
name was Anglicized to Francis Vincent Zappa, was an immigrant from
Partinico, Sicily, with Greek and Arab ancestry.
Suppose that given I, a system Ŝ generates the following set S of outputs:
Q1: Where Frank Vincent Zappa was born?
1In Section 2.1.1 we will present three different kind of Automatic Question Generation
tasks.
2We took this example from the Frank Zappa’s English Wikipedia page https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Zappa. The example was retrieved the 15 of May 2020.
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Q2: Where was Vincent Zappa born?
Given S, which question in S fulfills the task T? Which of them should be
preferred? Both Q1 and Q2 aim to elicit the same information – that is the
place where Frank Zappa was born. On one hand, Q1 can be unambiguously
answered from I – Baltimore, Maryland is the answer – nevertheless, it is
not fluent English. On the other hand, Q2 although fluent, cannot be
unambiguously answered from I – both Baltimore, Maryland and Partinico,
Sicily are answers for it. The example illustrates a simple instance of the
evaluation challenge, which, as we will see in Section 4, can be more complex.
The ability to generate different sentences must be considered crucial in
each generation system, since its aim is to produce human-like language. For
example, to pass the Turing test (Turing, 1950), it becomes essential in NLG
to develop evaluation methods for discerning good from bad automatically-
generated sentences.
Any generation task, whose output space is very large, faces the problem
of the absence of a comprehensive gold standard. A gold standard, usually
obtained through human input, is thought to be the correct set of solutions
for a particular task T , and it is used either for training or evaluating models
for T ’s purpose. Given a task T , the gold standard evaluation approach
assumes that we can define a precise and exhaustive (or near exhaustive)
set of outputs for T . In NLG the gold standard, also called the reference,
is a set of natural language words, sentences or more generally texts. Given
the huge human ability to use many different expressions to reach the same
communicative goal, language generation tasks cannot safely rest on the
gold standard approach for evaluation purposes.
In NLP, the reference set approach has been used for evaluation through
automatic metrics, which compare the automatically generated sentences
against the references. Many recent studies in NLG have shed light on
6
the correlation between human judgement and metrics such as BLEU – see
for example (Reiter and Belz, 2009). The results, which have shown this
correlation to be weak – see for example (Reiter, 2018) –, cast doubt on
the feasibility of using these metrics to evaluate the overall system quality.
Indeed, a system may generate very high-quality sentences that are different
from the ones in the reference set used for evaluation — this is especially
possible if we train and evaluate a model with different corpus text. Let us
return to the Automatic Question Generation example. Suppose that the
reference set R is made by the questions:
• Where was Frank Vincent Zappa born?
• When was Frank Vincent Zappa born?
• Where was Francis Vincent Zappa born?
Suppose that a system Ŝ generates the questions:
• Did Frank Zappa have Italian, French, Greek and Arab ancestry?
• Did Frank Zappa die in 1993?
Using the gold standard approach and given the setR, Ŝ would be considered
a bad generative system. Nevertheless, Ŝ can generate fluent questions which
can be answered by I. We will examine the automatic metrics in Section
1.3.1.
For NLG tasks, the reference set approach which, given a task T , can supply
an ideal solution for T , is unrealistic. For this reason, a referenceless quality
estimator was proposed, see for example Dušek et al. (2017) and Groves
et al. (2018). Such attempts, although of interest, are in the initial stages
and more developments are needed.
As we will see throughout this thesis, the difficulty of building an exhaustive
reference set is not just a problem for automatic evaluation metrics. Indeed,
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it is reflected in the difficulty of reaching a high human evaluation agreement
about sentence quality.
1.3 Evaluation types for NLG tasks
In the evaluation of NLG tasks we are interested in the NLG systems’ out-
puts quality, that is, the quality of the generated sentences. Traditionally,
two types of evaluation methodologies are used for NLG evaluation: intrin-
sic evaluation methods and extrinsic evaluation methods.
Gkatzia and Mahamood (2015) studied the use of evaluation methodologies
for NLG. They performed their study analysing a corpus of 79 works, which
was published in conference and journal papers between the years 2005-
2014. Their results show the prevalence of intrinsic evaluation methods over
extrinsic ones. Gkatzia and Mahamood (2015) also noticed that the evalua-
tion approaches are correlated with the publication venue — that is, papers
published in the same journal or conferences tend to use the same evalua-
tion methodologies. These findings show the difficulty of, and emphasise the
need for, standardising the evaluation methodologies. Chapter 2 represents
a continuation and a refinement of Gkatzia and Mahamood’s 2015 work.
1.3.1 Intrinsic evaluation methods
Intrinsic evaluation methods measure the performance of a system by evalu-
ating the system’s output “in its own right, either against a reference corpus
or by eliciting human judgements of quality” (Gatt and Belz, 2009, page
264). For example, this could involve measuring the output’s grammatical-
ity and fluency. The prevailing intrinsic methods are human evaluation and
automatic evaluation. In order to assess the quality of a generated sentence,
whereas the first method uses human judgements, the latter applies an al-
gorithm that automatically calculates a score (for example by checking the
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similarity between the generated sentence and a set of reference sentences).
Human evaluation
In NLG, human evaluation is performed by asking people to assess the sen-
tence quality either by rating (absolute annotations) or ranking (relative
annotations) sentences against some criteria, for example fluency or natural-
ness. For each task T , the criteria – which are determined by an annotation
scheme and described in an annotation guideline3 – define the concept of
quality the researchers are interested in for T .
Before continuing with this section it is important to give a terminolog-
ical clarification. In this thesis we will use the term scale and item in
the following way. In the context of a statement, the term scale is the
group of points making up the options offered to respondents. We refer
to the combination of the statement and the scale as an item. In the
case of an aggregate scale, such as the Likert scale, we use the term scale
to indicate a collection of items. For more details about this point and
the concept of scale we refer to Amidei et al. (2019).
Human annotators are usually asked to to annotate an item based on some
default ranking or Likert-style scale in absolute annotations. For example,
this could involve measuring the naturalness of a sentence associating with
it a number between 1 to 5. Figure 1.1 presents a case in which human
annotators are asked to assess the sentence quality on a five-point numerical
scale based on the naturalness criterion.
Both rating and Likert scales are widely used in the human evaluation of
NLG systems. However, their nature and their appropriate statistical anal-
ysis remain a matter of controversy. In particular, the statistical analysis
3We refer to Section 1.4 for more details.
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Figure 1.1: Example of an intrinsic human evaluation item based on a nu-
merical rating scale.
of data from Likert scales is controversial. Some treat the data as interval,
others treat the data as ordinal. The proper interpretation of a Likert scale
is as an aggregate scale, that is, it is a composite of items which are summed
or averaged all together to get an overall positive or negative orientation to-
wards the object under examination in a survey. In this case, data from
a Likert scale are considered interval. Accordingly, the use of parametric
statistics are justified. Sometimes, however, individual items of a Likert
scale are considered on their own by researchers. In this case, data from a
Likert scale are considered ordinal. Under such an interpretation, the use of
parametric statistics cannot be justified. For more details about this point,
we refer to Amidei et al. (2019).
Alternative scale types can also be used. For instance, Belz and Kow (2011)
show the viability of using continuous scales instead of a discrete one for
NLG evaluation purpose. Alternatively, Siddharthan and Katsos (2012)
used magnitude estimation for evaluating the readability of automatically
generated texts. Magnitude estimation was introduced for linguistic judg-
ment by Bard et al. (1996). Bard et al. used this technique for judging ac-
ceptability as a better alternative to judging grammaticality.4 Both contin-
uous scales and magnitude estimation were employed because they provide
4Grammaticality judgements aim to measure the extent to which a linguistic item (such
as a sentence) meets a set of fixed rules regardless of the context in which the sentence is
used. Acceptability judgements aim to measure the extent to which a sentence satisfying
the grammatical rules is considered permissible, i.e. fluent, easily understandable and
appropriate in a given context.
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fine-grained measurements by capturing robust or subtle differences between
sentences. Indeed, a limit of rating and Likert scales is to force judges to
make a choice between a fixed number of possible distinctions. Magnitude
estimation overcomes this problem by designing an evaluation task in which
judges are asked to assign numbers to a series of sentences proportional to
the sentence quality they perceive. Quality is defined by the criterion at
play, for example, sentence acceptability. No fixed number is given. Judges
are first exposed to a modulus sentence, to which they assign an arbitrary
number. All the other sentences are rated proportionally to the modulus
sentence — for example, if a sentence is perceived as twice as good as the
modulus, it gets two times the number associated to the modulus sentence.
As a result, magnitude estimation employs no fixed continuous numerical
scale. After the annotation, the judges’ individual scales are normalized by
using the statistical z-score, in order to allow comparison between them.
In relative annotations, the human annotators are asked to assess the pref-
erence between a set of sentences based on some criteria. For example, this
could involve choosing between two sentences, depending on the sentence
naturalness. Relative and absolute annotations are compared in Belz and
Kow (2010). Their experiment suggests that relative annotations reach a
slightly better human agreement than absolute annotations. Such a result
is confirmed in Novikova et al. (2018), where the authors introduced a new
method (RankME) which combines the use of relative assessments and mag-
nitude estimation (with continuous scales). Carterette et al. (2008) suggest
that relative annotations also have the convenience of being more intuitive
and quicker than absolute annotations. Nevertheless, as shown in Carterette
et al. (2008), relative annotations have the drawback of the quadratic ex-
plosion of the possible alternatives. This makes the evaluation task quite
expensive, both in an economic sense and in the expenditure of time (to
be collected, the evaluation results could need a long time). On the other
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hand, absolute annotations do not suffer from this problem and have the
advantage of supporting a more fine-grained analysis. These allow for a bet-
ter error analysis. Such evaluation can provide deep insight into the system
weaknesses. For example, it can help us understand the degree to which
the system is able to generate fluent sentences. Conversely, knowing that a
system S1 is able to generate sentences better (for example, from a fluency
point of view) than the system S2 does not means that S1 is able to gener-
ate fluent sentences. Indeed, it is possible that both the systems S1 and S2
generate sentences that are not fluent, but that the ones generated by S1
are slightly more fluent than the ones generated by S2.
Regardless of whether absolute annotations or relative annotations are used,
NLG human evaluation tasks are usually driven along two dimensions. A
linguistic one, which aims to evaluate the sentence quality from a grammati-
cal and idiomatic point of view, and an assignment-oriented one, which aims
to check if the sentence fulfills the task for which it was generated. Gatt and
Krahmer (2018) note that traditionally, in NLP, the linguistic dimension is
defined by the fluency or readability criteria, while the assignment-oriented
one is defined in term of accuracy, adequacy, relevance or correctness crite-
ria. However, in Section 2 we will see that more criteria can be defined.
Automatic evaluation
Automatic evaluation metrics judge system quality by comparing the gener-
ated output against a set of references. Such references aim at fulfill the task
goal for which the system was created. In NLG, sentence quality for auto-
matic evaluation metrics is defined by the concept of humanlikeness. That
is, the ability to automatically generate sentences as similar as possible to
the reference ones. The assumption behind the humanlikeness is that, given
the same input, the automatically generated sentence and the references’
ones both aim to fulfill the same task goal. The more the automatically
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generated sentence is similar to the reference sentences, the more it is good.
In this context, the concept of similarity is defined by the automatic met-
ric in play. There are diverse ways of cataloguing the automatic evaluation
metrics in the literature because different metrics share the concept of sim-
ilarity. Following Sharma et al. (2017), we can use the following categories:
Word-overlap based metrics and Embedding based metrics.5
Word-overlap based metrics check the similarity between two sentences based
on the n-gram overlap.6 Some examples are BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
METEOR (Banerjee and Laviel, 2005) and ROUGE (Lin and Och, 2004).
Embedding based metrics rely on the idea that sentence similarity can cap-
ture semantic information that word-overlap based metrics cannot. 7 For
example, suppose an NLG system generates the sentence “Trump speaks to
the media in Illinois”, where the reference set is composed of the sentences:
“The President greets the press in Chicago”, “The USA president holds a
press conference in Chicago” and “The President entertains journalists at
the Fountain of time”. In a case like this, embedding metrics can detect the
relevance of the generated sentence whereas word-overlap metrics cannot.
Indeed, although there is no more than 1-gram overlap, sentences such as
“Trump” and “The USA president” receive high word embedding similarity.
This is the same for the words “Chicago” and “Illinois”. Examples of em-
bedding based metrics are Vector extrema, Greedy matching (Sharma et al.,
2017) or BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019).
Automatic evaluation metrics have the advantage of being fast, repeatable
and cheap. However, it has been shown that they correlate poorly with
5For deep cataloguing, we refer to Gatt and Krahmer’s paper (Gatt and Krahmer,
2018, page 126).
6n-gram are fixed length (n, for n natural number) consecutive sequences of words
occurring in a text. For instance, {(this is), (is an), (an example)} is the set of 2-gram of
the sentence “this is an example”.
7A word (sentence) embedding is a vector-based representation of the word (sentence).
It aims to model semantic relations between the embedded words in terms of mathematical
operations on the vector representations of those words.
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human judgments. For example, Reiter and Belz (2009), Liu et al. (2016),
Novikova et al. (2017) Shimorina (2018) and Reiter (2018) show that exist-
ing automatic evaluation metrics are poor indicators of sentence quality as
perceived by humans. This leaves the interpretation and the usability of the
existing evaluation metrics as highly problematic.
1.3.2 Extrinsic evaluation methods
Extrinsic methods measure the performance of a system by evaluating the
system’s output with respect to its ability to carry out the task for which
it was generated. An example of extrinsic evaluation methods is the one
used to evaluate the STOP system developed by Reiter et al. (2003). STOP
generates “short tailored smoking cessation letters, based on responses to
a four-page smoking questionnaire” (Reiter et al., 2003, page 41) with the
aim of helping people give up smoking. This system was evaluated “by
recruiting 2553 smokers, sending 1/3 of them letters produced by STOP
and the other 2/3 control letters, and then measuring how many people
in each group managed to stop smoking” (Reiter, 2017). In this case the
system was evaluated in the real world to see if it had the desired effect —
that is, if it was able to fulfil the task goal for which it was developed.
In this context, the quality of a generated sentence is measured in terms of
its ability to fulfil the task goal. On a task-based approach the quality of a
generated sentence is measured by its capability in achieving a desired goal,
where the definition of capability is based on the system’s application and
purpose.
As suggested in Reiter and Belz (2009), extrinsic evaluation methods “have
traditionally been regarded as the most meaningful kind of evaluation in
NLG” (page 531). The importance of this kind of evaluation is also defended
by Reiter (2011). However, extrinsic evaluation methods are seldom used,
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because they are expensive and time-consuming (Reiter and Belz, 2009).
There has been no systematic comparison conducted between extrinsic eval-
uation methods and human judgement, unlike automatic evaluation metrics.
The only study that we are aware of is that of Belz and Gatt (2008). Belz
and Gatt (2008) shows no significant correlation between extrinsic evalua-
tion methods and human judgement.
1.4 Annotation and annotation guidelines
Annotation is the task of augmenting corpus data with linguistic or other
information. For the case of NLP, Pustejovsky and Stubbs (2013, page ix)
define the annotation task as “the process of adding metadata information
to the text”. This operation can be done by machine or humans. The
reasons for annotating a corpus data can be reduced to two main aims: a
theoretical one and a practical one. Whereas the first aim is to develop
and test linguistics theories, the latter is to train or evaluate systems for
Artificial intelligence (AI) applications. Intrinsic human evaluation falls into
the second category. They are an annotation task which aim to evaluate
NLG systems.
Human annotations are driven by annotation guidelines, which are a direct
manifestation of an annotation schemes. Whereas the latter characterise the
criteria to be annotated, the former strictly define such criteria and suggest
how they should be annotated. More specifically, annotation schemes de-
termine the conceptual content of the annotation task, by identifying the
set of legitimate alternatives the annotator can choose from. Annotation
guidelines go with a particular annotation scheme and should strictly define
the features that the annotator has to annotate, as well as how they should
be annotated.
Although there is not a standard way to create annotation guidelines, some
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common ground rules exist – see Palmer and Xue (2005) and Pustejovsky
and Stubbs (2013). Usually a sound annotation guideline introduces at
least some criteria which define the annotation task, alongside a description
and some examples. Their aim is to help the annotator understand the
criteria. Four examples of annotation guideline for the case of intrinsic
human evaluation can be found in Appendix A.
1.4.1 The case of intrinsic human evaluation of NLG systems
The intrinsic human evaluation of NLG systems is an example of an annota-
tion task. Two features that characterise such annotation are: i) the corpus
dimension and ii) the (usually) elevated level of subjectivity involved in the
annotation task. Unlike other annotation tasks, intrinsic human evaluations
are performed with a limited set of sentences. Traditionally, a random set
of system outputs, usually in the order of a few hundred or less, are used
for such annotation tasks. The other feature is the subjectivity involved in
the annotation. Given the wide use and interpretation of natural language,
as it is subject to individual human differences, the definition of annota-
tion guidelines becomes particularly difficult. There is a considerable risk of
ending up with a set of poorly-defined criteria. We will show in Chapter 4
that, far from being due to a lack of precision in writing the guidelines, the
problem seems to be intrinsic to the nature of human language. Sampson
(2017) presented the following analogy to explain this point:
Suppose we wanted to be able to say how large particular clouds
are – what volume of space they occupy. Clouds are fuzzy things,
so one problem would be what we mean by the volume of a
cloud – what exactly should we count as its edge? But even if
we adopted some precise definition of cloud boundaries, so that
it became meaningful to say that this cloud is exactly N cubic
yards in size, not N+1 or N-1, it might still be beyond mankind’s
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abilities actually to measure clouds so exactly.
An example of this phenomenon – from a study we will describe in detail in
Chapter 4– concerns the evaluation of the following question:
Q: Which NFL team represented the NFC at Super Bowl 50?
Use the following paragraph to answer this question:
Paragraph: The Panthers finished the regular season with a 15-1 record,
and quarterback Cam Newton was named the NFL Most Valuable Player
(MVP). They defeated the Arizona Cardinals 49-5 in the NFC Champi-
onship Game and advanced to their second Super Bowl appearance since the
franchise was founded in 1995. The Broncos finished the regular season with
a 12-4 record, and denied the New England Patriots a chance to defend their
title from Super Bowl XLIX by defeating them 20-18 in the AFC Champi-
onship Game. They joined the Patriots, Dallas Cowboys, and Pittsburgh
Steelers as one of four teams that have made eight appearances in the Super
Bowl.
In our experiment we found divergences in evaluations of the pertinence of
the question Q. The pertinence criterion was defined to measure the degree
to which a question has a clear and unambiguous answer within the reference
paragraph.8 Some participants judged Q as pertinent, others assessed it as
not pertinent. Indeed, the latter thought that to answer Q we need to
perform an inference, but that we do not have the adequate information to
do so. Indeed, in the paragraph, there is no clear connection between the
NFL and the NFC.
In Chapter 4 we will present more examples that will make Geoffrey Samp-
son’s analogy clearer.
As a result of the fuzziness of human language, the criteria defined in an in-
8The guideline for the pertinence criterion can be found in Appendix A.
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trinsic human evaluation guideline can be quite vague and left to the annota-
tors’ interpretation. This can result in a low annotator agreement. Defining
sentence quality is a difficult matter. Such a definition relies on several fea-
tures, which can be biased through subjectivity and can change from task to
task. Examples of these features are grammaticality, readability, suitability
for the task and so on.
We will refer to annotators as judges throughout this thesis, whenever we
discuss intrinsic human evaluation. We chose such terminology to emphasise
the evaluative aim of the annotation.
1.4.2 Three concepts of data reliability
Once an annotation is performed, a pivotal step is to check the annotation
validity. Validity concerns the extent to which the annotation captures what
it is intended to capture. Precisely, validity concerns truths, more specifi-
cally the “truth” of the phenomenon which is studied.9 Accordingly, validity
allows the possibility of comparing the annotation with a given recognised
true standard for that annotation. When (as in most cases of intrinsic human
evaluation of NLG systems) a recognised true standard is missing, annota-
tion reliability is measured in lieu of data validity. Reliability concerns the
extent to which different annotators agree on the categories annotated. The
higher the agreement the more reliable the data. For this reason, although
reliability is considered a necessary but not sufficient condition for valid-
ity (see for example, Krippendorff (1980), Artstein and Poesio (2008) and
Artstein (2017)), data reliability plays a pivotal role in human annotation
efforts.
Based on how the agreement is tested, Krippendorff (1980) delineates three
types of reliability, which are stability, accuracy and reproducibility.
9In this context the “truth” has to be thought “as speaking about the real world of
people, phenomena, events, experiences, and actions.”(Krippendorff, 1980, page 313).
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Stability (or Intraobserver Agreement (IA)) is usually measured by the test-
retest strategy, which is based on the resubmission, after some time, of some
items to the original annotators. That is, annotators are asked to re-assess
the same items after some time has elapsed. Comparing the annotations of
the same items provides a measure of the annotators’ consistency.
Accuracy is measured through calculating the deviations from a given stan-
dard, when one exists. More specifically, accuracy “compares the perfor-
mance of one or more data-making procedures with the performance of a
procedure that is taken to be correct”(Krippendorff, 1980, page 216). When
the standard taken into account “is truth, or at least what is known to be
true”(Krippendorff, 1980, page 216), accuracy turns into validity.
Reproducibility or Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) is a measure of the ex-
tent to which different annotators arrive at the same annotation when work-
ing independently. If different annotators, when independently performing
the annotation task, consistently make the same annotation decision, then
we have strong support for the belief that the phenomena to be annotated
are well understood and shared across the annotators. The reproducibility of
the annotation is dependent on a well-defined annotation scheme and clear
annotation guidelines. Different annotators can perform the same annota-
tion task reaching equivalent (or very similar) results. As shown in Hovy and
Lavid (2010), Pustejovsky and Stubbs (2013), Artstein (2017) and Finlayson
and Erjavec (2017), where general rules for annotation design are developed,
this idea of reliability as reproducibility has become the predominant relia-
bility concept used in any Computational Linguistics (CL) annotation task.
Accordingly, guidelines and good practice descriptions for applying IAA in
CL annotation tasks have been developed – for example, (Lombard et al.,
2002; Artstein and Poesio, 2008; LeBreton and Senter, 2008; Kottner et al.,
2011).
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In CL, since the work of Carletta (1996), the most common way to measure
reliability is using the coefficients of agreement. Specifically, reliability is
measured by some form of Kappa statistic. In the next section we briefly
present the Kappa statistic, which will be discussed in depth in Chapter 3.
Bayerl and Paul (2007) present a way to integrate the use of the Kappa
statistic to the aim of measuring IA and IAA of human annotation data.
The authors, providing an example of the case of phonetic transcriptions,
suggest the use of Generalizability Theory (GT) (Cronbach et al., 1963) in
manual annotation studies to identify “the main source responsible for poor
annotation quality”.
A further observation about reliability
Krippendorff (1980, page 211) introduced the concepts of stability, repro-
ducibility, and accuracy as “three manifestations of reliability”. They are
three ways of testing the agreement between annotators, coders, judges or
measuring instruments.
As we said before, since Carletta (1996) reliability has been mainly identi-
fied with reproducibility. Indeed, Carletta took inspiration from the content
analysis community. This is clearly stated in the paper’s abstract: “We
discuss what is wrong with reliability measures as they are currently used
for discourse and dialogue work in computational linguistics and cognitive
science, and argue that we would be better off as a field adopting techniques
from content analysis” (Carletta, 1996, page, 249). According to Krippen-
dorff (2004) “reproducibility is arguably the most important interpretation
of reliability” in content analysis. After Carletta, reproducibility became
the main manifestation of data reliability in CL. Carletta suggests the use
of some sort of coefficient of agreement as the standardised way to measure
reliability, as practised by the content analysis community.
Let us pause for a moment and think about the aim of measuring reliability.
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Reliability is measured in lieu of validity. The annotated data are telling us
something about the world. If the data are valid, they can be considered
true. By virtue of their validity, we can trust in that data and use them to
draw conclusions: “Data, by definition, are the trusted ground for reason-
ing, discussion, or calculation” (Krippendorff, 1980, page 213). In this light,
reliability has to be considered as a necessary step for data trustworthiness.
For example, Krippendorff (2004) speaks about data reliability as “the sam-
ple of data from which the trustworthiness of a population of data is to be
inferred”. In the same vein Bayerl and Karsten (2011), referring to Artstein
and Poesio (2008), wrote “The main reason for the analysis of annotation
quality is to obtain a measure of the “trustworthiness” of annotations”. Or,
in other words, “The intended meaning of reliability should refer to the de-
gree to which the data generated by coders applying a scheme can be relied
upon” (Craggs and Wood, 2005, page 290).
Relative to the annotation tasks considered in the present thesis, we assume
that annotation trustworthiness has to be considered as the goal
of the annotation reliability study.
According to Krippendorff (2004) “Reproducibility is about data making,
not about coders”. However, coders (or annotators or judges) matter in the
type of annotation tasks we consider in this thesis. In this kind of annotation,
we argue that reproducibility is a too narrow as a principle. We propose to
think of the trustworthiness of the annotation in term of whether there is
no incompatibility between annotators judgements. Instead of checking if
the annotators associate the same labels, we aim to measure the extent to
which annotators show compatible annotation behaviours. What we want
to avoid is an inconsistency between annotators.
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1.4.3 Kappa statistic and their scales of interpretation
Traditionally IA and IAA are measured by some form of the Kappa statistic
K. Here we are following the notation used by Carletta (1996). It is worth
noting that the K formulation presented captured the most used agreement
coefficients from the NLP community, such as Scott’s π (Scott, 1955) Fleiss’
generalisation of π (Fleiss, 1971) and Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960).
The common theme of a variety of formulations is that K corrects annota-
tors’ agreement by the expected chance agreement:
K =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)
where P (A) (the observed agreement or percent agreement) is the proportion
of times the annotators agree, while P (E) is the proportion of times the
annotators would be expected to agree by chance.
Kappa statistics are used with some scales of interpretation. For example,
Krippendorff (1980) (see Table 1.1) considers good any data annotation with
agreement in the interval [0.8, 1], tentative any data annotation where agree-
ment is in the interval [0.67, 0.8) and to discard any data annotation where
agreement is below 0.6710.
AV value AV interpretation
AV < 0.67 Discard
0.67 ≤ AV < 0.8 Tentative
0.8 ≤ AV ≤ 1 Good
Table 1.1: Krippendorff scale of interpretation for the Kappa statistic. AV
denotes agreement value as determined by some coefficients of agreement.
Given the arbitrary nature of the choice of the numerical intervals that make
10Arstein and Poesio (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, page 576) note that: the description
of the 0.67 boundary in Krippendorff (1980) was actually “highly tentative and cautious,”
and in later work Krippendorff clearly considers 0.8 the absolute minimum value of α
to accept for any serious purpose: “Even a cutoff point of α = .800 ... is a pretty low
standard”.
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up a scale, we can find different scales to interpret K statistics. For example
Table 1.2 presents the scale introduced by Landis and Koch (1977).
AV value AV interpretation
AV < 0 Poor
0 ≤ AV ≤ 0.2 Slight
0.2 < AV ≤ 0.4 Fair
0.4 < AV ≤ 0.6 Moderate
0.6 < AV ≤ 0.8 Substantial
0.8 < AV ≤ 1 Almost Perfect
Table 1.2: Landis and Koch scale of interpretation for the Kappa statistics.
AV denotes agreement value as determined by some coefficients of agree-
ment.
Since Carletta (1996), the K statistic and the Krippendorff interpretation
scale have been introduced in NLP. Carletta took these metrics from con-
tent analysis to “compare results in a standard way across different coding
schemes and experiments and to evaluate current developments”. Twelve
years after Carletta’s (1996) publication, the use of the coefficients of agree-
ment in CL was systematically reconsidered and analysed by Artstein and
Poesio (2008). Artstein and Poesio discuss the mathematics and interpre-
tation of the K statistic and its use in several CL tasks. In Section 2.2.2
we will see that, more than twenty years after Carletta’s work, and more
than ten years after Artstein and Poesio’s work, the use of the coefficients
of agreement is still not an adopted standard in NLG.
More discussion of the agreement coefficients can be found in Chapter 3.
More specifically, in Chapter 3, we will present and discuss five popular
coefficients of agreement and their interpretation.
1.4.4 Problems with human agreement for the case of NLG
Given the wide use and interpretation of natural language, differences be-
tween judges’ subjective preference can affect the judges’ agreement.
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Recent papers – for example, those of Sampson and Babarczy (2008), Lom-
mel et al. (2014) and Joshi et al. (2016) – suggest the inadequacy of the
Kappa statistic to analyse the reliability of human evaluation datasets. Such
studies show that judges diverge in language annotation tasks due to a range
of ineliminable factors such as background knowledge, preconceptions about
language and general educational level. Their results suggest the inadequacy
of a single number to analyse the reliability of human evaluation datasets.
This point is developed by Artstein (2017), where the author argues that
a single value can never capture the complexities of a full annotation task.
Artstein demonstrates how to use measure of agreement to find data varia-
tion, which can be used to have a better understanding of the reliability of
human annotations. This is when the data are subject to:
• Diversity in the underlying data.
• Similarity between the labels.
• Differences in the difficulty of individual items.
• Differences between individual annotators and annotators’ popula-
tions.
The problem of reaching a high IAA in the evaluation phase was encountered
in the Question Generation Shared Task Evaluation Challenge (QG-STEC)
(Rus et al., 2010). In QG-STEC two tasks, task A and B, were defined.
Whereas both shared the output type they partially diverged in the input11.
Where task A took a paragraph and a target question type as an input, task
B took a single sentence and a target question type as an input. Both the
tasks were evaluated, through intrinsic human evaluation method, based on
the 5 criteria: relevance, syntactic correctness and fluency, ambiguity, ques-
11The input was divided into two parts, a text type part and a question target type
part. Whereas they shared the question target type part (that is, it was specified a target
question type, e.g. who, what, where, when etc..), task A and B were different in the text
type part.
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tion type and variety. Quite interestingly the IAA reached in the evaluation
phase was low. An attempt to improve the IAA for the task B was done by
Godwin and Piwek (2016). Godwin and Piwek define an interactive process
where the judges can discuss their opinions about the criteria used in the
evaluation. At the end of the evaluation process, repeated three times with
three judges, they achieved high IAA with a peak of 0.94 for one of the five
criteria used in the evaluation. Nevertheless, their guideline was not tested
with judges who were different from the ones used to define them. The result
of Godwin and Piwek can be considered as the IAA upper bounds which
can be achieved using the guideline defined in their paper.
In the same vein, Sampson and Babarczy (2008) investigate the upper
bounds that can be achieved on IAA in the case of English grammar an-
notation. More precisely “the limits to the potential precision of English
grammar annotation” (Sampson and Babarczy, 2008, page 471) are stud-
ied. The authors perform their experiment using the SUSANNE scheme
(Sampson, 2002) for a parse-tree structure task. From their study they
conclude that discrepancies in IAA emerge for three main reasons:
• Violation of an explicit feature of the annotation scheme.
• The lack of a single, unambiguous annotation decision yielded by the
scheme, even though the meaning of the text is clear.
• Structural ambiguity in the text.
More generally, Bayerl and Karsten (2011) investigate several factors which
affect the IAA score, performing a meta-analytic investigation that involves
96 annotation studies. From their analysis, the authors conclude that at
least seven factors affect the IAA values. These factors are: “annotation
domain, number of categories in a coding scheme, number of annotators in
a project, whether annotators received training, the intensity of annotator
training, the annotation purpose, and the method used for the calculation
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of observed agreements” (Bayerl and Karsten, 2011, page 699).
1.5 Conclusion
Evaluation is a critical phase for the development of NLG systems. Two
main methodologies, intrinsic and extrinsic, are used for this aim. Intrinsic
automatic evaluation metrics are difficult to interpret and have been proven
not to correlate with human judges. Intrinsic human evaluation and ex-
trinsic methodologies are arguably the most suitable evaluation methods for
the NLG efforts. Nevertheless, extrinsic methodologies often involve a pro-
hibitive cost in time and money. This makes the intrinsic human evaluation
the most relevant standard for NLG evaluation systems. However, human
evaluation faces the problem of high variability in language interpretation,
which can result in low agreement and lack of reliability. Since human eval-
uation is an annotation task, reliability plays a pivotal role in the validity of
any human intrinsic evaluation efforts. Accordingly, the reliability of intrin-
sic human evaluations turns out to be an urgent topic to deal with in the
field of evaluation of NLG systems. This thesis is dedicated to this issue.
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Chapter 2
Analysis of the recent use of
evaluation methodologies in
NLG
The aim of this chapter is to set out the evidence from two studies into
evaluation practices. These provide a justification for the research question
that is central to this thesis.
The first study we present investigates the evaluation practices used in NLG.
We performed this analysis in Automatic Question Generation (AQG) as
a representative subtask of NLG. For this purpose, we selected a sample
of 37 papers with a publication date between the years 2013 - 2018.1 Our
analysis shows a variegated evaluation landscape which highlights the lack of
a standardised approach for evaluating AQG systems. Both intrinsic human
and automatic methodologies (which are the most adopted) are used in
such a way. This makes a systematic comparison across generation systems
difficult. Indeed, we found an assorted use of automatic metrics, human
1The complete list of the papers analyzed can be found in Amidei’s 2018 repository.
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evaluation design and datasets adopted in the evaluation phase.
Notably, the problem of the reliability, measured by IAA, of the intrinsic
human evaluation emerges from the analysis of the 37 papers. According
to the Krippendorff scale for interpreting agreement coefficients (Table 1.1),
most of the reported evaluations quoted IAA measures which should be
categorised as “discard”. Nevertheless, conclusions from them were drawn
without a discussion of the reliability of the result.
The second study we present in this chapter delves deeper into existing prac-
tices of reliability reporting in NLG. We performed this study by analysing
papers published in NLG specialist conferences between the years 2008 -
2018 (135 papers in total).2 The main findings of our analysis are:
1. We found little use of reliability studies in the evaluation phase;
2. We found shortcomings and oversights in reporting the reliability stud-
ies, measured as IAA;
3. The majority of the papers that report the reliability studies reached
a low value of IAA.
We explain how these points have been the basis for this thesis in the con-
clusion of the chapter.
This chapter is made up of three sections. In Section 2.1 we present the
first study we performed. It stands for a general level analysis about the
evaluation methodologies used in NLG. The analysis is based on a selection
of papers about AQG published between January 2013 and June 2018, the
latter being the month in which we carried out this research. The focus of
this section is to understand the actual practices in using both intrinsic and
extrinsic evaluation methodologies. It allows us to point out shortcomings
and oversights which need to be addressed.
2The complete list of the papers analysed can be found in Amidei’s 2019 repository.
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From Section 2.1 the problem of intrinsic human evaluation reliability stands
out. Given the priority of this problem, it is further investigated in Section
2.2. Indeed, this section presents the results of our analysis about the use
of IAA in the intrinsic human evaluation of NLG systems.
In the last Section 2.3, we summarise the present chapter and we explain
how it underpins the upcoming chapters.
2.1 Evaluation methodologies for AQG
In this section we present the findings of our analysis based on a sample of
37 papers about AQG. We focus our analysis on two dimensions: intrinsic
evaluation methodology and extrinsic evaluation methodology.
2.1.1 Criteria for papers selection
For this task, we examined the papers in the ACL anthology3 with a publi-
cation date between the years 2013-2018. Table 2.1 shows the distribution
of the papers involved in the current study across this period.







Table 2.1: Number of papers per year describing question generation sys-
tems.
We used the single term “question generation” as the search term with the
search engine provided in the ACL Anthology website. From the papers
that were returned by this query, we focused only on those papers that were
3http://aclweb.org/anthology/.
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Figure 2.1: Number of papers on AQG published by year in the ACL an-
thology.
about question generation systems. This gave us 37 papers to analyse, of
which 36 were published in conference proceedings and 1 was published in a
journal. A complete list of papers used in this study can be found in Amidei’s
2018 repository. The number of papers by year is given in Table 2.1 and
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows the rapid increase in publications
in this area in recent years. Note that this study of the literature was carried
out in June 2018, and so several major conferences in this area (including
ACL, INLG, EMNLP and COLING) had not taken place.
Before looking more closely at the publications involved, let us introduce
the AQG tasks studied in these papers. AQG is the task
of automatically generating questions from various inputs such
as raw text, database or semantic representation (Rus et al.,
2008).
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Table 2.2: Number of papers per conference proceedings or journal.
The above definition, adopted by the AQG community, leaves room for re-
searchers to decide what kind of questions and input to work with. Following
Piwek and Boyer (2012) three aspects can characterise an AQG task: the
form of the input, the form of the output, and finally the relationship be-
tween the input and the output. The 37 papers we analysed can be divided
into the following three categories:
1. Input : text;
Output : text;
Relationship: the output question is answered by the input text or the
output question asks a clarification question about the input text.
2. Input : knowledge-based structured data (for example triples 〈subject,
object, subject/object relation〉);
Output : text;
Relationship: the output question is answered by the information
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structure in the input.
3. Input : image, or image and text, or image segmentation annotations;
Output : text;
Relationship: the output question is answered by the information pic-
tured in the input.
For the sake of simplicity we will denote with Text2Text the task expressed
by category 1, Kb2Text the task expressed by category 2 and finally Mm2Text
the task expressed by category 3, where Mm is short for “Multi-modal”.
Within each category, we find papers with different aims. We include these
in the following list, where the number in brackets shows how many papers
fall into that category:
1. Text2Text (30)
• Web searching (1)
• Chatbot component (1)
• Creation of comparative questions related to the input topic (1)
• Clarification questions (1)
• Question Answering (5)
• Dataset creation purposes (1)
• Educational purposes (9)
• AQG general purposes (11)
2. Kb2Text (4)
• Question Answering (1)
• Dataset creation purposes (1)
• Educational purposes (1)
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• AQG general purposes (1)
3. Mm2Text (3)
• Data augmentation Visual Question Answering (VQA) purpose
(1)
• AQG general purposes (2)
Regarding the papers in the Text2Text category, we found some variety in
the diverse types of output. Although in the majority of cases, the system’s
output was an interrogative sentence, there are 5 papers in which the output
is a “fill the gap” question, 3 papers where output is a multiple choice
question (with its associated set of distractors) and 3 papers in which the
output is a question/answer pair. Also, in both the Kb2Text and Mm2Text
categories, there is 1 paper each in which the output is a question/answer
pair. We also note that 1 paper in the Text2Text category developed a
question generator which takes a paragraph of text and an associated answer
as input. In this case, the generated question must be answered by the
answer given in the input. We conclude this section by specifying that
AQG general purposes mean that the system was not tied to a particular
domain or task-dependent setting, whereas Question Answering means that
the AQG system was developed to be used in the Question Answering task.
2.1.2 A general overview
Table 2.3 shows the evaluation methodologies used in the papers that we
examined. With respect to the frequency of the use of intrinsic compared
to extrinsic methods, Table 2.3 confirms the trend identified by Gkatzia and
Mahamood (2015). Gkatzia and Mahamood found that 74.7% of the papers
used the intrinsic evaluation method. In our analysis we found that 83%
of the papers used this methodology. However, we note that with respect
to the results of Gkatzia and Mahamood (2015), we have an inverted trend
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Evaluation methodologies Number of papers
Text2Text Kb2Text Mm2Text Total
Intrinsic human only 13 1 - 14
Intrinsic automatic only 9 - 1 10
Extrinsic (human) only 2 - - 2
Intrinsic human & Intrinsic automatic 3 2 2 7
Intrinsic human & Extrinsic (human) 2 - - 2
Intrinsic automatic & Extrinsic (automatic) 1 - - 1
Intrinsic human & Intrinsic automatic & Ex-
trinsic (automatic)
- 1 - 1
Table 2.3: Evaluation methodologies used.
between the use of an extrinsic method compared to both intrinsic and
extrinsic. Indeed, Gkatzia and Mahamood found that 15.2% of the papers
used extrinsic methods, versus the 6% we found in our analysis. 10.1% of
the papers used both methodologies, whereas our analysis shows that 11%
of the papers use a combination of both.
Furthermore, our analysis confirms the trend between the use of automatic
compared to human intrinsic evaluation methodologies. Gkatzia and Ma-
hamood (2015) report that in 45.4% of the cases human evaluation is used,
whereas in 38.2% of the cases automatic evaluation was adopted. Similarly,
our analysis shows that amongst the papers that prefer intrinsic evaluation
methods, 45% used human evaluation, 32% used automatic evaluation and
23% used both human and automatic evaluation.
Table 2.1 shows that in the period since 2016, there has been a consider-
able increase in the number of publications in this area. It therefore makes
sense to ask whether this increase has been accompanied by a change in the
evaluation methodologies used. Table 2.4 shows how the range of evalua-
tion methodologies used has changed. Between the years 2013 - 2015 only
intrinsic evaluation methodologies were used – with 75% of papers using
human evaluation, 12.5% using automatic evaluation and 12.5% using both
methodologies. Between the years 2016 - 2018 extrinsic evaluation methods
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Evaluation methodologies Number of papers
2013-2015 2016-2018
Intrinsic human only 6 8
Intrinsic automatic only 1 9
Extrinsic (human) only - 2
Intrinsic human & Intrinsic automatic 1 6
Intrinsic human & Extrinsic (human) - 2
Intrinsic automatic & Extrinsic (automatic) - 1
Intrinsic human & Intrinsic automatic & Extrin-
sic (automatic)
- 1
Table 2.4: Variation of the evaluation methodologies used between 2013 -
2015 and between 2016 - 2018.
were also introduced.4 Indeed, although most of the papers in this period
(79%) used intrinsic evaluation methods, 7% of papers used extrinsic eval-
uation methods and 14% used both the methodologies. We can also see a
change in the tendency to use intrinsic methods. Between the years 2016 -
2018, 35% of the papers used human evaluation (a decrease of 40% from the
years between 2013 - 2015), 39% of the papers used automatic evaluation
(a 26.5% increase on the years between 2013 - 2015) and 26% of the pa-
pers used both methodologies (a 13.5% increase on the years between 2013
- 2015).
2.1.3 Intrinsic automatic evaluation
Table 2.5 presents a list of automatic metrics used in the papers studied in
the present research.5 From our analysis the most used automatic metric is
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) followed by METEOR (Banerjee and Laviel,
2005). Note that Table 2.5 only describes those that use the specified met-
rics; other papers use metrics that are defined for the specific aims described
4This shows an interesting fact. As we have seen before, based on the analysis of
Gkatzia and Mahamood (2015), between the years 2005 – 2014 both intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluation were used in NLG. From our analysis, follow that the AQG community aligns
with these results from 2016.
5Table 2.5 presents the number of time each metric was used. Accordingly, the papers
that use more than one metric are counted more than one time.
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in the paper that introduces them.
Evaluation methodologies Number of papers
Text2Text Kb2Text Mm2Text Total
BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002)




4 2 1 7
ROUGE (Lin and
Och, 2004)
3 1 - 4
Precision 4 - - 4
Recall 4 - - 4
F1 4 - - 4
Accuracy 2 0 1 3
∆BLEU (Galley
et al., 2015)




- 1 - 1
Others 5 - - 5
Table 2.5: Automatic metrics used.
In our survey we found that 31% of the papers used just a single metric,
whereas the other 69% used more than one. The mean is 2 metrics per
paper, with a minimum of 1 metric (6 papers) and a maximum of 5 metrics
(1 paper). In almost 50% of cases (9 papers), 3 metrics were used. We
noticed that only a single paper used an embedding based metric. In a
majority of studies, word-overlap based metrics were used.
To the best of our knowledge, the area of AQG is currently missing a study
which aims to verify the correlation between human judgement and auto-
matic metrics.6 Such research would have two merits: on one hand, this
kind of meta-evaluation study would give a better characterisation of the
general problem. On the other hand, the research could provide guidance to
6Yuan et al. (2017) raise some doubts about the capacity of BLEU to effectively measure
the quality of AQG systems used in Text2Text tasks.
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researchers about which metric is most appropriate in evaluating a partic-
ular system. Research in AQG would benefit from a systematic study that
aims to clarify the relationship between different evaluation methodologies.
2.1.4 Human evaluation
Among the various human evaluation methodologies, absolute annotations
is most common. Only two papers used a relative annotation methodology.
In one paper the human annotators are asked to assess pairwise preference
between multiple questions. In the other paper they are asked to assess pair-
wise preference between a pair of questions. These are one human generated
question and one automatically generated question, and the annotators are
to assess which one is automatically generated (or which one is the human
generated). The former paper also used absolute annotations.
Absolute annotation methodologies typically ask annotators to use rating or
Likert-style scales to record their judgements. In our analysis, we found that
56% of the papers used some kind of numerical scale. For example, human
judges were often asked to assess the grammaticality of a question on a
numerical rating scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). On the other hand, 44%
of the papers used a graphic rating scale. In these cases, human judges were
typically asked to classify the questions in some categories such as coherent,
somewhat coherent or incoherent.7 The number of categories used in the
rating or Likert-style scales by the papers that adopted absolute annotations
methodologies are shown in Table 2.6.
Only 3 papers used more than 1 type of scale in the evaluation. One of these
uses a free scale in which the annotators have to choose a positive integer
to count the inference steps necessary to answer a question.
Table 2.6 shows that the two most common number of categories used in the
7For more details about the difference between numerical rating scale and graphic
rating scale we refer to Amidei et al. (2019).
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Number of categories Number of papers
Text2Text Kb2Text Mm2Text Total
2 6 - - 6
3 6 - 2 8
4 1 1 - 2
5 8 1 - 9
7 - 1 - 1
Table 2.6: Number of categories used in the Likert or rating scales.
rating or Likert-style scales are 3 and 5. In a recent paper, Novikova et al.
(2018) suggest that the use of a continuous scale and relative annotations can
improve the quality of human judgments. Although we found 2 papers that
used relative annotations, we did not find any papers that use a continuous
scale.
Another interesting point is the number of judges used in the evaluation.
This number varies a lot from paper to paper. We found a minimum of 1
judge (2 papers) to a maximum of 364 judges (1 paper). Taking the papers
which provided information on the number of judges used (24 papers), and
removing five papers that used 53, 63, 67, 81 and 364 judges, we found out
that the mean number of judges used was almost 4. The most common
number was 2 judges, used by 29% (7 papers) of the papers. 3 judges were
used by 17% (4 papers) and 4 judges were used by 13% (3 papers). The
others paper used 5, 7, 8 or 10 judges.
There is a similar breadth to the number of output questions used (that
is, the questions generated by the systems), and the criteria (that is, the
question features to be checked) used in the evaluation. The number of
questions ranged from a minimum of 60 questions (1 paper) to a maximum
of 2186 (1 paper). Amongst those papers which provide this information
(17 papers out of 28), we found that the mean number of questions used per
paper was almost 493. 7 papers did not report this information, whereas
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2 papers reported information about the amount of data from which the
questions were generated, without giving the exact number of questions
used for the evaluation.
Regarding the criteria used, we noticed that 35% of the papers (8 studies)
used an overall quality criterion, that is, a single criterion which was used to
evaluate the questions’ overall quality. On the other hand, 52% of the papers
(12 studies) used specific criteria, for example, question grammaticality,
question answerability, etc. A full list of these criteria is shown in Table
2.7. 13% of the papers (3 studies) used both specific criteria and an overall
criterion. As Table 2.7 shows, there is a wide assortment of criteria used
across the set of collected papers.
As we can see from Table 2.7, the specific criteria are mainly used in the
Text2Text task. Just two criteria are used in the Kb2Text task and none
in the Mm2Text, where an overall quality criterion was preferred. We note
that some criteria, for example timing or importance, are specific to one
of the aims of the paper in which they are used. Indeed, as shown in the
Section 2.1.1, we can find different aims behind the papers’ motivations. We
note that among the papers analysed here, often only little information is
provided about the evaluation guidelines. We cannot exclude the possibility
that, given the evaluation guidelines, some of the criteria presented in Table
2.7 could collapse together. That is, it is possible that different researchers
use different names to check the same question feature.
Table 2.8 supplies an overview about the IAA reached in the human eval-
uations. We note that 54% of the papers (14 studies) did not supply this
information. Only one of the two papers that used relative annotations
reported the agreement between judges. In that paper, Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss,
1971) was used to measure the IAA reached between 3 to 5 judges. The
results, for 3 batches with different judges and questions, were 0.242, 0.234
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Criterion used Number of papers
Text2Text Kb2Text Mm2Text Total
Grammaticality 7 - - 7
Semantic correctness 4 - - 4
Answer existence 3 - - 3
Naturalness 2 1 - 3
Question type 3 - - 3
Clarity 3 - - 3
Discriminator quality 3 - - 3
Relevance 2 - - 2
Correctness 2 - - 2
Well-formedness 1 - - 1
Key selection accuracy 1 - - 1
Corrected retrieval 1 - - 1
Fluency 1 - - 1
Coherence 1 - - 1
Timing 1 - - 1
Inference step 1 - - 1
Question diversity 1 - - 1
Importance 1 - - 1
Specificity 1 - - 1
Predicate identification - 1 - 1
Difficulty 1 - - 1
Overall criterion 7 2 2 11
Table 2.7: Criteria used.
and 0.182. Table 2.8 presents the IAA results reported by the papers that
used absolute annotations methods. Between the papers that reported this
information, we found that the IAA was measured in 26 cases and 9 of these
were measured with two different coefficients, for a total of 35 IAA values.
The agreements were measured for specific criteria or for the overall quality
criterion. In one case the agreement over all the criteria was reported. It is
notable that the agreement reached in the various evaluations is generally
quite low. Indeed, according to existing scales of IAA interpretation most
evaluations fail the reliability test. For example, taking into consideration
the Krippendorff scale of interpretation (Table 1.1), among the papers that
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Coefficient used for calculate
IAA
Number of criteria Mean Min. Max.
Cohen’s κ 14 0.46 0.10 0.80
Krippendorff’s α 2 0.14 0.05 0.23
Fleiss’s κ 4 0.45 0.33 0.62
Pearson’s r 4 0.71 0.47 0.89
Percent agreement 9 0.80 0.50 0.91
κ, type no specified 2 0.08 0.08 0.09
Table 2.8: Measures of IAA.
report IAA, very few evaluations should be considered reliable. More specif-
ically, 43% (15 out of 35) of the IAA values is higher than 0,67 (which is
the threshold set by Krippendorff for tentative conclusions) and only 23%
(8 over 35) of the IAA values were greater than or equal to 0.8 (which is the
threshold set by Krippendorff for reliable conclusions).
Checking the agreement for number of judges we found that in the case
with 364 judges the IAA, measured for two criteria and a κ which type
was not specified, was between 0.08 and 0.09. We found only 2 cases for 5
judges, which reported a value of 0.05 for Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff,
1980) and a percent agreement of 0.89. Two papers used 4 annotators
altogether: one reported a value of Krippendorff’s α of 0.236, with the
other reporting a Pearson’s r (Witte and Witte, 2017) of 0.71. Another
paper used 3 evaluators and the Fleiss’s κ to measure the IAA for 4 criteria.
The results are reported in Table 2.8. All other papers reporting an IAA
measure were in evaluations that used 2 judges.
There are sometimes attempts to design the experimental methodology to
improve the level of IAA. In order to improve the agreement, one paper
collapsed two score classes into one, whereas two papers allowed a difference
of one score between the annotators’ rating. Two examples of the latter
case are the maximum value for Cohen’s κ and the maximum value for the
percent agreement reported in Table 2.8.
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2.1.5 Extrinsic evaluation
As shown in Table 2.3, extrinsic evaluation methodologies are rare in the
area. As reported by Gkatzia and Mahamood (2015) this is generally true
for NLG tasks. Amongst the papers that have chosen to use this kind of
evaluation technique, human participants were used in 4 times out of the
6. In the papers where human participants were not used, the Question
Generation (QG) system was tested as a component of a Question Answering
(QA) system. The performance was evaluated by checking the difference
between two implementations of the QA system. One was without the use
of the QG system and the other with the use of the QG system. The
aim of those papers was to improve QA systems by creating more accurate
question/answer pairs to be used for training purposes.
Because of the different tasks at play, the other papers used humans in
different ways. We can find tasks such as: “Answer the generated questions
or use the generated questions in a web page and then answer a survey
about the utility of those questions”. Or also: “Engage in a conversation
with a chatbot which involves a question-based dialogue, and then rate the
conversations”.
Also in this case, the number of humans involved in the evaluation varies
from paper to paper, ranging from 2 to 81. In contrast to the case of
intrinsic human evaluation, in these cases the IAA is not reported. We note
that human agreement in extrinsic evaluation is not as relevant as in the
case of intrinsic evaluation. In the case of extrinsic methods, the evaluation
aim is to check whether the generated questions fulfil the task for which
they were generated. To test this, humans need to use those questions in
real contexts. Now, humans make use of questions in several ways, and
similarly, they answer questions in diverse ways. For this reason, humans
are unlikely to reach equivalent results in a real context of language use.
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2.1.6 Preliminary conclusions
Although systems and tools have been developed in the AQG area over the
last few years (as illustrated by Figure 2.1), this has not been accompanied
by similar improvements in evaluation methodologies. Indeed, with the ex-
ception of the Shared Task Evaluation Challenge (QG -STEC) (Rus et al.,
2010), no attempts have been undertaken to introduce a common framework
for evaluation that allows for comparisons between systems. The variety of
evaluation methodologies, as brought to light by the present work, demon-
strates how difficult it is currently to check question quality across generation
systems. This prevents us from understanding the actual contributions that
are made by new generation systems, which are being introduced ever more
frequently.
The problem of having a high degree of variation in methodologies is com-
pounded by the use of different datasets in the evaluation phase (see Table
2.9). The use of a common dataset for evaluation — as suggested for the
NLG Shared Task Evaluation Campaign STEC (Gatt and Belz, 2009) —
could remove bias coming from the training phase. This is particularly true
for generation systems that use machine learning techniques.8 If we want to
understand the degree to which a system advances the state of the art, we
need to compare different systems on the same dataset, or, better yet, a set
of datasets that use the same evaluation methodologies.
In the area of AQG, both intrinsic and extrinsic methodologies are used in
such a way that prevent a sensible comparison across generation systems.
We found a minimal and variegated use of extrinsic methodologies, as well as
an assorted use of automatic metrics, human evaluation design and datasets
adopted in the evaluation phase.
8We note that the high variability in the dataset used in the evaluation phase is also
due to the variation in the papers’ motivations.
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Tasks Dataset or source of test articles
Text2Text SQuAD; MS-MARCO; WikiQA; Trivi-
aQA; TrecQA; Wikinews; Penn Treebank;
QG-STEC datasets; StackExchange;
Wikipedia; OMG! website; Project
Gutemberg; ReadWorks.org; Engarde
corpus; CrunchBase; Newswire (Prop-
Bank); textbook from OpenStax and
Saylor; not specified TOEFL book; not
specified science text books; not specified
course Web page; not specified news
articles; not specified teachers articles; 40
people’s personal data.
Kb2Text Ontology documenting K-12 Biology
concepts; SimpleQuestions; Freebase;
WikiAnswers.
Mm2Text COCO-QA; COCO-VQA; IGCCrowd;
Bing; COCO; Flickr.
Table 2.9: Dataset used.
There is scope for more extrinsic evaluation, which can “provide useful in-
sight of domains’ need, and thus they provide better indications of the sys-
tems’ usefulness and utility” (Gkatzia and Mahamood, 2015, page 60). Un-
fortunately, as we have seen in our analysis, extrinsic evaluations are not yet
widely used. Moreover, as suggested in Reiter and Belz (2009) and Reiter
(2011), extrinsic methodologies are often accompanied by a prohibitive cost
in time and money.
Automatic evaluation metrics can be thought of as a technique to provide
a way to standardise the evaluation. Nevertheless, they are difficult to in-
terpret and do not correlate well with human judges (Novikova et al., 2017;
Reiter, 2018). This is especially true in areas such as AQG, where a system-
atic comparison of human and automatic evaluation is missing. This makes
it difficult to understand the extent to which automatic metrics capture the
systems’ quality.
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Our analysis shows some shortcomings regarding intrinsic human evalua-
tion. This includes the lack of a shared use of criteria and scales/categories.
Lately, similar findings were presented in Van der Lee et al. (2019). More
importantly, the problem of evaluation reliability emerges from the papers
examined here. In those studies where it has been reported, the reliability,
measured as IAA, is generally low. Since human evaluation is an example
of an annotation task, reliability plays a pivotal role in the validity of any
human intrinsic evaluation efforts. Because of the importance of this point,
we decided to analyse the use of reliability study in NLG in depth. To do
so, we focused our attention on the use of IAA in papers published in NLG
specialist conferences over the years 2008 - 2018 (135 papers in total). We
present this study in the next Section 2.2.
2.2 A deep analysis about the use of IAA in NLG
evaluation task
In this section we present the findings of our analysis, which aims to check
how IAA is used in the human evaluation of NLG systems. The analysis is
based on 135 papers.9 Let us begin by explaining the criteria used for the
selection of the papers.
2.2.1 Criteria for papers selection
The first decisions we faced when we began this study was how to select the
papers to be analysed, how to retrieve them and which timespan to select.
Regarding the publication years, we decided that the interval from 2008 to
2018 would be a good timespan. Indeed, ten years allows the collection of a
good quantity of data and allows one to take into account the change marked
by the neural networks revolution — usually considered 2012 (Parloff, 2016)
9A complete list of the papers can be found in in Amidei’s 2019 repository.
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—, which mark a watershed in the IA community in the use of methods and
techniques.
We decided to use the ACL Anthology to retrieve the papers (https:
//www.aclweb.org/portal/). Although the ACL Anthology does not in-
clude many relevant studies, it is a very large dataset which collects pub-
lished NLP papers. Regarding the first problem, we thought that a better
solution could be to select the papers published in the proceedings of the
NLG community conferences. Indeed, we thought that an NLG task-based
research was in danger of giving too much weight to some tasks and not
enough weight to other tasks. However, selecting the papers from the NLG
conference proceedings allows us to consider specific tasks which are con-
sidered by the community as a proper NLG task. Eventually, we decided
to select the papers to be analysed from the Special Interest Group on
Natural Language Generation (SIGGEN) webpage (https://aclweb.org/
anthology/venues/inlg/) hosted by the ACL Anthology website. A com-
plete list of the venues is given in Table 2.10, which shows the number of
papers published in each conference and the number of papers selected for
our analysis.
We are aware that such a choice excluded certain NLG papers published in
other important conferences – for example, ACL, EMNLP, NAACL, COL-
ING, etc. – and journals. However, our study is based on 526 papers. This
gives us a fair quantity of papers from which to draw a faithful snapshot
of the use of the IAA in the evaluation of NLG tasks. Indeed, the corpus
selected focuses not only on end-to-end generation systems but also on its
components, such as referring expression generation, surface realiser, etc.
Once we had selected the papers to analyse, we had the problem of deciding
which papers could be considered in our study. Because the aim of our
work was to analyse the use of the IAA in the evaluation phase by the NLG
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Table 2.10: Years and conference venue (number of papers in parentheses).
community, we decided to focusing on the following features:
1. the paper needs to have a human study;
2. the study must be an intrinsic human evaluation study (we did not
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take into account different annotation tasks);
3. the study must allow the measure of the IAA (for example, we did not
consider papers in which the human evaluation was done with open
questions or papers whose human evaluation was a manual author in-
spection, unless such an inspection allowed the study of the IAA. Like-
wise, we did not take into account papers that use extrinsic evaluation
methodology. However, we considered papers whose extrinsic evalua-
tion methodology was followed by a survey which allows the study of
the IAA, for example, surveys done with rating scale questions).
Considering the three features above we ended up with a corpus of 135
papers on which we performed our analysis.
2.2.2 10 years of IAA in evaluation of NLG systems
The main findings of our analysis are:
1. We found minimal use of reliability studies in the evaluation phase.
2. We found shortcomings and oversights in reporting the IAA studies,
and consequent lack of a common practice in the use of IAA.
3. Generally, the level of IAA reached is low.
Point 1: Minimal use of reliability studies
The first thing that stands out in our analysis is the small number of papers
which compute IAA to validate the evaluation results. Indeed, of the 135
papers in our study, just 18% (24 papers) report information about the IAA.
While 20 papers use one coefficient to measure the IAA, 4 papers use two
different coefficients to fulfill this aim. Most of the papers reporting IAA
(i.e. 67%) were published in the final two years (2016-2018) of the period
we covered. This may signal that there is a positive trend towards more
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reporting of IAA values.
Point 1 underlines a shortcoming of NLG human evaluation tasks. When
human evaluations are performed, it is good practice to verify the reliability
of the evaluations. Without a reliability study there are no solid reasons to
accept the conclusions from an evaluation. In Chapter 5 we suggest that
correlation coefficients and agreement coefficients should be used together
to obtain a better assessment of the evaluation data reliability.
Point 2: Shortcomings with reporting IAA studies
Regarding point 2, the following shortcomings have been identified. Papers
often:
• do not report the names of the coefficients used;
• do not report sufficient detail about the experiments used to collect
the data;
• use a coefficient that is not suitable for the data collected;
• do not report the number of items on which the IAA study is per-
formed;
• do not report whether the annotators were performing the evaluation
independently or not;
• do not report the scale used to interpret the IAA values, and when
reported do not discuss the results accurately.
More specifically, between the papers that report the IAA, 37% of the papers
(9 works) use an IAA coefficient that is not suitable for the data collected.
For example, the use of Fleiss’ κ coefficient for data whose level of measure-
ment is interval. Related to this point, we note that often the researchers do
not report in sufficient detail the experiment used to collect the data, which
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can also give information about the data’s level of measurement – that is,
whether the data are nominal, ordinal, intervals or ratios.10 Across the pa-
pers we studied, such information had to be deduced from the statistic used
for analysing the data.11
From Table 2.11 we can see that although discouraged by previous work –
see for example, Krippendorff (1980), Craggs and Wood (2005) and Artstein
and Poesio (2008) – percent agreement is the coefficient used the most.
Indeed, it is reported for 25% of the works (7 papers). It is followed by
Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 1980) and Fleiss’s κ (Fleiss, 1971). Both
coefficients were used in 5 papers each. Three papers do not report the
name of the Kappa statistic used. Because each metric is different, reporting
the exact coefficient used in the analysis would help the readers to better
understand the data reliability and the evaluation results.
Few papers discuss the interpretation of the IAA for their evaluation. Be-
tween the papers that report the IAA, just 20% of the papers (5 works)
make implicit or explicit reference to the interpretation scales used. The
IAA interpretation scales reported by these papers are the Krippendorff
scale (Krippendorff, 1980, see Table 1.1) and the Landis and Koch scale
(Landis and Koch, 1977, see Table 1.2).
In almost every paper we analysed, the number of items used for the IAA
studies was not reported. Likewise, there were few cases in which it was
reported whether the annotators worked independently.
Finally, we also note that the terminology used is not shared across the
analysed papers. Some examples are: reliability, agreement, inter-evaluator
agreement, pair-wise agreement, inter-annotator agreement, inter-assessor
10For more details about these concept we refer to Appendix 3.1.4.
11We note that this is an imperfect, although sometimes the only possible, way to deduce
the data level of measurement. Indeed, researchers can use the wrong statistic to analyse
the data, which results in a distorted image of the data level of measurement.
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agreement, inter-rater reliability and inter-coder agreement.
Chapter 3 is devoted to best practice in performing and reporting a reliability
study as measured using coefficients of agreement.
Point 3: Low IAA values
Table 2.11 shows a tendency also found in other work; see for example
(Craggs and Wood, 2005; Lommel et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Sedoc et al.,
2018) and the supplementary material of (Reiter, 2018).12 The trend is
that in human evaluation of NLG systems the IAA values reached are rel-
atively low. Following the Krippendorff scale of IAA interpretation (Krip-
pendorff, 1980) – which considers the threshold 0.67 as the minimum to be
reached to get a reliable set of data (see Table 1.1) – most of the evalua-
tions should be discarded. The problem of how to interpret IAA values is
Coefficient # used Mean Min. Max.
Percent agreement 7 0.69 0.44 0.94
Cohen’s κ 4 0.40 0.10 0.88
Krippendorff’s α 5 0.62 0.37 0.90
Fleiss’s κ 5 0.53 0.29 0.78
Pearson’s r 2 0.42 0.20 0.71
Kendall’s W 1 0.61 0.47 0.76
Weighted κ 1 0.07 0.07 0.07
κ, type no specified 3 0.57 0.32 0.77
Table 2.11: Mean, minimal and maximum IAA value per coefficient. # used
means the number of times that a coefficient was used in total across the
papers. In each paper each coefficient was used to measure the annotators’
agreement about one or more questions or criteria.
an intriguing and complicated one. Artstein and Poesio (2008) describe this
as “the most serious problem with current practice in reliability testing”.
As noted by Krippendorff (1980, 2004), Craggs and Wood (2005) and Hovy
12We note that for the κ coefficients which are “no better specified” the mean measure
is not appropriate. Indeed, they could be different κ coefficients. However, we chose to
report the mean for uniformity reasons. It worth saying that such a choice does not affect
the theoretical point here presented.
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and Lavid (2010), the choice of IAA interpretation scale is arbitrary and
task-dependent. The reduction of a statistical test interpretation to a sim-
ple number, whilst common, can be arbitrary and accordingly give us little
information.13 For example, Artstein (2017) shows that a single label is not
sufficient to give a deep understanding of the reliability of an annotation. In
Chapter 3 we will present a new interpretation approach to the scale used
for interpreting the coefficients of agreement as introduced in Gwet (2014).
Point 3 also reveals a big issue in the area. Indeed, the main purpose of IAA
is to check the reliability of the annotated data. Following the existing scales
of IAA interpretation, for example those of Krippendorff (1980) and Landis
and Koch (1977), most of the evaluations should be discarded because they
are unreliable.
In Chapter 4 we will analyse in detail the phenomena of low IAA values for
the case of intrinsic evaluation of NLG systems.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented two studies. Both are systematic literature
reviews of NLG papers.
The first study investigates the evaluation methodologies used in AQG in
the years between 2013 - 2018. Our overview shows a variegated evaluation
landscape which illustrates the lacking of a shared approach to the eval-
uation phase. Both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation methodologies were
analysed and some of their shortcomings were presented and discussed. Be-
tween these, the problem of the reliability of the intrinsic human evaluation
is arguably the most urgent to be addressed. To date, intrinsic human eval-
uation methodologies are the most adopted evaluation methodologies in the
area, and they can be considered as the standard for NLG evaluation sys-
13Lately, this point has been raised also for the p− value (Wasserstein et al., 2019).
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tems. Nevertheless, without a proper reliability study they should not be
used. The investigation of the reliability of intrinsic human evaluation was
the focus of our second study.
In the second study of this chapter, we presented a snapshot of the reliability
studies (as measured by the IAA) of intrinsic human evaluation tasks in the
NLG area. Our investigation was based on an analysis of papers published
over the last 10 years in NLG-specific conferences (in total 135 papers). The
main findings of our second study can be summarised in the following three
points:
1. We found little use of reliability studies in the evaluation phase.
2. We found shortcomings and oversights in reporting the reliability stud-
ies, measured as IAA.
3. The majority of the papers that report the reliability studies reached
a low value of IAA.
Point 1 underlines a common shortcoming of NLG intrinsic human evalua-
tion tasks — indeed, without a reliability study there are no solid reasons
to accept the conclusions from an evaluation. Such a deficiency legitimates
the aim of this thesis: to enhance, in the NLG community, awareness about
the need to handle the problem of intrinsic human evaluation reliability, and
suggest a way to carry it out.
We will provide an in-depth analysis in the following chapters, and we will
suggest solutions for the issues raised in points 2 and 3. Chapter 4 is ded-
icated to investigating the reasons for point 3, i.e. the generally low IAA
found in NLG evaluations. The result of our investigation of Chapter 4, will
drive Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In these two chapters we propose a new set
of methods for identifying judges’ bias and reporting reliability for the case
of human intrinsic evaluation of NLG systems.
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Regarding point 2, much has been said in previous work about the devel-
opment of guidelines and good practice descriptions for applying IAA, for
example Krippendorff (1980), Artstein and Poesio (2008), LeBreton and
Senter (2008), Kottner et al. (2011), Gwet (2014) and Artstein (2017). To
make this thesis self-contained, in Chapter 3, we suggest good practices for
using and reporting coefficients of agreement based mainly on Artstein and









One of the main problems we detected in Chapter 2 was the presence of
shortcomings and oversights in reporting the reliability studies, measured
as IAA. This Chapter aims to limit, and hopefully, eliminate this trend. To
do so, we will present and discuss five popular coefficients of agreement and
their interpretation.
The present Chapter is mainly based on:
• Artstein and Poesio (2008) and
• Gwet (2014).
3.1 Preliminary concept and terminology
As we have seen in Section 1.4.3 a general formulation for describing several
agreement coefficients, presented by Carletta (1996), is the following:
K =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)
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where P (A), the observed agreement (or percent agreement), is the propor-
tion of times the annotators agree, whereas P (E) is the proportion of times
the annotators would be expected to agree by chance.
Based on the interpretation of P (E), the number of annotators involved
in the annotation, the type of data annotated, the K equation can take a
different mathematical formulation and meaning. In order to deeply under-
stand the different mathematical formulations that arise from the general
equation K, we follow the elegant framework introduced by Gwet (2014).
Before further developing our analysis, some clarifications regarding the fol-
lowing points are required:
• The agreement coefficient terminology;
• The Observed agreement;
• The interpretation and definition of chance agreement;
• The type of data involved in the annotations.
3.1.1 The agreement coefficient terminology problem
The literature on agreement coefficients is characterised by a high degree
of inconsistency about the terminology used for the agreement coefficients.
The general presentation in the CL community, proposed in Carletta (1996),
does show the common point between the different agreement coefficients,
but does not resolve this confusion.
For this reason we will stop using the term K as a general term for the
agreement coefficient. Every time we introduce an agreement coefficient we
specify its name. Where necessary, we will examine that name in order to
resolve its terminological confusion.
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3.1.2 Observed agreement
In human annotation efforts, an agreement coefficient measures the extent
to which different annotators can make the same annotation decision when
annotating the same data independently. The first natural way to measure
the level of agreement between human annotators is the observed agreement.
That is, to calculate the number of times the annotators agree divided by
the total number of annotations.1 Although it is easy to calculate and
interpret the observed agreement it incurs other problems that make it less
than optimal as a measure of annotators’ agreement. The main problem
with the observed agreement is that it does not take into account situations
in which annotators can reach the same annotation decision by chance (this
is particularly possible in annotations where few categories are used). In
other words, the observed agreement is not corrected for chance agreement.
During an annotation, it is possible that annotators select the same cate-
gory by chance. A high number of chance annotations decision can increase
the level of annotator agreement. However, it can frustrate the annotation
aim. In other words, the chance agreement is not related to the annotation
features of interest, and as such they cannot be used to demonstrate annota-
tion reliability. Nevertheless, observed agreement is not able to distinguish
agreement by chance from genuine agreement. This incapacity can be a
source of annotation reliability overestimation. In addition, the fewer the
number of categories, the higher the probability of overestimation.
Coefficients of agreement that correct for chance agreement were developed
in order to overcome this problem.
1A formal definition is presented in Section 3.2.4.
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3.1.3 Four interpretations and definitions of chance agree-
ment
From a formal point of view chance agreement is a probability, that is, the
probability that annotators make the same annotation decision by chance.
This is a prior probability. All the definitions of chance agreement try to
answer the question: how can we define a prior probability? The answer to
this question determines the definition of chance agreement and the interpre-
tation and use of the agreement coefficients that apply to it. In this chapter
we present the four following approaches that define chance agreement.
1. All the categories are equally probable (Equal probability).
2. Each annotator has his(her) own probability distribution over the cat-
egories in play (Annotators probability).
3. Each categories have their own probability distribution, which is de-
fined based on the annotators’ choice through the annotation (Cate-
gories probability).
4. A combination of 1 and 3 (Mixed probability).
Between the four approaches we presented, the first can be considered the
only genuine prior probability. Indeed, the others, in order to be defined,
need the annotation performed. That is, the other approaches define a prior
probability based on a post annotation, that is, on the actual annotation.
In Section 3.2 we formally present all these types of chance agreement. In
this section we present them informally.
Equal probability: The definition of chance agreement in point 1 is the
most straightforward and does not involve the actual annotation. It is based
on the assumption that there are no reasons to prefer a category over an-
other. The example is that of one no bias draw. Suppose we have a box full
of one hundred balls numbered from 1 to 100. Suppose we want to draw
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one of these balls. If there is no bias there is no reason to think that the
probability to draw, for example, the ball number 5 is higher or lower than
the probability to draw the ball, for example, number 23. In this case we
can suppose that the probability of drawing a ball is the same for each ball.
In the example such probability is 1/100 = 0.01.
Annotators probability: The definition of chance agreement in point 2 is
based on the assumption the each annotator has its own probability distri-
bution. Such a definition takes into account the annotators’ subjective bias.
Annotators can have personal reason to consider a category more probable
than another one. They can reveal such bias through the annotation. That
is, after the annotation we can know if an annotator prefers one category
over another and based on such an annotation we can define a category’s
probability distribution for that annotator.
Let us return to the balls draw examples. This time we suppose that the
balls are made in 5 different colours, 20 balls for each colour. Let’s say,
red, black, purple, green and pink. Suppose we are observing one person P
drawing the balls. Suppose also that the ball is put back in the box after
it was drawn. After we have seen P drawing a ball, let’s say 125 times, we
can ask: what is the probability that P will draw a red ball the next time?
Following the approach presented in point 2, we need to count the times P
drew the red ball over the times P drew a ball. Supposing that P drew the
red ball 76 times, the probability that P will draw a red ball in the 126th
draw is 76/125 = 0.6.
Categories probability: The definition of chance agreement in point 3 is
based on the assumption that each category has its own probability to be
chosen. Such probability can be discovered by looking at the annotation
trend.
Let us come back to the balls draw examples one again. Also in this case
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we suppose that the balls are made in 5 different colours, 20 balls for each
colour. Let’s say, red, black, purple, green and pink. As before, the balls
picked are put back in the box after they are drawn. This time, let’s suppose
that three people P1, P2 and P3 have drawn 35 balls each. That gives us a
sample of 105 drawn balls. We can ask what is the probability that a fourth
person P4 will draw a red ball? Let’s suppose that in the 105 draw, P1 drew
a red ball 5 times, P2 drew a red ball 15 times and P3 drew a red ball 19
times. Following the approach presented in point 3, we can say that the
probability of P4 drawing a red ball is (5 + 15 + 19)/105 = 0.37.
In Section 3.2 we will see how this probability distribution is used to define
the expected probability of agreement for each category.
Mixed probability: The definition of chance agreement in point 4 com-
bines the approaches presented in point 1 and point 3. In Section 3.2 we
will see how this is formally done.
3.1.4 Type of data
The collection of data, originating from a human annotation, is usually cre-
ated by answering a questionnaire or by following specific instructions that
aim to isolate a particular phenomenon from some data. For example, an
intrinsic human evaluation can be performed by answering a questionnaire
that uses items made with a five point numeric scale. Eventually, each anno-
tation provides a particular type of dataset, and this determines the kind of
statistics to be used. In Statistics four types of data are considered (Stevens,
1946): Nominal (or Categorical), Ordinal, Interval and Ratio.
Nominal: Nominal data are constituted by a set of non-overlapping cate-
gories. Each category represents a specific characteristic which is of interest
for the annotation. For example, male/female or yes/no are nominal data.
Although categorical data can be presented with numerical labels, for ex-
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ample 1 for yes and 0 for no, they do not have any mathematical meaning.
That is, such numbers do not satisfy any mathematical property. For ex-
ample, let’s give 1 for yes and 0 for no. In this case, 1 + 0 does not make
sense in the same way that yes+ no does not.
Ordinal: Ordinal data represent a step forward from the nominal data.
They are used when the order between the categories used in the annota-
tion is considered meaningful. Also in this case ordinal categories can be
presented with numerical labels. However, such numbers measure relative
values between them and arithmetical calculations cannot be significantly
done. For instance, the distance between two categories cannot be calcu-
lated. More specifically, suppose an annotation was performed with a Likert
item that used the five categories “Strongly Disagree” (1), “Disagree” (2),
“Neutral” (3), “Agree”(4) and “Strongly Agree”(5). In this case it is not
possible to say that he difference between “Strongly Disagree” and “Dis-
agree” is the same as the difference between “Neutral” and “Agree”. Using
the numerical categories we can express it by the expression 2− 1 6= 4− 3.
In ordinal data, the order between the categories is what matters, but the
differences between them are not known.
Interval: Interval data represents a step forward from the ordinal data.
The categories (numerical value) of interval data have these properties: 1)
they are ordered; 2) the difference between any two values is known. Within
interval data it is possible to perform algebraic operations such as addition
and subtraction. However, algebraic operations such as multiplication, divi-
sion or the ratios’ calculation cannot be performed. An example of interval
data is the temperature.
Ratio: Ratio data represents a step forward from the interval data. Dif-
ferently from interval data, the ratio data have the true zero, that is, a
meaningful zero. Coming back to the temperature example, the value 0
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does not mean absence of temperature. An example of ratio data is the
length. 0 length means no length. Multiplication, division and the ratios’
calculation can also be performed within the categories (numerical value) of
ratio data.
3.2 Agreement coefficients
In this section we present some of the agreement coefficients handled in Gwet
(2014). Although the agreement coefficients we present do not exhaust all
the coefficients developed in the literature, we believe they provide a large
set of possibilities to be used in the annotation effort of NLG tasks.
3.2.1 A common notation
Let us start by giving some notation. In what follows we assume n annota-
tors, a1, . . . , an (for n ≥ 2), q rating categories2 c1, . . . , cq (for q ≥ 2) and i
items i1, . . . , ii. When a variable (we will mainly use the variable m) range
from 1 to n, it is ranging across the annotators. When a variable (we will
mainly use the variable k and l) range from 1 to q, it is ranging across the
categories. Finally, when a variable (we will mainly use the variable j) range
from 1 to i, it is ranging across the items. So, the letters n and m are used
for annotators, the letters q, k and l are used for categories, whereas the
letters i and j are used for items.
3.2.2 Working with missing data
Some annotation can have missing data, that is data annotated by only one
annotator. Gwet (2014) generalises S, κ, π and AC2 coefficients in order
to handle annotations with missing data. To this aim Gwet (2014) uses the
following strategy:
2The rating categories are possible labels from which annotators can choose from.
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• To measure the observed agreement P (A) only the items annotated by
at least two annotators are used. Accordingly, all the items annotated
by only one annotator are discarded.
• To measure the chance agreement P (E) all the items are used. Those
items annotated by only one annotator are also included in this count.
Gwet (2014) justifies the choice of taking into account all the annotated
items in the calculation of P (E), because it allows a more accurate mea-
surement of either the annotators probability interpretation or the categories
probability interpretation. On the other hand, in order to measure the ob-
served agreement P (A), items annotated by only one annotator cannot be
taken into account. Items annotated by just one annotator do not allow us
to count annotators’ agreement.
Krippendorff’s agreement coefficient α works for missing data as well. Nev-
ertheless, the strategy used by Gwet (2014) is different from the one used
by Krippendorff (1980). As we will see in detail in Section 3.2.7, Krippen-
dorff’s α removes all the items annotated by only one annotator, as well as
for computing P (E).
3.2.3 Weighting the agreement coefficients
Weights are introduced in order to deal with different data types. When
nominal data are used, because there is no structured connection between
categories, disagreement and agreement are two well-defined and separate
concepts. Annotators either agree or they disagree. Nevertheless, when some
structure is involved between categories then agreement and disagreement
are no longer two clear-cut and distinct concepts. For instance, suppose we
are working with ordinal data. Let’s say it is data collected from a Likert
item that uses the following five categories: “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”,
“Neutral”, “Agree” and “Strongly Agree”. In this case a disagreement be-
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tween “Strongly Disagree” and “Disagree” is less severe than a disagreement
between “Strongly Disagree” and “Agree”. Because they are ordered, the
categories “Strongly Disagree” and “Disagree” are closer than the categories
“Strongly Disagree” and “Agree”. In other words, suppose that the anno-
tator a1 choose the category “Strongly Disagree”, the annotator a2 chose
the category “Disagree” and the annotator a3 chose the category “Agree”.
We can say that the annotators a1 and a2 disagree less then the annotators
a1 and a3. In cases like this the concept of disagreement becomes unclear,
leaving room for the concept of partial agreement. Weighted agreement co-
efficients were introduced to deal with partial agreement.
Gwet (2014) suggests the following set of seven weights: ordinal, linear,
quadratic, radical, ratio, circular and bipolar. The set of weights introduced
by Gwet (2014) allows using the agreement coefficients for any data type. All
the weights take a value in the interval [0, 1]. 1 indicates perfect agreement
and 0 complete disagreement. All the values in the middle represent the
degree of partial agreement. In order to have an unweighted coefficient the
weights wkl are defined in the following way:
wkl =

1, if ck = cl
0, if ck 6= cl
Such a weights system is called identity weights.
In order to present the ordinal weights let’s provide some notation. Let
k, l, r and s be variables for categories. We can define Mkl as the number of
pairs of categories (cr, cs), with cr < cs. Formally Mkl is defined as follows:
Mkl = #{(cr, cs) : min(ck, cl) ≤ cr < cs ≤ max(ck, cl)}
Where the symbol # has to be read as “number of elements in the set”,
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min(x, y) means the smaller number between x and y, and max(x, y) means
the bigger number between x and y. Then, denoting with s and q respec-
tively the lowest and highest categories used in the annotation, the ordinal
weights are defined by the following equation:
wkl =

1−Mkl/Msq, if ck 6= cl
1, if ck = cl
Linear, quadratic, and radical weights are special cases of the following




Where ck and cl are respectively the kth and the lth sorted categories and
cmax, cmin are respectively the maximum and minimum of all categories. wkl
is the partial agreement between the kth categories and the lth categories.
By setting the variable z equal to 1, linear weights are obtained. If z = 2
quadratic weights are obtained. Finally, radical weights are obtained by
setting z = 0.5.
By using the same notation as before, ratio weights are defined by the fol-
lowing equation: For each k 6= l
wkl = 1−
[(ck − cl)/(ck + cl)]2
[(cmax − cmin)/(cmax + cmin)]2
Circular weights are instead defined by the following equation: For each
k 6= l
wkl = 1−
sin[an(ck − cl)/(cmax − cmin + 1)]2
max(w)
Where an is an angle, for example 180◦, and max(w) is the maximum of all
weights.
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Bipolar weights are instead defined by the following equation: For eachk 6= q
wkl = 1−
(ck − cl)2
max(w)(ck + cl − 2cmin)(2cmax − ck − cl)
Gwet (2014) suggests the use of ordinal weights in those cases where ordinal
data are used. Quadratic, linear and radical weights should be used in those
cases where interval data are involved. Finally, in those cases where rational
data are used all but the ordinal weights are suggested.
In Section 3.5 we will discuss further the difference between weights based
on some experiments.
3.2.4 A common definition of weighted percent agreement
P(A)
The strategy used to measure the agreement when more than two annotators
are involved is to consider all the possible pairs of annotators. Given n
annotators, there are n(n− 1)/2 possible annotators’ pairs. For each pair it
is possible to measure the P (A) and P (E) and use the average of them.













Where i′ denotes the number of items that are annotated by two or more
annotators. This allows us to handle annotations with missing data. If
all the items i are annotated by more than one annotator, then i′ = i.
Ajk denotes the number of annotators that agree to give to the item j the
category k, whereas Aj denotes the number of annotators that annotate the
item j. If there are not missing data, that is, all n annotators annotate all
the items, then Aj = n.
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Let’s further discuss the equation (1). For the sake of simplicity let’s consider











Let’s suppose we are interested in knowing the percent of observed agreement
for a given item j to be annotated with the category k. To do so we need
to perform the following steps:
(i) know the number of couples of annotators that agree in associating
the category k with the item j.
(ii) know the number of couples of annotators that annotate the item j.
(iii) divide the number obtained in (i) by the number obtained in (iii).
To calculate the step (i) we first need to count the number of annotators
that associate the category k with the item j. In the notation of (2) this
number is denoted by Ajk. From this number we can know the number of




To calculate the step (ii) we need first to know the number of annotators
that annotate the item j, that is, using the notation of (2), Aj . Ones Aj has
been calculated, the number of pairs of annotators that annotate the item
j is determined by the equation:
Aj(Aj − 1)
2
At this point the step (iii) is immediate. In conclusion, the percentage of
observed agreement for a given item j to be annotated with the category k
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Because we are interested in calculating the percentage of observed agree-
ment for all annotation, and not just for one item and one category, we need
to sum up all the items (which are annotated by more than one annotator,
in the notation of (1), i′) and all the categories. This explains the double
summation in equation (2). Finally, in order to be normalised, the final
summation is multiplied by 1i .
In equation (1), the pairwise agreement between annotators are weighted.














In both cases we assumed that i′ = i. Akl is the number of items that one
annotator annotates into category k whereas the other annotator annotates
into category l. Accordingly, Ajj is the number of items that both annotators
annotate into category j.
Regarding the chance agreement P (E), as we said in 3.1.3, four different
approaches can be defined. We are going to formally present all of them.
3.2.5 1st approach to chance agreement: Equal probability
In this subsection we present the Brennan and Prediger (Brennan and Predi-
ger, 1981) agreement coefficient. When used with two annotators it reduces
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to Bennett, Alpert and Goldstein’s S coefficient (Bennett et al., 1954). In
(Gwet, 2014) the Brennan and Prediger agreement coefficient is denoted by
κ̂q, and in the more general cases by κ̂BP . For example κ̂2 in used in the case
of two annotators and two categories. Gwet (2014) refers to this coefficient
as the Holley and Guilford’s G-index (Holley and Guilford, 1964), of which
Brennan and Prediger’s agreement coefficient is a generalisation. Guilford’s
G-index works for two annotators and two categories. Alternatively, Ben-
nett, Alpert and Goldstein’s S works for two annotators and two or more
categories. In (Artstein and Poesio, 2008), where Bennett, Alpert and Gold-
stein’s coefficient for two annotators is presented, it uses the terminology S.
We refer to the Brennan and Prediger agreement coefficient as S, in the hope
of reducing confusion about the notation. We do so because the Brennan
and Prediger coefficient is a generalisation of Bennett, Alpert and Gold-
stein’s more popular coefficient. Furthermore, the S coefficient we present
here is the most general. Indeed, Brennan and Prediger’s coefficient can be
obtained when weights are not used. Similarly, Bennett, Alpert and Gold-
stein’s coefficient can be obtained when weights are not used and just two
annotators are involved. Whether the S used is Brennan and Prediger’s
coefficient or Bennett, Alpert and Goldstein’s coefficient will be determined
by the context of use.
The S coefficient
S is defined by the following equation:
S =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)











We remind that q is the number of categories used in the annotation. In the
case where weights are not involved P (E) reduces to 1/q and P (A) is the






The assumption behind the definition of chance agreement in S is to consider
the annotation a random process. In such an interpretation, each item
has equal probability of being associated with each of the categories. Such
probability is expressed by the equation 1/q.
3.2.6 2nd approach to chance agreement: Annotators prob-
ability
The most popular agreement coefficient that uses this approach was devel-
oped by Cohen (1960). Cohen’s κ was so influential that the coefficient
agreements are often identified with the name κ.3 This is a reason for the
terminological confusion that we mentioned in Section 3.1.
Here we present Conger’s κ generalisation Conger (1980) of the coefficient
introduced by Cohen (1960). The first weighted version of Cohen’s κ was
introduced in Cohen (1968).
In (Artstein and Poesio, 2008) Cohen’s coefficient is denoted by κ and κw
in cases where weights are used. Their generalisation of the case with more
than two annotators is denoted as multi-κ. Gwet (2014) denote Cohen’s
coefficient and its Conger generalisation as κ̂C .
As in the case of the S coefficient, the weighted version we present here
is the most general. Indeed, Conger’s coefficient is its unweighted version
and Cohen’s weighted coefficient is obtained when just two annotators are
3For example, Carletta (1996) collects several coefficient agreements under the name
Kappa statistic. In the analysis we presented in Section 2.2.2 between the 24 papers that
use the coefficients agreement, three papers report the coefficients agreement as κ, without
providing further information.
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involved. The original Cohen coefficient is obtained when the weights are
not used and two annotators are involved. For this reason, in the hope of
limiting the notation confusion, we will use the symbol κ. Also in this case,
if the κ used is Cohen’s coefficient, Cohen’s weighted coefficient or Conger’s
coefficient will be determined by the context of use.
The κ coefficient
κ is defined by the following equation:
κ =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)
P (A) is expressed by equation (1). To define P (E) firstly we need some
notation. Let nmk be the number of items annotate with the category k by
the annotator am, and let nm be the total number of items annotated by
the annotator am. Then pmk = nmk/nm denotes the proportion of items








m=1(pmkpml − pkpl) denote the variance of the paired proportions
p1kp1l, . . . , pnkpnl, where l, k ∈ {1 . . . q}. We remind that n denotes the
number of annotators and q the number of categories.










When the weights of equations (4) are the identity weights, the unweighted
κ, which is suitable for measuring categorical data, is obtained. In this case










In this case the variance of the paired proportions p1kp1l, . . . , pnkpnl (s
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kl)
reduces to the variance of the proportions p1k, . . . , pnk (s
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k) by the following

















k=1 pmk = 1 represents the probability distribution over the q categories
in play as used by the annotator am. pmk takes into account the personal
bias of the annotator am, measuring the extent to which he(she) uses the
category k. With this strategy a personal probability distribution can be
defined for each annotator who takes part in the annotation. Consequently,
the value obtained from an agreement coefficient that defines the chance
agreement as “Annotators probability” is strictly tied to the annotators in
play, and is less suitable to be generalised to other annotators who did not
take part in the annotation. In this respect such coefficients are not fully
suitable for measuring the reproducibility of one annotation. Nevertheless,
they are suitable for measuring the trustworthiness of one annotation.4
3.2.7 3rd approach to chance agreement: Categories proba-
bility
The most popular coefficient of agreement that uses this approach was de-
veloped by Scott (1955). Scott’s π was generalised by Fleiss’s coefficient
(Fleiss, 1971). Fleiss called his coefficient κ, as he was aiming to generalise
Cohen’s κ. Nevertheless, as a matter of fact, Fleiss’s coefficient in the case of
two annotators reduces to Scott’s π. Another very popular coefficient that
uses this approach to the definition of chance agreement is Krippendorff’s
α (Krippendorff, 1980).
In Artstein and Poesio (2008), Scott’s coefficient is denoted by π. Its gener-
alisation of the case with more than two annotators is denoted as multi-π.
4We will come back to this point in Section 3.6.1.
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Gwet (2014) denote Cohen’s coefficient differently as κ̂S and Fleiss’s gener-
alisation of κ̂S as κ̂F .
In this case we prefer to use only the symbol π for the same reasons we
presented in the case of S and κ coefficients.
Regarding Krippendorff’s coefficient, in Artstein and Poesio (2008) it is
denoted as α, whereas Gwet (2014) uses the notation α̂κ.
In this thesis we preferred to use the symbol α.
The π coefficients
As in the case of S and κ, π is defined by the following equation:
π =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)















It is worth reminding that i is the number of items that take part in the
annotation, Ajk denotes the number of annotators who agree in giving cat-
egory k to the item j, whereas Aj denotes the number of annotators that
annotate the item j.






In this subsection we present the α coefficient as defined in (Gwet, 2014).
Such a presentation is different from the original given by Krippendorff
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(1980). We prefer to present Gwet’s version to retain uniformity with the
presentation of the other coefficients. As stated by Gwet (2014) (page 87)
Krippendorff’s version and Gwet’s version yield the exact same result.
We saw in Section 3.2.2 that the α coefficients deal with missing data in a
different way. Only the items that are annotated from two or more annota-
tors are taken into account in the calculation of α. That is, all items that
are ranked by a single annotator are omitted from both the calculation of
P (A) and the calculation of P (E). For this reason the P (A) formulation in
equation (1) has to be reconsidered. Nevertheless, the α coefficient is based




In order to define Pα(A) and P (E), let’s start by giving some notation. Let
i′ be the number of items annotated by two or more annotators. Let Ajk
denote the number of annotators that agree in giving the category k to the
item j, whereas Aj denotes the number of annotators that annotate the item
j. Let A be the average of the Aj for j,∈ {1, . . . , i}. We remind that i is
the number of items used in the annotation. Let εi = 1/(i
′A). In order to













Then Pα(A) can be defined by the following equation:
Pα(A) = (1− εi)P (A)′ + εi
In order to define P (E) it is necessary to slightly modify the πk as defined
in the π coefficient. Such modification, here denoted by παk , takes into ac-
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count the procedure to deal with missing data as introduced by Krippendorff








In the cases where there are no missing annotations, then παk = πk.











In the unweighted case, Pα(A) = (1− εi)P (A) + εi where P (A) is equation






Both πk and π
α
k represent the single probability distribution for the category
k. As such,
∑q




k = 1) represent the probability distri-
bution over the q categories in play as used by the annotators that take
part in the annotation. This strategy defines a single category probability
distribution for all the annotators. Accordingly, the value obtained from
an agreement coefficient that define the chance agreement as “Categories
probability” is suitable to be generalised to other annotators that did not
take part in the annotation. In this respect such coefficients are suitable for
measuring the reproducibility of one annotation. Nevertheless, they are less
suitable for measuring the trustworthiness of one annotation.5
3.2.8 4th approach to chance agreement: Mixed probability
To the best of our knowledge, the only coefficients that falls into this category
are the AC1 coefficient introduced by Gwet (2008) (and its generalisation
AC2) and the Aickin’s α (Aickin, 1990). In this Section, we will deeply
5We will came back to this point in Section 3.6.1.
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consider only the coefficient defined by Gwet. We use the terminology AC2
in this thesis because the coefficient AC2 reduces to AC1 in the absence of
weights.
AC2 considers two possible sources of disagreement. Disagreement can be
either due to chance annotation or for other reasons. The aim of AC2 is to
measure the agreement once the random chance agreement is removed from
consideration. In order to do so, AC2 is applied to a sub-population of items
I ′. I ′ is obtained by removing, from the initial items population, the items
which can lead to random chance agreement.
The strategy used is to define, from a theoretical point of views, the H-
subject and the E-subject. H-subject are hard to score items, whereas E-
subject are easy to score items. In order to define the H-subject, Gwet
(2014) (Page 103) introduces the concept of nodeterministic as follows:
the process of rating [annotating in our notation] a subject [an
item in our notation] is considered nodeterministic if it has no
apparent connection with the subject’s characteristic.
To move from the theoretical level to the practical one, the following as-
sumptions are made (Gwet, 2014):
(I) Each annotator has his(her) group of H-subject and his(her) group of
E-subject;
(II) H-subject are nodeterministic and chance agreement on them is con-
sidered random.
H-subject and E-subject cannot be identified, so a probabilistic model is
needed in order to link the annotation to the theoretical concept of H-subject
and E-subject. Both in (Gwet, 2008) than (Gwet, 2014), the rationale be-
hind the implementation of the agreement coefficient AC2 is presented for
the case of two annotators, let’s say a1 and a2. The first step is to identify
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the following events (Gwet, 2014, Page 115):
• R: The selected subject is an H-subject (i.e one of the two raters
or both will perform a nondeterministic rating when classifying this
subject).
• A: both raters a1 and a2 agree on the classification of the selected
subject.
• C = A∩R: Represent an agreement by chance (i.e. the selected subject
is an H-subject, and both raters a1 and a2 agree about its classifica-
tion).
In the definition of R the assumption (I) takes place.
Given two categories l and k, let Pkl denote the probability that an item will
be associated with the category l by one annotator and with the category k
by the other annotator. By using the rule of probability Pkl can be defined
as follows:
Pkl = P (kl ∩ C) + P (kl ∩ C) (7)
Where C is the event no chance agreement, P (kl∩C) is the probability that
an item will be associated with the category l by one annotator and with
the category k by the other annotator by chance. However, P (kl ∩ C) is
the probability that an item will be associated with the category l by one
annotator and with the category k by the other annotator not by chance.
The aim is to quantify P (kl ∩ C) when k = l. Indeed, P (kk ∩ C) is the
probability of agreement reached not by chance on the categories k and l.
By Bayes’s rule:
P (kl ∩ C) = P (C)P (kl|C) (8)
and
P (kl ∩ C) = P (C)P (kl|C) (9)
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Substituting the equations (8) and (9) in equation (7) it follows:
Pkl = P (C)P (kl|C) + P (C)P (kl|C) (10)
By again applying Bayes’s rule on P (C) (P (C) = P (R)P (A|R))6, and con-
sidering the fact that P (C) = 1− P (C), it follows:
Pkl = P (R)P (A|R)P (kl|C) + 1− P (R)P (A|R)P (kl|C) (11)
From assumption (II) it follows that P (A|R) = 1/q, where, we recall, q is
the number of categories used in the annotation. Similarly, P (kk|C) = 1/q
when k = l. By defining the variable:
dkl =

1, if k = l
0, otherwise
it follows that P (kl|C) = dkl/q. Taking these into account we can rewrite
equation (11) as follows:




































6P (A|R) is the conditional probability that the agreement is reached, given that one
annotator between a1 and a2 (or both) has performed a random annotation.
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At this point it is possible to measure P (kk|C) by the following equation:
P (kk|C) = P (A)− P (R)/q
1− P (R)/q
(15)
Where P (A) =
∑q
k=1 Pkl. The standard equation for agreement coefficient
is found by defining P (E) = P (R)/q. The problem now is how to define
P (R). In order to do so, Gwet (2008) (and Gwet (2014)) made the following
assumption:
Subjects [items in our notation] distributed more uniformly across
categories are more likely to contain H-subject. (Gwet, 2014,
Page 116)





πk is the probability that an annotator (randomly selected from the pop-
ulation of annotators) will classify an item (randomly selected from the
population of items) with the category k. With a further assumption about
the nature of the change agreement, πk is defined as in the case of the π
coefficient.







In the following section we present the generalisation given by Gwet (2014)
from the case of more than two annotators.
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The AC2 coefficient
As we have seen in the previous section, AC2 is defined by the following
equation:
AC2 =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E)












l=1wkl is the sum of all weight wkl and πk is defined
as in the case of the π coefficient. Finally, we remind that q is the number
of categories used in the annotation.







In this case, Tw in equation (16) reduces to q.
Divergences with the Aickin’s α
A similar approach to the one proposed by Gwet (2008) was presented by
Aickin (1990) who introduced Aickin’s α.
As pointed out by Gwet (2014) the main differences between Aickin’s α and
Gwet’s AC2 can be summarised by the following points:
• Aickin’s α is defined for two annotators. In contrast, Gwet’s AC2 is
defined for any number of annotators.
• In Aickin’s proposal the annotators share the same H-subject and E-
subject. In contrast, Gwet’s AC2 assumes that each annotator has
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his(her) group of H-subject and his(her) group of E-subject.
• Aickin’s α is applied on all the initial items population. In contrast,
Gwet’s AC2 is applied to a sub-population of items I
′ (I ′ is obtained
by removing, from the initial items population, the items which can
lead to random chance agreement).
















Where A and B are two annotators, Pkk is the probability that A and B
associate the category k to a randomly selected item, and finally PXk|H is the
probability that the rater X (for X ∈ {A,B}) associates the category k to
a H-subject.
Aickin’s α takes the same general shape of the K equation (see Section 3.1).
Nevertheless, the chance agreement P (E) is defined only for the H-subject.
For this reason, Gwet (2014) argues that:
by excluding subjects [items in our notation] that are susceptible
to chance agreement from the numerator while leaving them in
the denominator, Aickin makes it difficult if not impossible for
its coefficient to reach the perfect value of 1. This is particu-
larly the case when “Hard” subjects are present in the subjects
population. Consequently, Aickin’s alpha coefficients could be
artificially low for some subject population. (Gwet, 2014, page
114)
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3.3 Agreement coefficients interpretation
Given its numerical nature, each agreement coefficient needs to be inter-
preted in order to be used. The interpretation of the agreement coefficients
is what determines the usability of the annotated data. For this reason it is
an important step in each annotation task. Nevertheless, to date, there is
a lack of consensus about the interpretation of agreement coefficients. Art-
stein and Poesio (2008) refer to such a deficit “as the most serious problem
with current practice in reliability testing, and one of the main reasons for
the reluctance of many in CL to embark in reliability studies”. Indeed, as
noted by Eugenio and Glass (2004), Krippendorff (2004), Craggs and Wood
(2005) and Hovy and Lavid (2010), the choice of an interpretation scale is
arbitrary and task dependent. For example, Krippendorff (1980) (see 3.1)
AV value AV interpretation
AV < 0.67 Discard
0.67 ≤ AV < 0.8 Tentative
0.8 ≤ AV ≤ 1 Good
Table 3.1: Krippendorff scale of interpretation for the Kappa statistic. AV
denotes agreement value as determined by some coefficients of agreement.
considers good any data annotation with agreement in the interval [0.8, 1],
tentative any data annotation where agreement is in the interval [0.67, 0.8]
and to discard any data annotation where agreement is below 0.67.7
Another example of interpretation scale is the one introduced by Landis and
Koch (1977) and shown in Table 3.2. Since Carletta (1996) the agreement
coefficients and the Krippendorff interpretation scale have been introduced
in the area of CL. Carletta took these metrics from content analysis in order
to “compare results in a standard way across different coding schemes and
7Artstein and Poesio (2008) (page 576) note that: the description of the 0.67 boundary
in Krippendorff (1980) was actually “highly tentative and cautious,” and in later work
Krippendorff clearly considers 0.8 the absolute minimum value of α to accept for any
serious purpose: “Even a cutoff point of α = .800 ... is a pretty low standard”.
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AV value AV interpretation
AV < 0 Poor
0 ≤ AV ≤ 0.2 Slight
0.2 < AV ≤ 0.4 Fair
0.4 < AV ≤ 0.6 Moderate
0.6 < AV ≤ 0.8 Substantial
0.8 < AV ≤ 1 Almost Perfect
Table 3.2: Landies and Koch scale of interpretation for the Kappa statistic.
AV denote agreement value as determined by some coefficients of agreement.
experiments and to evaluate current developments” specifying that “whether
we have reached (or will be able to reach) reasonable level of agreements in
our work as a field remains to be seen”.
Gwet (2014) presents a new approach to the scale interpretation problem.
Gwet (2014) start from the observation that the interpretation scales de-
veloped are not static. They are fixed once and do not take into account
several factors that can be involved in one annotation. Gwet (2014) notes
that the number of subjects, the number of raters and the number of cate-
gories used are determining factors that have to be taken into account in the
interpretation step. Consequently, deterministic scales of interpretation, for
example 3.1 or 3.2, have to be reconsidered as probabilistic. The strategy
used in (Gwet, 2014, page 174) involved three steps.
(A) Given a scale of interpretation, compute the probability for a coeffi-
cient to fall into each of the threshold intervals described by the scale.
(B) Compute the cumulative probability, starting from the highest thresh-
old level.
(C) Select the first threshold interval for which the cumulative probability
exceeds a given level (Gwet (2014) uses the threshold of 95%).
To perform point (A) two steps are needed.
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(A.1) Given an agreement coefficient Agr (for example κ or α), measure the
standard error (SE) associated to Agr.
(A.2) Given a chosen scale of interpretation (SI), for each threshold intervals






≤ Z ≤ Agr − a
SE
)
where Z is a standard Normal variate.
Regarding point (C), the threshold of 95% is suggested in Gwet (2014) as
a good level to minimise the risk of error associated with the conclusions
drawn from the agreement coefficient. That said, other thresholds can be
used.
The framework proposed by Gwet (2014) places the probabilistic and statis-
tical nature of the agreement study at the centre of the analysis. As we saw
in the previous section, all the coefficients are based on some probabilistic
definition of the change agreement. Changing the number of items, anno-
tators or categories can make the final agreement value subject to different
interpretations. The method of Gwet (2014) allows a more meaningful com-
parison between studies that take into account different experiment designs.
3.4 The prevalence paradox
Sometimes, when a measure of agreement is performed, unexpected results
can be produced. In literature such results are referred to as the kappa
paradoxes. The most popular is the prevalence paradox. The prevalence
paradox can cause paradoxical results in which a high observed agreement
value is associated with a low agreement coefficient value. Gwet (2014)
considers such results highly problematic. Conversely, Artstein and Poesio
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(2008) consider such surprising results as “correct and justified” (Artstein
and Poesio, 2008, page 26), arguing that agreement coefficients (for example
κ) measure the ability to agree on the rare categories.
The prevalence paradox occurs when an annotation is unbalanced towards
one category. In this case, it becomes difficult to distinguish between the
rare categories. At the same time, random annotation on the common cat-
egory can result in high agreement. For example, suppose an annotation is
performed by two annotators a1 and a2 on the categories c1 and c2. Suppose
that 90% of the data falls into the category c1. Then the probability that
a1 and a2 randomly agree in annotating an item under the category c1 is
0.9× 0.9 = 0.81. At the same time the probability that the annotators ran-
domly agree in annotating an item with the category c2 is 0.1×0.1 = 0.01. In
the case of the prevalence paradox, Artstein and Poesio (2008) suggest using
agreement coefficients such as κ, π and α. Such coefficients can be accompa-
nied by the observed agreement. Nevertheless, researchers must emphasise
that the observed agreement is not corrected by chance agreement and that
it is inadequate to use as a measure of data reliability.
On the other hand, Gwet (2014) argues that agreement coefficients such
as κ are inadequate for measuring the agreement in an imbalanced anno-
tation. Imbalanced annotations raise questions about the nature of the
chance agreement, as defined by agreement coefficients that suffer from the
prevalence paradox. Gwet (2014) (page 60) claims that, for such agreement
coefficients, the main problem with the definition of chance agreements is
that they assume “all or most rating associated with a category could be
used in the calculation of pe [P(E) in our notation] as if they were all as-
signed randomly”. In defining the AC2 agreement coefficient, Gwet (2008),
made the following assumptions (Gwet, 2008, page 35):
(a) Chance agreement occurs when at least one rater rates an individual
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randomly.
(b) Only an unknown portion of the observed ratings is subject to ran-
domness.
In section 3.6 we will come back to the prevalence paradox. We will ar-
gue that the agreement coefficient to be used in an imbalanced annotation
depends on the annotation aim.
3.5 Agreement coefficients comparison: an exper-
imental point of view
In Section 3.2 we presented five different agreement coefficients. We now
try to test the difference between them by comparing the values they reach
in some annotations in the area of NLG. The aim is to check the differences
between such coefficients. More precisely we want to check how they work
in the case of the prevalence paradox and if they are robust, based on a
different use of the weights.
Dataset used
In order to perform our experiment we used the QG-STEC evaluation dataset
(Rus et al., 2010).8 The use of QG-STEC evaluation dataset allowed us to
collect data based on datasets with a different number of evaluated sentences
— from a minimum of 67 to a maximum of 158.
For each dataset we measured the S, κ, π, α and AC2 agreement coeffi-
cients. For each coefficient we also measured their weighted version. More
precisely we measured the ordinal, linear, quadratic, radical, ratio, circular
and bipolar weights.
All the results from the experiments are available online (Amidei, 2020b).
8More details about the QG-STEC evaluation dataset can be found in Section 5.2.3.
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Together with the agreement values we reported the confidence interval and
the interpretation categories as defined by Landis and Koch (1977) (see
Table 3.2). We used the Landis and Koch interpretation scale because it
allows a fine grain analysis for low agreement values. For example the Krip-
pendorff (1980) scale of interpretation (Table 3.1) collapses all the values
less than 0.65 together. Conversely, the Landis and Koch (1977) scale of
interpretation subdivides the values less than 0.65 into four categories.
Agreement coefficient comparison
We found some regularity in our analysis. For example, in the case of un-
balanced annotations the following differences are generally true π ≤ α ≤
κ < S << AC2. Nevertheless, this is not always the case. For example, if
the annotation is unbalanced in two categories9 with the ordinal, quadratic,
linear and bipolar weights, the order S < AC2 < π ≤ α < κ is detected. For
instance, the fluency criterion judged by Judge 1 and Judge 2, where the
categories frequency are 67 (category 1), 24 (category 2), 12 (category 3)
and finally 57 (category 4). The differences in value between the agreement
coefficients reduces with the diminution of the categories imbalance. In the
case of balance annotation we found that π ≤ α ≤ κ ≤ S ≤ AC2. For
example, the variety criterion judged by Judge 3 and Judge 5, where the
categories’ frequencies are 71 (category 1), 98 (category 2) and 81 (category
3).
The fluency criterion judged by Judge 1 and Judge 4 present the only case in
which S ≤ π ≤ α ≤ κ ≤ AC2. In this case the frequencies are 61 (category
1), 19 (category 2), 48 (category 3) and 34 (category 4).
There are cases in which the difference between coefficients is characterised
by a difference in the categories’ coefficient interpretation. This fact is more
9This means that there are two categories that are selected more times than the other
categories.
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marked between AC2, S and the other coefficients, especially in the un-
balanced annotations. For example, in the case of the relevance criterion
judged by Judge 1 and Judge 2 the ordinal κ reaches a value of 0.14, the
ordinal S reaches the value 0.48 and the ordinal AC2 reaches the value of
0.75. In term of the scale of interpretation, this variance means a jump from
the category Poor (κ) to the category Fair (S) to the category Substantial
(AC2). In our experiment, we did not find significant differences between
the coefficients π, α and κ, which are generally similar.
Regarding the weights, we generally found these inequalities: circular ≤
unweighted < ratio ≤ ordinal ≤ bipolar < linear < radical < quadratic.
Differences in weights can create differences in the coefficient interpretation
categories. For example, in the case of the fluency criterion judged by judges
1 and 3, relative to the κ coefficient, the ordinal weight reaches the value of
0.51, the quadratic weight 0.55 and the unweighted 0.31. Such differences,
from a scale of interpretation point of views, move from Slight to Fair.
Similar results are true also for the other coefficients. These results suggest
the importance of using the correct weights for the data. Indeed, measuring
ordinal data with a coefficient of the agreement created for nominal data
can lead to an underestimation of the data reliability. Similar unwanted
results can be obtained by using radical or circular weights, which are more
adequate for ratio or interval data. Likewise with the use of ratio weight,
recommended by Gwet (2014) for ratio data. For example, in the case of
the relevance criterion judged by judges 1 and 4 the ordinal score for AC2
is 0.71, whereas the ratio score is 0.59. In terms of scale interpretation, this
means a drop from Substantial (ordinal) to Moderate (ratio).
Our results suggest that quadratic or linear weights, although recommended
by Gwet (2014) for interval data, can be adequate for measuring ordinal
data. The same suggestion is also true for bipolar weights.
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3.6 How to perform an agreement study
3.6.1 Choose the agreement coefficient
Once the annotation data are collected some variables have to be checked
in order to justify the choice of the agreement coefficient.
In this thesis we do not take into account problems linked to the number
of annotators or the presence of missing data. Indeed, by using the irrCAC
R library (see Section 3.7 for more details), all the S, κ, π, α and AC2
coefficients work for all numbers of annotators and either for datasets with
no missing data or datasets with missing data.
In cases where researchers prefer to use different statistical software to mea-
sure the coefficient of agreement or coefficients different from S, κ, π, α and
AC2, then the number of annotators or the presence of missing data become
variables to be taken into account for choosing the agreement coefficient.
The data type
The first variable to be checked is the data type. As we saw in Section 1,
Gwet (2014) suggests the use of ordinal weights in cases where ordinal data
are used. He suggests using quadratic, linear and radical in cases where
interval data are involved. Finally, in the case of rational data, all but the
ordinal weights are suggested.
Our experiments suggest that quadratic or linear weights can be adequate
for measuring ordinal data. The same suggestion is true also for bipolar
weights. The use of one weight over another depends on the distance that
researchers want to emphasise between the annotation categories in play.
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Aim of the annotation
In CL annotation tasks, we can delineate at least the two following purposes
for using an agreement coefficient:
P1 Validating and improving annotation scheme and guideline;
P2 Validating the final human annotation.
Although in both cases, agreement coefficients are used for validation pur-
poses, the aims behind them are quite different. In the first case (P1),
validation is sought to test the quality of the data to be annotated, develop
an annotation scheme and test guideline reliability as reproducibility. In the
second case (P2), the annotation validity or trustworthy is sought.
More specifically, the main aim of P1 is to create an annotation guidelines
which is reproducible. A fundamental step in the goal of developing an an-
notation guideline is to cyclically test its reliability (Artstein, 2017). This
practice, which uses agreement coefficients as an evaluation metric, is based
on a loop of guidelines testing and guidelines (or annotation scheme) im-
provement that can last a long time. The loop ends when a reasonable level
of the agreement coefficient used is reached.10
In P1, the use of the agreement coefficient aims to answer the following
question. Is the annotation generalisable? That is, if we use a different set
of annotators, are we going to reach the same agreement coefficient value?
The main aim of P2 is to check to which extent the annotation is affected by
the raters’ bias. In P2, the use of the agreement coefficient aims to answer
the following question. Is the annotation trustworthy? That is, can we
safely use it to make inferences?
P1 and P2 have different purposes, and as such different agreement coeffi-
10The threshold considered as a reasonable level of the agreement coefficient used
changes from task to task. Nevertheless, with due clarification, Artstein and Poesio (2008)
suggests the value 0.8.
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cient should be used (Artstein and Poesio, 2008; Craggs and Wood, 2005).
From a theoretical point of view:
• When the purpose P1 is involved agreement coefficients that inter-
pret the chance agreement as “Categories probability”should be used
— that is, each category has its own probability distribution, which
is defined based on the annotators’ choices through the annotation.
For example, the π, α or AC2 are adequate for such a purpose. In
this case, a probability distribution is suitable to be generalised with
other annotators because it is calculated for each category by using
the annotation of different annotators.
• When the purpose P2 is involved agreement coefficients that interpret
the chance agreement as “Annotators probability”should be used —
that is, each annotator has his(her) own probability distribution over
the categories in play. For example, κ is suitable for such a purpose.
Because, in this case, a probability distribution is defined for each an-
notator, such probability distribution exhibits the annotator bias. For
these reasons it is less suitable to be generalised with other annotators.
From an empirical point of view Artstein and Poesio (2008) note that the
difference between π, α and κ is often not that high. Such a fact is confirmed
from our experiments, in which the difference between these agreement co-
efficients is negligible. Nevertheless, this is not the case for the difference
between AC2 and κ, which is often remarkable. In this case the use of an
agreement coefficient not suitable for the annotation aim in play can cause
an underestimation or overestimation of the annotation agreement.
The case of imbalanced annotation
In the case of imbalanced annotation — which can cause the prevalence
paradox for π, α or κ — the choice of the agreement coefficient can change,
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based on the annotation aim in play.
As noted in Artstein and Poesio (2008, page 26) “Reliability implies the
ability to distinguish between categories, but when one category is very
common, high accuracy and high agreement can also result from indiscrim-
inate coding. The test for reliability in such cases is the ability to agree on
the rare categories (regardless of whether these are the categories of inter-
est). Indeed, chance-corrected coefficients are sensitive to agreement on rare
categories.” In a case where purpose P1 is involved, agreement coefficient as
π and α looks to be adequate. Indeed, they can provide useful information
on how to improve the annotation guidelines for the case of rare categories.
In a case where the purpose P2 is involved, the situation is more complicated.
Indeed, although κ can give useful information about the agreement on the
rare categories, it can lose information about the genuine agreement — that
is, agreement that is not due to chance — for the non-rare categories. In
this case, observed agreement can be reported.11
Following Gwet (2014), the AC2 coefficient can be use together with the κ
value. Although AC2 is more adequate for purpose P1 than for purpose P2,
in the case of imbalanced annotation it can be highly informative also for the
purpose P2. Indeed, it can provide insight into the agreement of the non-rare
categories. When the purpose P2 is in play, we are interested not only in the
level of agreement between the rare categories — which can be measured
with κ — but we are also interested in the level of agreement between the
non-rare categories — which can be measured with AC2. From a theoretical
point of view, the use of AC2 for the purpose P2, can be justified, because
the annotators’ probability distribution on the non-rare categories tend to
be the same.
11This is the general suggestion given in (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). Artstein and
Poesio (2008) suggest also that researchers must notice that the observed agreement is




As we saw in Section 3.3, Gwet (2014) introduced a statistical method to
interpret the agreement coefficient value, that takes into account possible
variation in the number of items, annotators or categories. Such a model
represents an improvement with respect to the static interpretation of the
agreement coefficient. Nevertheless, in the case of NLG intrinsic human
evaluation the threshold defined from a interpretation scale can still be too
restrictive. Given the result presented in Section 4, we suggest reporting the
confidence interval associated with the agreement value. The confidence in-
terval allows us to consider the uncertainty linked to the agreement measure.
We should expect the agreement value to fall into the confidence interval in
cases of the annotation reproducibility.
In case the interpretation of the agreement coefficient value is reported we
suggest using the Gwet (2014) method instead of the static one – that is,
reporting a category’s value as directly determined by the scale of interpre-
tation. Any scale of interpretation used should be justified.
3.6.3 Agreement coefficient value reproducibility
Given the language variability we describe in Chapter 4, the reproducibility
of a NLG intrinsic human evaluation can be difficult to obtain. That is,
given the same set of generated sentences to two (or more) different sets
of annotators, can we reach the same results? From an agreement point of
view, we can ask if we can reach the same agreement values. Researchers
should pursue the following best practices when the agreement of an intrinsic
human evaluation is performed, in order to make such questions meaningful.
• Provide information about the agreement coefficient used:
– The name of the agreement coefficient used;
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– If the agreement coefficient use weights, which kind of weights
are used;
– The software used to measure the agreement coefficient;
– The value of the agreement coefficient.
• Provide information about the interpretation of the agree-
ment coefficient:
– The confidence interval associated with the agreement value;
– If a scale of interpretation is use, the name of the interpretation
scale used.
• Provide information about the dataset on which the evalua-
tion was performed:
– Where to retrieve the dataset.
• Provide information about the evaluation guideline:
– Where to retrieve the evaluation guideline;
– The number of annotators for item used in the evaluation.
All the choices made by the researchers, for example the agreement coef-
ficient used, the weight used or the scale of interpretation used, should be
justified from a theoretical point of view.
3.7 irrCAC a R library to measure agreement co-
efficients
In this section we present the irrCAC library (https://rdrr.io/cran/
irrCAC/) developed in the statistical software R. irrCAC provides a friendly
framework which measures and interprets the coefficients of agreement pre-
sented in (Gwet, 2014).
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The library irrCAC allows us to measure the coefficient of agreement S, π,
α, κ and AC2. Each coefficient allows for a weighted analysis with the seven
weights: ordinal, linear, quadratic, radical, ratio, circular and bipolar. The
library measures the agreement on 3 types of input data (https://rdrr.
io/cran/irrCAC/f/vignettes/overview.Rmd):
• contingency table;
• the distribution of raters by subject and by category;
• the raw data, which is essentially a plain dataset where each row rep-
resents an item and each column represents the ratings associated with
one rater.
In what follows we present examples based on the raw data type. We will
use the QG-STEC evaluation dataset. More specifically the batch of data
evaluated by judge 1 and judge 3 on the category ambiguity. The raw data
are depicted in Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1: Raw data of the ambiguity evaluation by judge 1 and judge 3.
Once the data are collected in a CVS file, the data can be easily uploaded
with the command:
read.csv(‘data path’)
Let’s call the upload data ambiguity j1andj3. That is:
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ambiguity j1andj3 = read.csv(‘data path’).
With this notation, the data depicted in Figure 3.1 can be printed with the
command:
head(ambiguity j1andj3)
Once the data are uploaded, it is possible to measure the agreement coeffi-
cients that we need. The first step is to install the irrCAC packages. This
can be done with the command:
install.packages(“irrCAC”)
Once the irrCAC packages are installed, the next step is to import the
irrCAC library. The following command does this job:
library(irrCAC)
Now we are ready to measure the agreement coefficient we need. Let’s see a
few examples. In order to measure the percentage of agreement (or observed
agreement) the following command has to be used:
a.coeff.raw(ambiguity j1andj3)
The print of such a command is depicted in Figure 3.2
Figure 3.2: Example of unweighted percentage of agreement with the visu-
alisation of weights and categories.
The printing shown in Figure 3.2, has the same format for each coefficient.
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The labels have the following intuitive meaning:
• coeff.name: Is the name of the coefficient of agreement used;
• pa: is the value of the observed agreement (or percentage agreement);
• pe: is the value of the expected agreement;
• coeff.val: is the value of the coefficient of agreement used;
• coeff.se: is the value of the standard deviation;
• conf.int: is the confident interval for the value reported in coeff.val;
• p.value: is the p-value;
• w.name: is the name of the weight used;
• $weights: is the visualisation of the weight used;
• $categories: report the categories used in the annotation.
We note that in the case of Figure 3.2, pa and coeff.val report the same
value. This is due to the fact that, as reported by coeff.name, the coefficient
of agreement used is the percentage agreement.
In order to remove the visualisation of weights and categories the variable
$est has to be added to the end of the command a.coeff.raw(ambiguity j1andj3).
For example, in the case of the percent agreement, the command:
a.coeff.raw(ambiguity j1andj3)$est
will print Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Example of unweighted percent of agreement without the visu-
alisation of weights and categories
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Let’s use an example to understand the difference in weight. Let’s use
Conger’s κ. In our case, the basic command to calculate Conger’s κ is the
following:
conger.kappa.raw(ambiguity j1andj3, weights = "")
In the case when unweighted weight wants to be used, the variable weights
has to be set as “unweighted”. That is, the command
conger.kappa.raw(ambiguity j1andj3, weights = "unweighted")
will print the Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Example of unweighted weights for κ
In the case when ordinal weights want to be used, the variable weights have
to be set as “ordinal”. That is, the command
conger.kappa.raw(ambiguity j1andj3, weights = "ordinal")
will print the Figure 3.5.
Let’s assume we are interested in printing the interpretation value for Landis
and Koch’s (1977) scale (Table 3.2) of interpretation for Conger’s κ, which
uses ordinal weight. For this aim, let’s initialise the variable conger ordinal
with the command conger.kappa.raw(ambiguity j1andj3, weights = "ordinal").
This operation can be done with the following command:
conger ordinal <- conger.kappa.raw(ambiguity j1andj3, weights
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Figure 3.5: Example of ordinal weights for κ.
= "ordinal")
Landis and Koch’s (1977) scale of interpretation can be printed with the
command:
landis.koch.bf(conger ordinal$coeff.val, conger ordinal$coeff.se)
Figure 3.6: Example of scale of interpretation in the case of ordinal weights
for κ.
The Library irrCAC also implements the Altman scale of interpretation
(Altman, 1990) with the command altman.bf() and Fleiss scale of inter-
pretation (Fleiss, 1981) with the command fleiss.bf().
The commands for measuring the S, π, α and AC2 agreement coefficient in






As in the example we show that the κ coefficient can be measured with the
command
conger.kappa.raw().
For further details we refer to https://rdrr.io/cran/irrCAC/ and (Gwet,
2014).
3.8 Conclusion
Both the minimal use of reliability studies in the evaluation phase and the
lack of a common practice in the use of coefficients of agreement emerge
from the analysis we presented in Section 2.2.2. From that analysis we
can conclude that, more than twenty years after Carletta’s (1996) work,
and more than ten years after Artstein and Poesio’s work, the use of the
coefficients of agreement in the NLG community is still not adopted as a
standard.
In order to limit, and hopefully, eliminate this trend in this Chapter we
have presented five coefficients of agreement and their interpretation. We
compared all the five coefficients with the QG-STEC evaluation dataset.
We presented a new approach to interpret the coefficients of agreement as
proposed by Gwet (2014) and we indicated how to perform an agreement
study. Finally, we presented the irrCAC library developed in the statistical
software R.
Our desire is that this Chapter will create awareness in the NLG commu-
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In this chapter we investigate possible reasons for low levels of IAA that
are reported in most papers we surveyed, following up on the findings from
Chapter 2. For this purpose, we performed an observational study to uncover
sources of annotation disagreement. The study was conducted on data from
intrinsic human evaluation of AQG systems.1
Our strategy was to look for sources of disagreement by making judges dis-
cuss (based on some examples) their perception of a number of criteria used
for question evaluation. For this aim, we started by defining an evaluation
guideline and tried to refine the criteria chosen through four iterations of dis-
cussions and evaluations. Each iteration allowed us, based on the evaluation
example, to track sources of disagreement raised by the discussion. During
these iterations we noticed that regardless of how many changes we made,
1More specifically, we perform our study on the Text2Text task. We recall that in this
thesis with Text2Text we refer to the task of generating a question in relation to a given
input paragraph. For more details, we refer to Section 2.1.1. Although we focused on
the AQG task, we believe the causes we discovered behind judges’ disagreement are more
general, and they are likely to apply to different NLG tasks.
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there remained a divergence in the judgements that we could not reduce by
modifying the guidelines, whilst retaining the spirit of the exercise.
Such divergences — which we describe in Section 4.2 — show that there
are factors inherent to language evaluation that set limits to the degree of
human agreement. Our study suggests that subjective interpretation bias
has to be to take into account in the study of the reliability of intrinsic
human evaluation of NLG systems. In Chapter 5 we propose a way to do
so.
4.1 Description of the observational study
Our observational study was performed with four annotation iterations. In
this section, we will refer to them as I1 (iteration 1), I2 (iteration 2), I3
(iteration 3) and I4 (iteration 4). Each iteration aims to mimic the way an-
notation guidelines are refined. In annotation efforts, annotation guidelines
are defined based on an iterative process — see, for example, Pustejovsky
and Stubbs (2013) and Artstein (2017). This process, which uses IAA as
an evaluation metric, is based on a loop of evaluation of guidelines and
guidelines improvement which can last a long time. The loop ends when a
reasonable level of IAA is reached. The assumption here is that the higher
the IAA the more reliable the annotation guidelines. Consequently, the loop
will end when a high level of IAA is reached.
Method
All the iterations were performed independently by the judges. The judges
were asked to perform the annotation by filling in a paper survey provided
with the guidelines. At the end of each iteration, I discussed the adequacy
of the criteria with the judges involved in the evaluation. This enabled
us to understand and reduce the sources of disagreement. The discussions
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were initially more informal but became more structured throughout the
iterations. This was due to the difficulty in reaching agreement between
the judges. In the end, the judges were asked to discuss their responses for
each criterion and for each question, one by one. After each iteration we
attempted to improve the criteria by clarifying their descriptions, adding
clarifying examples and splitting them into sub-criteria.
Participants
The participants of the study were nine volunteers. All of them were study-
ing or employed at The Open University. Among them, five were PhD
students and four lecturers. Only three of the judges had a background in
linguistics. Among the nine judges, three were native English speakers, the
others were proficient in English. We decided to perform the iterations with
a mixed set of judges (English speakers and non-native English speakers) to
take into account the variation of English use. The use of judges without
linguistic background allows us to take into account judgement of people
that were not aware of problems linked to human evaluation of sentence
quality. This allowed us to mimic evaluations done with non-experts and
with non-native speakers of the language under examination. Such circum-
stances can be often encountered, for instance, in evaluations that use online
platforms (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk).
I1, I2 and I3: We asked two volunteers to join us in the process of anno-
tating the questions. Both volunteers were Spanish, who had lived several
years in the UK and US, but who had not formally studied linguistics. Each
iteration was performed with four people: the two supervisors of this re-
search and the two volunteers.
I4: This time seven judges, including the two supervisors, engaged in the
annotation task. Between the seven judges, three were native speakers of
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English. The other five were proficient in English. Three of the judges had
a background in linguistics.
Questions selection
Each iteration was performed with a new set of questions. All the questions
were selected or modified by myself (I did not take part in any iteration).
The participants were not aware of any kind of decision that was made in
the questions selection.
We tested our evaluation guidelines, taking random input paragraphs and
questions from the SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). The SQuAD
dataset is a Reading Comprehension dataset.2 It includes 107785 ques-
tion/answer pairs from individual paragraphs extracted from 536 English
Wikipedia articles. All the questions are posed by crowdsourced workers,
whereas the answers are spans or text segments from the paragraphs from
which the question is taken.
I1, I2 and I3: In each iteration we took five paragraphs and for each
paragraph six questions. All the questions were human generated. Of the
six questions, three were taken from the reference questions of the input
paragraph (for one of these we automatically swapped some words in order
to change the grammaticality), and three were about the topic of the input
paragraph, but originally written for a different paragraph as an input (but
with similar topic). After these three iterations, we concluded with a main
iteration which involved a larger number of annotators.
I4: Once again we used the input paragraphs from the SQuAD dataset.
This time we took two paragraphs and five questions for each paragraph.
One of the questions was automatically generated by the Karen Mazidi’s
2The dataset is available at: https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/.
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question generator algorithm (Mazidi, 2018). Three were human generated
questions from the SQuAD dataset: two were taken from the reference ques-
tions of the input paragraph (for one of these we automatically swapped
some words in order to change the grammaticality), and one was about
the topic of the input paragraph, although generated with a different input
paragraph. I wrote the last question (I did not personally take part in the
evaluation). The last question aims to verify whether the judges were paying
attention to the guidelines. Indeed, this question was a clear violation of an
example used to define the criteria.
Criteria selection
We started by choosing the criteria to use. For this aim, we took inspiration
from the evaluation guidelines defined in Godwin and Piwek (2016). We de-
cided to study the evaluation along two dimensions, a linguistic one, which
aimed to evaluate the question quality from a grammatical and idiomatic
point of view, and a task-oriented one, which aimed to evaluate how well the
questions fulfil the task for which they were generated. In the task-oriented
dimension we were interested in the degree to which the question was an-
swered by the input text. The annotation criteria attempted to characterise
these two dimensions.
The guidelines used in the four iterations are reported in Appendix A. In
this subsection we present the criteria used in the iterations and the main
rationale that brings us from one iteration to the next one. Once again we
refer to Appendix A to explore in detail the changes in the criteria definition
and examples.
I1: For this guideline (see Section A.1) we define the following criteria:




The relevance criterion was for the task-oriented dimension. It was ranked
on a scale from 0 to 3. The other two criteria were defined for the linguistic
dimension. The syntactic correctness and fluency was ranked on a scale
from 0 to 3. The specificity was ranked on a scale from -2 to 0.3
I2: After the discussion relative to I1 we defined the following criteria (see
Section A.2):
• Syntactic correctness and fluency;
• Specificity;
• Pertinence.
We changed the name relevance to pertinence in order to underline the
need for the question to be directly and strictly related to the paragraph.
The judges felt that the name pertinence described the criterion aim more
accurately than relevance. This time, the specificity criterion was ranked on
a scale from 0 to 2. The judges found the negative scale confusing. Regarding
the syntactic correctness and fluency, we reduced the scale categories from 0
to 2. The judges were confused about the difference between the categories
2 and 1.4 For I2 we have joined them together in category 1 by giving a new
definition for that category.
3We use negative numbers because we thought of the specificity criterion as a refining
of the relevance criterion. The idea was to catch the following: “it could happen that,
although the question is relevant to the input paragraph, we can use the same question
in more than one paragraph. That is, the question is so general that can be correctly an-
swered in several, or without, contexts.” For this reason, we consider the value associated
with specificity as a value to be subtracted from the value associated with the question
relevance.
4Category 2 was described as “ The question is grammatically correct but does not read
as fluently as we would like”. Category 1 was described as “There are some grammatical
errors in the question”. The judges found it difficult to distinguish the presence of “some
grammatical errors” from “the question did not read as fluently as we would like”.
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The judges suggested that the syntactic correctness and fluency could be




The syntactic correctness is intended to check possible grammatical errors
in the questions. Comprehensibility aims to better frame the grammaticality
judgement. Indeed, it can happen that a question, although ungrammatical,
is perfectly understandable. That is, it can be possible to work out what
the question is asking, even if it is ungrammatical.5 Finally, the fluency
criterion is intended to judge whether the question is idiomatic/natural.
Regarding the specificity criterion the judges found it redundant, in the
sense that it can be covered by the pertinence criterion. For this reason we
decided to remove it.
I4: In the last version of our evaluation guidelines (see Section A.4), we
had the following four criteria:
• Pertinence;
• Grammaticality;




The name syntactic correctness was changed to grammaticality. The judges
found this a better description of the criterion aim. The judges also sug-
gested moving the numerical categories 0/1 to the linguistic category no/yes.
They considered such categories more intuitive. Furthermore, we decided
to evaluate the linguistic dimension (grammaticality, comprehensibility and
fluency) without providing the paragraph from which the questions were
generated. However, the pertinence was judged after the paragraph was
provided to the judges. Indeed, we believe that the grammaticality, compre-
hensibility and idiomaticity of a question can be judged independently of
the paragraph from which it was generated. So each annotation was carried
out in two stages. First, the judge was presented with the question in isola-
tion, and asked to provide a judgement on the questions of grammaticality,
comprehensibility and fluency. Next, the judge was presented with both
the question and the input text, and asked to provide a judgement on the
pertinence.
Results
The aim of each annotation was to find annotation divergences to be dis-
cussed in order to reduce them. In our study, of the 100 questions we
analysed, the judges discussed a total of 55 divergences in the linguistic di-
mensions and a total of 78 divergences in the task-oriented dimension. After
each iteration we checked the agreement by the use of Conger’s κ (Conger,
1980). We used Conger’s κ because we aimed to check to what extent each
annotation was affected by the judges’ bias. To this aim, the κ-style agree-
ment coefficients are more adequate. 6
6For further details, we refer to Section 3.6.1. We note that for the aim of improving
annotation scheme and guideline the π-style agreement coefficients are usually used. Nev-
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The higher level of agreement was reached in I3 for the syntactic correctness
criterion. For that annotation the κ was 0.64. The lower level of agreement
was reached in I1 for the specificity criterion. For that annotation the κ was
0.15. In all the annotations the average values reached by all the criteria
were: 0.36 for syntactic and fluency, 0.46 for relevance (pertinence), 0.16 for
specificity and finally 0.39 for comprehensibility.
Because of the small number of sentences in each annotation we were aware
of the low statistical significance of the measurement. Nevertheless, it gave
us some quantitative information to be added to the qualitative analysis of
the annotation divergences that we were interested in.
The main results of our study identified a series of differences. As we will
see in the next sections, they were based on judges’ subjective taste and
experiences.
4.2 A new taxonomy of divergences
We classify the main sources of disagreement we found through our study
in five categories:
1. Style and taste;
2. Background knowledge;
3. Personal assumptions;
4. Use of common sense inferences;
5. Attention to detail.
ertheless, κ-style agreement coefficients suit better the aim of our experiment — that is,
understanding the source of annotation disagreement by discussing annotation divergences
among the judges. In our experiment, we were interested in an agreement measure that
takes into account the fact that each judge has his(her) own probability distribution over
the categories in play.
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We present some examples of these divergences in order to explain how the
above categories were chosen.
4.2.1 Style and taste
We found some divergences were related to the judge’s taste and their writ-
ing style. This kind of divergence emerged in the question on idiomaticity
judgements. For example, we notice that American and British English dif-
ferences played against question idiomaticity. Given the question:
Jean De Rely’s illustrated French-language scriptures were first published in
what city?
we found divergent judgements because the question sounded awkward to
some British judges, who preferred the use of “which” rather than “what”.
Similarly, we had divergent judgements with the question:
The adaptive immune system must distinguish between what types of molecules?
where one of the British judges not only preferred the use of “which” instead
of “what”, but also marked the question as not idiomatically natural because
he preferred the question written in the reverse order: “Which types of
molecules must the adaptive immune system distinguish between?” In a case
like this, we can see how the personal writing style influences the evaluation.
This eventuality is a result of the fact that, in a generation task, we can use




Another issue we found concerned the amount of background knowledge
that is needed in order to understand a question. Where judges did not
share relevant background knowledge, they often gave different judgements
for a question’s comprehensibility and pertinence. For example the question:
How many Time incarnations can a Lord have?
even if not grammatical (the original question is: How many incarnations
can a Time Lord have?), was recognised as comprehensible by the judges
who were aware of the ‘Doctor Who’ television programme, whereas it was
marked as not comprehensible by the ones who did not know the show. In
the same way, given the paragraph:
Microorganisms or toxins that successfully enter an organism encounter the
cells and mechanisms of the innate immune system. The innate response is
usually triggered when microbes are identified by pattern recognition recep-
tors, which recognize components that are conserved among broad groups of
microorganisms...
the question:
What part of the innate immune system identifies microbes and triggers im-
mune response?
raised divergent opinions for two reasons: on the one hand, it was necessary
to know that microorganisms are the same as microbes. On the other, it
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was necessary to know that the pattern recognition receptors are part of
the innate immune system. The lack of this knowledge from some judges re-
sulted in a divergence in ranking the pertinence criterion. In these examples,
we can see how the judges’ knowledge determines the evaluation. Indeed,
personal knowledge and experiences are reflected in the way we generate
and understand sentences. So, divergences in knowledge can be reflected in
evaluation divergences.
4.2.3 Personal assumptions
Other divergences arose from different judge assumptions. Also in these
cases the divergences emerged predominantly in the question’s comprehen-
sibility and pertinence judgements. For example the question:
Which team finished the regular season?
was considered not comprehensible by the judges who assumed that all teams
would finish the season. These judges considered the question meaningless.
In contrast, other judges considered a scenario in which some teams could
not finish the season. In this case the question was marked as comprehensi-
ble. A similar problem was found with the question:
What was the win/loss ratio in 2015 for the Carolina Panthers during their
regular season?
Given the paragraph:
The Panthers finished the regular season with a 15-1 record, and quarterback
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Cam Newton was named the NFL Most Valuable Player (MVP)...
one judge noticed that the question can be marked pertinent under the
assumption that the Carolina Panthers in the question and the Panthers
in the paragraph are referring to the same team. He did not make this
assumption. Other judges did make this assumption and ranked the question
as pertinent. In a similar way to background knowledge and experiences,
personal assumptions are reflected in the way we generate and understand
sentences. Again, divergences in assumptions can be reflected in divergences
in evaluation.
4.2.4 Use of common sense inferences
This kind of divergence emerged predominantly in the question pertinence
judgements. For example, given the paragraph:
The availability of the Bible in vernacular languages was important to the
spread of the Protestant movement and development of the Reformed church
in France. The country had a long history of struggles with the papacy by
the time the Protestant Reformation finally arrived. Around 1294, a French
version of the Scriptures was prepared by the Roman Catholic priest, Guyard
de Moulin. A two-volume illustrated folio paraphrase version based on his
manuscript, by Jean de Rély, was printed in Paris in 1487.
the question:
Jean De Rely’s illustrated French-language scriptures were first published in
what city?
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was marked as not pertinent by one judge who noted that the paragraph
provides information about the place where Jean De Rely’s scriptures were
printed and not where they were published. To consider this question as
unambiguously answered by the paragraph it is necessary to assume that
the place where the Jean De Rely’s illustrated scriptures were printed is the
same where they were published. Although this inference goes much further
than the information presented in the text, other judges made it and marked
the question as pertinent. Likewise, the question:
When did the first French language bible appear?
was marked as pertinent by one judge, who inferred the answer 1294 from the
paragraph. Other judges considered the question as not pertinent because
the answer cannot be correctly inferred from the paragraph. As a matter of
fact, in the text there is no mention of the fact that the Guyard de Moulin
version of the Scriptures was the first French language bible to appear and
at the same time it is not possible to rigorously reach this conclusion by the
information provided by the text. Here we faced another problem: people
reason in different ways. Obviously this divergence also emerges in the way
people generate, understand, and in this case evaluate, sentences.
4.2.5 Attention to detail
We noticed that in some cases, judges overlooked some question details.
Also in these cases, the divergences emerged predominantly in the question
pertinence judgements. For example, given the paragraph:
The most impressive examples of rococo architecture are Czapski Palace




What type of architecture is the Palace of Four Windows an impressive ex-
ample of?
was ranked as pertinent by some judges who did not notice that the ques-
tion uses the word “Windows” instead of “Winds”, but it was ranked as not
pertinent by the judges who did notice this detail. Another example of this
kind of rank divergences is the following. Given the paragraph:
Victorian farms produce nearly 90% of Australian pears and third of apples.
It is also a leader in stone fruit production. The main vegetable crops in-
clude asparagus, broccoli, carrots, potatoes and tomatoes. Last year, 121,200
tonnes of pears and 270,000 tonnes of tomatoes were produced.
the question:
How many tonnes of tomatoes does Victoria produce?
was ranked as pertinent by some judges who did not notice that the para-
graph was speaking about “last year” production, whereas the question is
more general (maybe it is asking for an annual average, which is not men-
tioned in the paragraph). Other judges did notice this detail and ranked the
question as not pertinent. This problem is linked to the fact the people can
generate and interpret sentences to different levels of generality and detail.
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This is reflected in the way people understand sentences, in this case the
questions, in the context from which they are generated.
4.2.6 Other sources of disagreement
We conclude this section by observing that together with the five sources of
disagreement we have just presented, we found other sources of discrepancy
between judges — which we suppose are present in each annotation task —
related to distractions, misunderstanding the guidelines, or forgetting how
to apply the guidelines.
In our study, we found such sources of disagreement impact grammatical
judgements the most. For instance the question:
Whic NFL team represented the NFC at Super Bowl 50?
was marked as grammatical by one judge who did not pay attention to the
explicit request of considering ungrammatical the questions which contain
those errors that can look like a typo, in this case the word “Whic”.
In another case, one judge misunderstood the guidelines in two respects and
marked as ungrammatical the following question:
What was the win/loss ratio in 2015 for the Carolina Panthers during their
regular season?
In this case, the judge mixed up the instructions for grammaticality and
fluency. Furthermore, the judge misunderstood the guideline in another re-
spect. Indeed, the instruction for assessing the fluency criterion explicitly
stated that American and British English differences don’t count against
question fluency. Nevertheless, in the discussion that followed the annota-
tion, the judge cited his(her) preference for British English as the reason for
considering the sentence ungrammatical.
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4.2.7 Concluding remarks
Our study aimed to detect sources of annotation disagreement by discussing
with the judges the divergences that emerged during four annotations. Each
annotation was part of an iterative process that mimics the way annotation
guidelines are refined.
In I1 we found that the main source of disagreement was linked to the “speci-
ficity” criterion (the judges were in disagreement about this criterion for 50%
of the questions) and for the “syntactic correctness and fluency” criterion
(the judges were in disagreement about this criterion for 46% of the ques-
tions). For the “specificity” criterion the main source of disagreement was
linked to background knowledge, attention to detail, personal assumptions
and use of common sense inferences. Such sources of disagreement were
present also for the “relevance” criterion (the judges were in disagreement
about this criterion for 30% of the questions). Regarding the “syntactic
correctness and fluency” criterion it emerged that style and taste were the
main sources of disagreement.
In I2 we did not detect anything different from I1. Our revised guidelines
were able to reduce disagreement only slightly. More specifically, the judges
were in disagreement about the “specificity” criterion for 46% of the ques-
tions, 40% for the “syntactic correctness and fluency” criterion and 23% for
the “pertinence” criterion.
More interesting was I3. In this iteration we understood better the source
of disagreement related to the “syntactic correctness and fluency” criterion
by splitting it in three criteria: “syntactic correctness”, “comprehensibility”
and “fluency”. From this iteration it emerged that “fluency” was the most
problematic criterion. The judges were in disagreement about the “fluency”
criterion for 43% of the questions, 20% for the “comprehensibility” criterion
and 16% for the “syntactic correctness” criterion. Whereas disagreement on
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the “comprehensibility” criterion was mainly due to background knowledge
and personal assumptions, the disagreement on “fluency” was mainly linked
to style and taste. Regarding the “syntactic correctness”, we found that the
main source of disagreement was linked to distraction and misunderstand-
ing of the guidelines. Also in this case, we found that for the “pertinence”
criterion the main sources of disagreement were due to background knowl-
edge, attention to detail, personal assumptions and use of common sense
inferences.
The sources of disagreement found in I3 were confirmed in I4.
Summing up, table 4.1 summarises our main results. As expected the most
subjective criteria, pertinence and comprehensibility, are the most affected
by judges’ bias.
Pertinence Grammaticality Comprehensibility Fluency
S&T no no no YES
BK YES no YES no
PA YES no YES no
CI YES no no no
AD YES no no no
Table 4.1: Main source of disagreement for criteria found in our obser-
vational study. The label in the first column refers to the five categories
delineated in this section: S&T (Style and taste), BK (Background knowl-
edge), PA (Personal assumptions), CI (Use of common sense inferences),
AD (Attention to detail).
The importance of style and taste in the perception of sentence fluency
emerges from our study. This shows the difficulty in defining the concept of
fluency, which, in a way, can be considered an aesthetic issue.
Regarding the grammaticality criterion, we found that the main sources of
disagreements were linked to distraction and misunderstanding the guide-
lines. This finding is in line with Sampson and Babarczy (2008)’s study.
Although we note that the background knowledge can also have an impact
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on grammatically, especially with non-native speakers. Style and taste can
be another source of disagreement with guidelines that merge grammatical-
ity and fluency.
4.3 Conclusion
Many studies — see for example: Sampson and Babarczy (2008) and Bayerl
and Karsten (2011) — have shown IAA appearing to depend on several fac-
tors, for example: data typology, data ambiguity, the number of categories
used in the annotation, the number of annotators, the use of expert or non-
expert annotators, and annotators’ attention, skills, memory and training.
In this chapter we have shown that, in a language generation task such
as Text2Text, we also need to add the following factors: the annotators’
background knowledge, their personal taste and personal assumptions, their
attention to detail and their inferential skills.
The conclusion we draw is that judges’ disagreements are part of the nature
of language. We believe that attempts to create evaluation guidelines that
greatly reduce disagreement among annotators are in danger of missing the
goal of producing human language variability in NLG intrinsic human evalu-
ation tasks. Rather than regarding the evaluation disagreement as a problem
to be fixed, we suggest that it should be thought of as an ineliminable feature
of generation tasks, which reflects the variety of human languages and their
uses. This has to be taken into account by every intrinsic human evaluation
reliability study.
As we said before, since Carletta (1996)’s paper, the standard measure to
calculate reliability in annotation efforts is the measure of IAA. Tradition-
ally, the Kappa statistics are used to meet this aim. Although such statistical
measures take into account some level of randomness introduced by anno-
tators, it might be that they are not generally adequate for NLG evaluation
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purposes, where a high level of subjectivity is involved. Most data collected
for NLG evaluation fail the reliability test, according to the existing scales
of IAA interpretation presented in the previous chapter.
In the next chapter, given human language variability, we propose that for
human evaluation of NLG the concept of judge consistency should be used






The observational study we presented in Chapter 4 shows us that the tasks
of intrinsic human evaluation of NLG systems suffer from subjective bias.
Such biases are part of the way humans interpret and use language. This
has to be taken into account in the reliability study of human evaluation.
Evaluation results have to inform generation system developers of the extent
to which they can improve the communicative power of their systems. As
such, attempting to constrain human language use and interpretation runs
the risk of biasing system developers against important aspects of human
language.
The measuring of judges’ agreement gives information about the extent to
how similar (or dissimilar) their interpretations of the phenomena annotated
are. However it cannot be exhaustive for a reliability study in tasks in
which a high level of subjectivity is involved. In this case, the low level of
agreement between judges cannot in itself make an evaluation lose reliability.
We suggest that the concept of judge consistency plays a pivotal role in
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the annotation reliability analysis in annotation tasks where a high level of
subjectivity is involved.
At least two kinds of judges’ consistency can be outlined:
• Consistency as stability (or Intraobserver Agreement (IA)).
• Relative consistency.
In this chapter, we discuss these concepts. The main contribution of the
chapter is the introduction of the idea of relative consistency.
5.1 Consistency as stability
We recall that stability aims to measure the extent to which an annotation
remains unchanged over time. More precisely, stability measures whether
judges annotate an item in the same way at different times. Stability involves
annotating the same items after some time has elapsed. Such a procedure
requires judges to annotate the same items in different trials. Krippendorff
(1980) presents Stability as the weakest measure of data reliability.
In order to measure Stability, at least two procedures can be carried out:
• IR1: Annotating the same item multiple time in the same session
• IR2: Annotating the same item in two sessions, with the second hap-
pening some time after the first.
Both the procedures IR1 and IR2 have pros and cons. Which of the two
used depends on the task at hand.
Because the annotation is performed just once in the case of IR1, the result
can be obtained quickly. Nevertheless, one can encounter a memory problem
when IR1 is performed (Streiner et al., 2015). Indeed, judges might remem-
ber the annotation performed some steps before, thus weakening the aim
of measuring the IA. Such problems can be mitigated by the use of several
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items. The more items are seen by the judges, the lower the probability of
remembering the items seen before. However, such a strategy raises other
problems. The more items, the longer the time needed to perform the an-
notation. This, for instance, can be a cause of carelessness, distractions and
fatigue in the judges, resulting in a loss of concentration and a relaxing of
performance standards. Another strategy to mitigate the memory problem
is to test the same phenomena twice by using two different items placed
in a different point in the annotation. That is, the two items have to be
considered in alternative forms to reach the same information. For exam-
ple, suppose we are interested in the fluency of a sentence “S”. Then the
following items can be used:
On a scale from 1 (no fluent) to 5 (fluent), is the sentence “S” fluent?
1 2 3 4 5
On a scale from 1 (non native speaker) to 5 (native speaker), could the
sentence “S” have been produced by a native speaker?
1 2 3 4 5
When this strategy is performed at least two points have to be taken into
account.
Firstly, the assumption that the items are measuring exactly the same phe-
nomena is vital. This is something that has to be clearly stated. For instance
in the example above, it is assumed that native speakers can produce fluent
sentences.
Secondly, researchers have to think about the phenomena they are interested
in annotating. Indeed, the time used to annotate a phenomenon with a sec-
ond description could instead be used for annotating another phenomenon.
However, other methods can also be used. For instance, in a case in which
several phenomena have to be annotated, the IA can be measured only for
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one or two of them. In this case, it is assumed that the judges annotate
all the phenomena, and the phenomena used to measure the IA are to be
considered a general measure of the annotation’ stability.
The performance of IR2 can reduce the memory problem. The greater the
time between one annotation and the other, the greater the probability that
the judges will not remember the items annotated previously. Nevertheless,
other problems can emerge. Indeed, the time interval between tasks has to
take into accounts two factors: i) the memory problem; ii) the problem of
the change of the underlying trait.
On one hand, the judges shouldn’t recall the annotation performed previ-
ously. If there is a short time interval between the two annotations, judges
can remember the answer used in the annotation performed previously.
On the other hand, the judges should not change the trait which is at the
base of their annotation decision. If there is a long time interval between
the two annotations, the judges may change their understanding and in-
terpretation of the phenomena annotated. For instance, judges could learn
something new about the phenomena annotated. Likewise, the greater the
time interval the higher the probability that the judges used in the anno-
tation can speak amongst themselves.1 In this eventuality, their underlying
trait can be changed because of that conversation — one judge can influence
the interpretation that the other judge has of one phenomenon annotated.
When the IR2 procedure is performed, researchers should justify the interval
time chosen for reassessing the annotation.
We suggest using an agreement coefficient (for instance, some sort of kappa
statistic) to measure the IA, regardless of the procedure used. For each
judge, the IA can be measured by computing an agreement coefficient be-
tween two scores for the same item. We suggest using the agreement coef-
1This eventuality is particularly true in the case of colleagues or students used for the
annotation.
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ficients because we are interested in knowing the judges’ consistency over
time. As long as the annotations we are considering in this thesis are NLG
evaluations, where criteria such as fluency are taken into account, we require
that the judges have the same criteria interpretation, at least in a short pe-
riod of time. In other words, we expect that judges provide strictly identical
results on the two annotation occasions. Nevertheless, if researchers are per-
forming an evaluation in which the IA takes into account possible differences
between the two annotations — that is, the annotation allowed that judges
change their interpretation of the criteria at play from an annotation to the
other one —, then the correlation coefficients (for instance, Pearson’s r and
Spearman’s ρ) will be a suitable choice.
In conclusion, the choice between agreement coefficients or correlation co-
efficients depends on the task at hand. The difference between agreement
coefficients and correlation coefficients will be presented in Section 5.2.1.
Also, in this case, researchers should justify the coefficient chosen to mea-
sure the IA.
5.2 Relative consistency
The observational study we presented in Chapter 4 gives us an insight into
the reason why many reliability studies of NLG human evaluation tasks
that use kappa statistics fail the reliability test. Kappa statistic coefficients
are designed to get high value when the judges choose the same category.
However, given the high level of subjectivity involved in the evaluation, such
a requirement looks to be too demanding.
In this section we are going to further develop this point and suggest a
way to address this problem. The main aim of this section is to suggest
that for human evaluation of NLG, judges’ relative consistency and judges’
agreement should be used together to obtain a better assessment of the
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evaluation’s reliability.
We propose the use of correlation coefficients in order to measure judges’
relative consistency.2
5.2.1 The use of correlation coefficients for NLG human eval-
uation tasks
Correlation coefficients are generally considered inappropriate for measuring
the reliability of annotated data; see for example, Lombard et al. (2002),
Krippendorff (2004) and Artstein and Poesio (2008). The main concern
about the use of correlation coefficients for reliability studies is well expressed
by the following quotation:
[Correlation coefficients, for example Pearson’s r] measure the
extent to which two logically separate interval variables, say X
and Y , covary in a linear relationship of the form Y = a + bX.
They indicate the degree to which the values of one variable pre-
dict the values of the other. Agreement coefficients, in contrast,
must measure the extent to which Y = X . (Krippendorff, 1980,
p. 244)
Indeed, the rationale behind agreement coefficients, such as the Kappa
statistic, is to catch the extent to which judges rank a given item equally.
When judges rank a given item in the same way, it is assumed that the
judges share the same interpretation and understanding of the schema and
guidelines used in the annotation task. When this happens, given the fact
that the annotation is reached with judges that work independently, the
concept of reliability as reproducibility3 suggests that the same annotation
can be reached with other judges. This makes the annotation repeatable
2Some examples of correlation coefficients are Kendall’s τ , Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ
and Goodman and Kruskall’s Gamma.
3For more detail we refer to Section 1.4.2.
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and consequently reliable.
Although such a concept of reliability as reproducibility is well-founded in
cases where the phenomenon under investigation has some objective mean-
ing, for example in the case of CL annotation tasks where the gold standard
is available (for instance part-of-speech tagging), it falls short in the case
of NLG evaluation tasks. In the case of NLG, where the existence of a
gold standard is mostly not available – for example, criteria such as ambi-
guity, relevance, usefulness or overall quality – the concept of reliability as
reproducibility can hide some pitfalls. For evaluation tasks that aim to eval-
uate semantic or pragmatic language aspects – for instance concepts such
as text usability, fluency, comprehensibility etc. – two people can entertain
different, although equally valid, opinions. In cases such as these, given the
variability of human language – specifically variability in language interpre-
tation and quality judgement – expecting judges to always arrive at exactly
the same judgement may be both unrealistic and over-constrained. Varia-
tion in language interpretation and use makes strict agreement unsuitable
for measuring human evaluation reliability.
In this thesis, we argue that, from an evaluation point of view, what is
important, more than the fact that judges have the same interpretation of
the phenomena studied, is to know whether the judges are consistent relative
to each other. A possible first step to test this is checking judges’ relative
consistency, that is checking whether the judges follow a systematic pattern
in their assessments.
A feasible strategy to frame this problem is the following. Expecting judges
to always arrive at exactly the same judgement may be unrealistic. For
instance, one judge may be stricter than another one. However, in such
situations the judgements would still covary. In other words, we can ask: Is
it possible to predict Ja’s judgements based on Jb’s judgements, where Ja
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and Jb are two judges who are judging the same set of sentences?
Correlation coefficients can be used to answer this question. Such coeffi-
cients measure to what extent a variable changes, in a way not expected by
chance alone, in relation to the change of another variable. That is, they
measure the covariance of two variables. The change can be either in the
same (positive correlation) or in the opposite (negative correlation) direc-
tion. In the presence of correlation, given a judges’ annotation, it is mostly
possible to predict the annotation of another judge. Correlation coefficients,
measuring the judges’ covariance, can give an insight into to the extent dif-
ferent judges are consistent relative to each other when annotating the data,
even when their individual interpretations of the phenomena are not iden-
tical but following a consistent pattern, see for example Stemler and Tsai
(2008, page 38) and Gisev et al. (2013, page 331).
To test such an interpretation of correlation coefficients, we use the following
three datasets:
• the data collected in the last iteration (I4) we used in the observational
study of the Chapter 4;4
• the evaluation QG-STEC datset;
• the Flickr-8k datset.
We recall that the observational study aimed to find the sources of judges’
disagreement. Our study was based on a number of criteria used for question
evaluation. The methodology we used was that of refining the criteria cho-
sen through several iterations of discussions and evaluation. During these
iterations we noticed that regardless of how many changes we made, there
remained a divergence in the judgements that we could not reduce by modi-
fying the guidelines. Nevertheless, we realized that such divergences showed
4The dataset can be found online (Amidei, 2019). The evaluation guideline can be
found in the Appendix A.
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an interesting degree of consistency, due to the fact that the judges were
consistent in following their interpretation of the criteria at play. The it-
eration study (I4) we use in this chapter, although consisting only of ten
items, helps to formalize the problem and makes it clear from a visual point
of view. Indeed, the use of ten items allows a clear visualization of the data.
Although judgements are different in values, they show a clear pattern – see
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.1. Once we test the use of correlation coefficients in
the iteration study (I4) we scale the experiment by the use of larger datasets,
QG-STEC and Flickr-8k, that allow significant statistical conclusions.
5.2.2 Datasets analysis
Following Siegel and Castellan (1988) and Singh (2007) we use Goodman
and Kruskal’s Gamma as a correlation coefficient (Goodman and Kruskal,
1954). Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma is the most adequate coefficient
for ordinal data with many ties which is exactly our case.5 For binary
categorical data we use Yule’s Q (Yule, 1912), which is a special case of
Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma.
Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma was measured with the GoodmanKruskal-
Gamma function supplied by the R software.6 Yule’s Q was measured with
the pycm library.7
We interpreted the correlation values by the use of the scale for correlation
coefficient introduced by Rosenthal (1996) (see Table 5.1). We chose this
scale because it extends Cohen’s popular scale (Cohen, 1988). More pre-
cisely, it allows a more fine grained value distinction for the interval [0.50, 1]
– in particular, Rosenthal’s scale specifies Cohen’s “large” interval [0.50, 1]
5Data with ties are data with value repetition.
6The documentation for this function can be found at: https://www.rdocumentation.
org/packages/DescTools/versions/0.99.19/topics/GoodmanKruskalGamma.
7For further details, we refer to https://pypi.org/project/pycm/.
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into the two intervals “large” [0.50, 0.7] and “very large” [0.70, 1].8 Because
Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma (Yule’s Q) tends to give higher values than
other correlation coefficients, such a choice allows a finer-grained analysis.
Correlation value into the interval Value interpretation
(-0.1, 0] \ [0, 0.1) Negligible
(-0.3, - 0.1] \ [0.1, 0.3) Small
(-0.5, - 0.3] \ [0.3, 0.5) Medium
(-0.7, - 0.5] \ [0.5, 0.7) Large
[-1, - 0.7] \ [0.7, 1] Very large
Table 5.1: Rosenthal (1996) scale for the interpretation of correlation coef-
ficient.
Regarding the coefficient of agreement we used Conger’s κ (Conger, 1980).
This coefficients is a generalization of Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960). We used a
Cohen’s κ style coefficient, because our aim was that of validating the final
human annotation.9
To measure Conger’s κ we used the R software. More precisely we used
the function conger.kappa.raw() supplied by the irrCAC library. We set
the variable weights as “ordinal” for ordinal data and as “unweighted” for
categorical data.10
In order to interpret the values obtained in the analysis, we use the Krippen-
dorff scale of interpretation for agreement coefficients (Krippendorff, 1980,
see Table 1.1). Since Carletta (1996), the Krippendorff scale of interpreta-
tion has become the standard for CL annotation tasks.
5.2.3 Interpretation of correlation coefficients case studies
Iteration (I4): Table 5.2 reports the results for the iteration study (I4).
We observe that the native English speakers get higher IAA value and cor-
8For more details we refer to Section 5.3.
9For further details we refer to Chapter 3.
10For further details we refer to Chapter 3.
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relation results than non-native English speakers. Quite interestingly, al-
though for the fluency criterion, the IAA value reached by the native English
speakers is below 0.4, they get a perfect correlation. Differently, non-native
English speakers reached a correlation value of 0.27. This can be an indi-
cation that native judges have a different but strong interpretation of the
concept of fluency11. Figure 5.1, which depicts the evaluation of question
Table 5.2: Results of Conger’s κ and Yule’s Q/Goodman and Kruskal’s
Gamma in the Iteration dataset. All, Native and Non-native indicate the
measure performed respectively over the seven judges, over the three English
native speaker judges and over the four no English native speaker judges.
fluency, can help to better understand this phenomenon.12
Regarding the case of native English speakers, Figure 5.1 (a) shows that
Judge 5 systematically ranks with a value that is equal or less than the
value given by Judges 6 and 7. In contrast, Figure 5.1 (b) shows that the
ranks provided by non-native English speakers lack systematicity.
It is also worth noticing that for the cases of comprehensibility and perti-
11It is worth noticing that in the case of no English native speaker, the Yule’sQmeasured
on triple of judges reached the following values: 0.54, 0.29, 0.12, 0.12.
12In both Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 the x-axis represent the question number we used
in the evaluation. We note that a different questions’ numeration will result in a different
graph representation. Nevertheless, the main point of the discussion is not affected by this.
Indeed, the aim of the graph representation is to show the presence of possible patterns in
the evaluation. Changing the question order does not change these patterns. Figure 5.1
(b) is enlightening in this respect. As we can see, Judge 5 (black line) constantly annotates
equal to or lower than Judge 6 and Judge 7. Such a phenomenon will be present in every
possible permutation of the questions.
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nence, in the case of non-native English speakers, there is an interesting gap




Figure 5.1: Plots of the evaluation of question fluency for non-native English
speakers (a) and for native English speakers (b). For better readability, the
scores are shifted upward slightly.
Figure 5.2 shows the judges’ ranks are different in value, which explains
the low Conger’s κ for comprehensibility and pertinence criteria. However,
there is systematicity in the judges’ rankings – it is really clear in the case
of comprehensibility (Figure 5.2 (a)), and less accentuated in the case of




Figure 5.2: Evaluation of question comprehensibility (a) and pertinence (b).
Both the annotation were performed by non-native English speakers. For
better readability, the scores are shifted upward slightly.
Table 5.2 can be used to attempt a conclusion about the reliability of the
dataset. Following the Krippendorff (1980) scale of interpretation, the eval-
uation data should be discarded because the IAA is below the threshold
of 0.67. However, following the scale of interpretation for non-parametric
correlation coefficients introduced in Rosenthal (1996), the data reach al-
most everywhere a large correlation, and a very large correlation in the case
of native English speakers. Taking into account the interpretation we gave
in Section 5.2.1, although the judges use different values in the evaluation,
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their interpretations are constant in relation to each other: their judgements
covary systematically with each other. This interpretation suggests that the
data are reliable.
Flickr-8k: The Flickr-8K dataset contains quality judgements for 5,822
sentences.13 Each sentence was a description of an image. The annotation
was carried out by three human experts who judged the sentence semantic
correctness on a scale from 1 to 4.
Because we don’t have the information about how the data were collected, in
order to decide which kind of analysis to carry out on the Flickr-8k dataset
we plot the distribution of the categories used by the judges. Figure 5.3 sug-
gests that the data do not have a normal distribution, and so we opt for the
use of nonparametric statistics. We used Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma
and Conger’s κ to carry out our analysis. For Goodman and Kruskal’s
Gamma, we report the average results of the pairwise measure between the
judges. This method is suggested by Siegel and Castellan (1988) for the case
of Kendall τ correlation coefficient, which is a variant of the Goodman and
Kruskal’s Gamma.
The measurements give a κ value of 0.52 and a Gamma value of 0.98 (p-value
< 0.05). Following the Krippendorff interpretation of IAA, the annotation
has to be considered not reliable. However, the annotation achieves a very
high correlation, which suggests a high relative consistency between the
judges. Indeed, when they are in disagreement, Judge 2 ranks systematically
higher than Judge 1, and Judge 3 ranks systematically higher than Judge 2.
Although judges rank the items with different magnitude their judgement
covary systematically. Also in this case, the correlation coefficient suggests
the evaluation data are reliable.
13The dataset is available at: https://github.com/elliottd/
compareImageDescriptionMeasures. For details on the original dataset we refer to
Hodosh et al. (2013).
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the categories used by the judges in the Flickr-8k
dataset.
QG-STEC dataset: The QG-STEC evaluation dataset is composed of
questions generated from four systems that participated in the QG-STEC
(Rus et al., 2010) Task B, that is, the task to generate a question from an in-
put sentence.14 Each question is evaluated based on five criteria: Relevance
(on a scale from 1-4), Question Type (on a scale from 1 to 2), Syntactic Cor-
rectness and Fluency (on a scale from 1-4), Ambiguity (on a scale from 1-3)
and Variety (on a scale from 1-3). The evaluation guidelines can be found via
the link http://computing.open.ac.uk/coda/resources/qg_form.html.
Six judges took part in the evaluation. They judged batches of sentences in-
dependently. Table 5.3 shows the batch of questions judged and independent
judges for that batch.
Table 5.4 shows the result of the analysis carried out for the QG-STEC
dataset. Also in this case an interesting discrepancy between the IAA values
and the correlation values is measured. Although IAA values are low almost
14The QG-STEC evaluation dataset is aviable at: http://computing.open.ac.uk/
coda/resources/qg_form.html.
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Judges Batches of question
J1 and J2 80
J1 and J3 67
J1 and J4 81
J1 and J5 7
J1 and J6 106
J2 and J5 158
J3 and J5 125
J4 and J5 142
J5 and J6 129
Table 5.3: Batches of question with independent judges assigned to them.
For i = 1, . . . , 6, Ji means judge i.
everywhere, judges reach large (almost everywhere), and in two cases, very
large Gamma correlation values.
Table 5.4: Conger’s κ and Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma values reached
in the QG-STEC dataset. For i = 1, . . . , 6, Ji means judge i. The symbol ∗
indicate a p-value higher than 0.05.
As in the previous cases, the Gamma coefficient suggests that all the batches
are annotated by judges that show a relative consistency and suggest data
reliability.
Each pair of judges evaluated different batches of questions, which were
generated from 4 different systems. Consequently, given the variance in
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question quality, a deeper analysis is complicated. However, we can see that
Judge 5 gets good correlation in any batch, which is also the case for Judge
2. This fact allows us to consider the batch they annotated together as the
more reliable one. As we can see form the average values reported in Table
5.4, this is confirmed by the κ and Gamma values reached in the evaluation.
We can also notice that regarding the variety criterion, it is arguable that
judge 4 and judge 6 miss a sound interpretation of it. Indeed, both of them
get low correlation with judge 1. Judge 1, on the other hand, gets really
high correlation with both Judge 3 and Judge 2. At the same time, Judge 5
gets high correlation with both Judge 2 and Judge 3 and lower correlation
with Judge 4 and Judge 6. This evidence suggests that, in the case of the
variety criterion, care must be taken with the data collected by Judges 4
and 6.
Concluding remarks The examples we presented in this section show
that the use of correlation coefficients can help in obtaining a better assess-
ment of the evaluation’s reliability. For annotation tasks that involve a high
level of subjectivity, a low level of agreement can be still acceptable if it is
accompanied by a high level of correlation.
Agreement coefficients give us information about the extent to which judges
share a common interpretation of the instructions used to annotate the phe-
nomenon of interest. However, given the high level of subjectivity involved
in the evaluation, judges can entertain different, although equally valid, in-
terpretations of the instructions.
Correlation coefficients can then be used to take into account this valid
variation in the interpretation. Correlation coefficients can measure the
extent to which judges are consistent with each other in the annotation.
Taking into account our interpretation, a low level of agreement in conjunc-
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tion with a high level of correlation suggests that the judges, although not
sharing the exact interpretation of the phenomenon to be annotated, have
a compatible interpretation of that phenomenon. In other words, given a
ranking scale judges can give different scores. However, some judges may be
more lenient or severe than others but when compared with each other they
are consistently more lenient or severe. Because language variability can
bring judges to have a (more or less) different interpretation of the phenom-
ena to be annotated, the fact that they are consistent in their interpretation
throughout the annotation suggests that the annotation is trustworthy.
In the case of a low level of correlation, our interpretation suggests that
there is potentially something problematic with the annotation. By show-
ing inconsistent annotation behaviours, judges display a non-trustworthy
annotation performance which has a negative impact on the annotation
trustworthiness.15
5.3 How to report correlation coefficient
In this section, we report some suggestions on how to report a correlation
study when used to measure data reliability. It is important to stress that
the information reported has to be considered as a suggestion. Other choices
are possible. Nevertheless, it is important that researchers explain and jus-
tify their choices, giving all the possible information about the annotation.
In this way, the readers can understand and evaluate the researchers’ con-
clusions about data reliability themselves.
In order to measure the correlation for evaluations that involve more than
two judges, we suggest reporting the average results of the pairwise measure
15In this case, when it is possible, we suggest trying to investigate the source of in-
consistency by talking to the judges. This action can help in understanding the judges’
interpretation of the phenomena to be annotated and their annotation behaviours (maybe
it can also be used to improve the guidelines).
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between the judges (Siegel and Castellan, 1988).
Regarding the correlation coefficient to be used, Table 5.5 suggests some
possible choices. Table 5.5 is not intended to be exhaustive. It presents the
most popular correlation coefficients and it gives at least a suggestion for
each level of measurement and number of categories used in the evaluation.
Table 5.5 has to be considered as a suggestion and other coefficients can
be used. At the same time, the software and the relative library reported
in Table 5.5 are to be considered as possible suggestions. Also in this case
other software and libraries can be used.
Table 5.5: Some correlation coefficients. Nominal, ordinal and interval/ratio
represent level of measurement.
Between the possible scales of interpretation, it is arguable that the most
popular is Cohen’s (1988) one (Table 5.6).
Correlation value into the interval Value interpretation
(- 0.3, 0] \ [0, 0.3) Small
(-0.5, - 0.3] \ [0.3, 0.5) Moderate
[-0.5, - 1] \ [0.5, 1] Large
Table 5.6: Cohen’s (1988) scale for the interpretation of correlation coeffi-
cient.
A variation of Cohen’s (1988) scale is introduced by Rosenthal (1996) (Table
5.7). The main difference between the two scales lies in the high values.
Indeed, Rosenthal (1996)’s scale allows for a finer-grained analysis of such
values.
Both Cohen’s (1988) and Rosenthal’s (1996) scales are more adequate for
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Correlation value into the interval Value interpretation
(- 0.1, 0] \ [0, 0.1) Negligible
(-0.3, - 0.1] \ [0.1, 0.3) Small
(-0.5, - 0.3] \ [0.3, 0.5) Medium
(-0.7, - 0.5] \ [0.5, 0.7) Large
[-1, - 0.7] \ [0.7, 1] Very large
Table 5.7: Rosenthal’s (1996) scale for the interpretation of correlation co-
efficient.
non-parametric correlation coefficients (Rosenthal, 1996; Corder and Fore-
man, 2011). On the other hand, the Political Science Department at Quin-
nipiac University propose a scale (Table 5.8) for parametric correlation co-
efficients, more specifically for the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient (Glen,
2020).
Correlation value into the interval Value interpretation
0 None
(-0.2, 0) \ (0, 0.2) Negligible
(-0.3, - 0.2] \ [0.2, 0.3) Weak
(-0.4, - 0.3] \ [0.3, 0.4) Moderate
(-0.7, - 0.4] \ [0.4, 0.7) Strong
[-1, - 0.8] \ [0.7, 1] Very strong
Table 5.8: Political Science Department at Quinnipiac University scale for
the interpretation of correlation coefficient.
As in the case of the correlation coefficients of Table 5.5, the scales we
presented should be considered a suggestion. As a matter of fact other scales
can be found in the literature, for example Hinkle et al. (2003). Nevertheless,
we stress that, regardless of the scale used, it is important to justify the
choice of the scale.
Where possible, confidence intervals can be reported. Such intervals can be
used for reproducibility aims. Indeed, they provide the range of plausible
coefficient values which we should expect in case a new evaluation is carried
out on the same items, but with the same number of new judges.
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The matter of significance test is controversial. For example, without ar-
guing in favour of stopping the use of statistical methods, Koplenig (2019)
provides reasons to abandon statistical significance testing in corpus linguis-
tics.16 Koplenig (2019)’s argument moves from the impossibility of corpus
linguistics to satisfy the independence assumption.17 Accordingly, statisti-
cal approaches (for example, significance testing) that assume data indepen-
dence cannot be applied.
Without taking the extreme position of Koplenig (2019), we follow the more
moderate position presented in McShane et al. (2019):
[...] the p-value be demoted from its threshold screening role
and instead, treated continuously, be considered along with the
currently subordinate factors as just one among many pieces of
evidence. First, we recommend authors use the currently subor-
dinate factors to motivate their data collection, statistical anal-
ysis, interpretation of results, writing, and related matters; we
also recommend they analyze and report all of their data and
relevant results. Second, we recommend editors and reviewers
explicitly evaluate papers with regard to not only purely sta-
tistical measures but also the currently subordinate factors.18
[Page 239]
In conclusion, when the correlation coefficients are used, we suggest re-
searchers report and justify at least the following information:
• Number of judges.
16Lately, this point has been raised for p-value more in general (Wasserstein et al.,
2019).
17The independence assumption requires that the data under examination is collected
from a representative, randomly selected, portion of the total population.
18Examples of subordinate factors are: “related prior evidence, plausibility of mecha-
nism, study design and data quality, real world costs and benefits, novelty of finding, and
other factors that vary by research domain.” (McShane et al., 2019, page 239)
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• Number of items judged.
• The provenance of the sentences judged.
• The criteria used for the evaluation (for the purpose of reproducibility,
make the guidelines used for the evaluation available).
• The coefficient value.
• The p-value (or other significance test).
• The scale used for the interpretation.
• The software used for the analysis.
Furthermore, as said above, to promote reproducibility, we suggest to report
the confidence intervals, and make available the items used in the evaluation.
5.4 Conclusion
Using three case studies, we showed the limitations of using the IAA as
the only criterion for checking the reliability of an evaluation. Given the
variability of human language, we suggest that correlation coefficients and
agreement coefficients, such as the Kappa statistic, can be used together to
have a better picture of the evaluation data reliability in human evaluation
of NLG. Agreement coefficients can be used both in pilot studies to improve
annotation schemes and guidelines, and for data analysis to give a picture of
how dissimilar the judges’ interpretation of the phenomena is. Correlation
coefficients can instead tell us to what extent judges are consistent with each
other. As we have seen in Section 5.2.1, a low agreement coefficient value
can hide a consistent pattern in the annotation, which is captured by high
value for the correlation coefficient. Although judges have different opinions
about the quality of a generated text, which is a result of the language
variability, they entertain consistent relative interpretations. Consequently,
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In Chapter 4, we saw the role of human biases in an intrinsic evaluation
of NLG systems. We saw how subjective bias heavily determines the final
annotation agreement. Our observational study shows that such biases are
ineliminable and they have to be taken into account in each evaluation task.
For this reason, statistical analyses that allow for better bias identification
and understanding can be a valuable tool in evaluation efforts.
In this chapter we introduce a new interpretation and application of the
Item Response Theory (IRT) (Gulliksen, 1950) to detect judges’ bias. Our
interpretation of IRT offers an original bias identification method that can
be used to compare judges’ bias and characterise annotation disagreement.
Our method can be used to spot outlier annotators, improve annotation
guidelines and provide a better picture of the annotation reliability. Ad-
ditionally, because scales for IAA interpretation are not generally agreed
upon, our bias identification method can assist with an understanding of
the IAA value, which in turn can help with understanding the annotation
disagreement.
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6.1 Our proposal in a nutshell
As we have seen in Chapter 4, an important factor that can affect the anno-
tation reliability is the presence of judge bias – that is, differences between
judge preferences for subjective reasons. Our observational study shows that
judges diverge in language annotation tasks due to a range of ineliminable
factors such as background knowledge, preconceptions about language and
general educational level. Although clear annotation schemes with effective
guidelines and judge training aim to reduce annotation bias, some individ-
ual differences persist. A method that allows for a better identification and
understanding of individual bias could be valuable in annotation efforts. For
example, it could be used to:
• display differences in judges’ behaviour. Annotations that show a
markedly different pattern from the other annotations can either be
removed or further analysed. This can help to spot outlying judges
and help with improving annotation guidelines and reduce annotation
disagreement.1
• provide a better picture of the annotation reliability. Indeed, once
identified, the judge bias could be used to explain and understand an-
notation disagreement and accordingly the IAA values. For instance,
as we will see in Section 6.3, such a method could be used to show
in which respect a judge shows more strict annotation behaviour than
another judge.
In some human annotation tasks, where a high level of subjectivity is in-
volved — for example annotation that concerns the quality of a generated
sentence (on a range of dimensions including syntax, semantic and pragmat-
1It is important to note that for annotation tasks which involve a high level of subjec-
tivity, there is a limit to the reduction of annotation disagreement. Chapter 4 presents
evidence for such limits.
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ics) — what determines the judges’ decisions cannot be measured directly.
It is not a physical dimension, as for example weight or distance. Never-
theless, we can study the annotation behaviour, as directly observable, in
order to have a better understanding of the unobservable decision process
behind the judges’ annotation. A first step in this direction is to analyse the
frequency of the categories used by the judges. The frequency gives us a first
approximation of the judges’ behaviour. Nevertheless, the frequency of the
categories used is a raw image. Ideally, we would like to be able to compare
the judges’ annotations in terms of a more fine-grained approximation of
their perception of the phenomena being annotated. For this reason, in this
chapter we introduce a way to analyse the unobservable decision process
behind the judge annotation.
Our method is based on a new interpretation and use of the Item Response
Theory (IRT). IRT is a psychometric theory used for analysing and de-
signing tools — for example, surveys and tests — for measuring abilities or
attitudes. We will use two examples to explain the novelty of our interpreta-
tion: mathematical ability (a traditional use of IRT), and natural language
generation (our novel use).
IRT has traditionally been used, for example, to determine the validity of
a test, say a test of mathematical ability. Such a test is administered to a
number of students. On each test item, each student will achieve a certain
score. Ideally, students with a strong mathematical ability should receive
high scores on the test, and students with weak mathematical ability should
receive low scores. There should also be a range in between these extremes.
Based on data of a large group of students completing such a test, IRT
can extract from the data a model that gives us, for a hypothetical student
with a specific level of mathematical ability, the probability of specific test
scores. A high level of mathematical ability should be associated with a high
probability for a high test score. Importantly, mathematical ability is not
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observed directly. It is only available via the students’ performance on the
test. And this coupling of the trait and the test performance is not going to
be perfect (some good students may on occasion not do well, for this reason
the IRT uses a probability function2).
In IRT, mathematical ability is modelled as a latent (not directly observ-
able) trait of individuals. It is essential to note that a latent trait assumes
a context, e.g. that of a conventional mathematical education. It exists
against a background of assumptions about culture, regional variance, per-
sonal preferences, schooling/training, etc.
In our IRT-based method to detect annotator bias, the annotation exercise
involves annotating corpus data (for example a set of sentences or images)
with linguistic or other information. In this thesis we are focusing on eval-
uation of NLG systems. In this case the annotation exercise involves a set
of sentences. Judges are asked to judge each of these sentences according to
one or more criteria. Let’s assume the criterion in question is the fluency of
the sentence. Our proposal is to treat fluency as a latent trait of sentences:
it cannot be directly observed or measured, but we can get hold of it via the
judgements of the annotators.
In an annotation, the judges will not always agree: for instance, some may
be more severe in their judgements than others. We can now apply IRT for
individual judges. This time, IRT can extract from an individual’s annota-
tion the probability of a score’s answer given a hypothetical sentence of a
certain level of fluency. For each of the fluency scores which the judge can
choose from when annotating, IRT gives us the probability that that judge
will choose that particular of fluency score. This allows us to see how the
judges’ behaviour (the score they assign) relates to the latent trait (the level
of fluency of a hypothetical sentence).
2More details are presented in Section 6.2.2.
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Also in this case the latent trait assumes a context. It is a standard of fluency
which is implicit in the judgements of a (more or less homogeneous) language
community. The language community does distinguish between more and
less fluent sentences. However, on specific occasions, individual members
(or subgroups) will display smaller or larger differences in judgement. IRT
allows us to quantify and identify these differences.
6.2 Analyzing raters bias: From frequency to Item
Response Theory
By way of example, in this chapter, we use the QG-STEC evaluation dataset
(Rus et al., 2012).3 More specifically, we analyse the data collected from
Judge 1 and Judge 3. This pair was randomly selected from all pairs of
judges. We limit our investigation to the criteria ambiguity and variety (on
a scale from 1 to 3) and syntactic correctness and fluency (for the sake of
simplicity, in what follows, we refer to this criterion as fluency) and relevance
(on a scale from 1 to 4).
6.2.1 Frequency
We are looking for a way to characterise the annotation behaviour of indi-
vidual judges. This can help us to understand better the source of disagree-
ment in an annotation. A way to do this is by analysing the frequency of
the categories used by the judges. Indeed, the frequency gives us a first ap-
proximation of the judges’ annotation behaviour. The comparison between
different judges’ decisions can show sources of difference that explain the
disagreement in the annotation. Table 6.1 shows the frequency of the scores
used by Judge 1 and Judge 3. It shows that Judge 3 tends to give slightly
higher scores than Judge 1 for the ambiguity, fluency and relevance criteria.
3For more details about the dataset we refer to Section 5.2.3.
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Table 6.1: Frequency of the scores used by Judge 1 (J1) and Judge 3 (J3).
Indeed, Judge 3 tends to be more cautious in giving the extreme score 1
than Judge 1, preferring the more neutral score 2. This trend is inverted
for the extreme score 4. In this case Judge 1 tends to be more cautious and
prefers lower scores than score 4. For example, we note that Judge 1 does
not use the score 4 in the relevance criterion. In the case of variety, Judge
1 tends to score higher than Judge 3, preferring high scores whereas Judge
3 prefers low scores.
The frequency gives us a first approximation of the judges’ annotation be-
haviour. Nevertheless, it is a raw image. Ideally, we would like to have a
fine-grained picture of the judges’ annotation behaviour. We propose the
use of IRT for this aim. IRT provides a probabilistic analysis which allows
inferences to be drawn about the judge’s annotation behaviour.
6.2.2 Item Response Theory
IRT is used to measure various types of latent trait which are investigated
by the use of item tests. For example it can be abilities, such as mathe-
matical ability, or it can be a behavioral attitude, such as tendency to make
particular purchases. The main aim of the theory is to evaluate and adjust
test items and score examinees based on their latent traits such as abilities
or attitudes.
In this section we are going to use IRT to describe judges’ annotation be-
haviour in order to better understand the disagreement that arises from
their annotation. We will see that IRT, as well as the frequencies, can be
used to study the judges’ preference of the scores. Furthermore, in contrast
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to the frequency analysis, the IRT analysis uses a probabilistic model that
allows us to have an insight where these differences take place in relation to
the latent trait of a sentence.
To do so, we are going to give a new interpretation of the IRT. For this rea-
son, it is important to explain the traditional use of IRT first. We will then
present the ways in which our interpretation deviates from the traditional
use.
The traditional use of IRT
Traditionally a test (or a survey) is designed in such a way that there are
few items and many respondents. IRT is based on the assumption that each
respondent answers each item in line with their level of the latent trait. In
IRT it is assumed that the latent trait can be measured on a scale having
a midpoint of zero and it can take any real number from −∞ to +∞. For
practical considerations usually the range is limited to the interval [-4, 4].
It is important to keep in mind that this is just for simplicity and other
intervals can be used.
Once a scale of measurement is given, it is possible to define a probability
function of the possible answer as a function of the latent trait. Standard
IRT uses a logistic model for this purpose. Logistic models have an S-shaped
probability function such as the one depicted in Figure 6.1.
From a mathematical point of view the model, and more specifically Rasch’s
logistic model (Rasch, 1960), can be expressed by the following equation:
P (xim = 1|zm) =
e(zm−βi)
1 + e(zm−βi)
where 1 is a label that represents the correct response, xim represents the
response of the mth respondent for the ith item and zm represents the
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Figure 6.1: IRCCC example for a mathematics exam. On the x-axis is
reported the latent trait. On the y-axis is reported the probability of a
correct answer for item 1.
latent trait of the mth respondent. Finally, βi is a parameter that takes into
account the difficulty of the ith item. In other words, P (xim = 1|zm) is the
probability that respondent m correctly answers the item i given his/her
latent trait zm. Intuitively, the higher the latent trait zm the higher the
probability of correctly answering the ith item.
Each IRT model allows an Item Response Category Characteristic Curve
(IRCCC) to be defined for each item (Figure 6.1 depicts an example of an
IRCCC for Rasch’s model). The IRCCC depicts the relationship between the
latent trait and the scores (in the case of ability, for example mathematical
ability) or each chosen item category (in the case of behaviour attitude, such
as in a Likert scale survey). It shows the likelihood of a respondent receiving
a score (in the case of ability) or selecting a certain category (in the case
of behaviour attitude) at various levels of the latent trait. Concretely, the
IRCCC gives a graphic representation of the probability function determined
by an IRT model.
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Let us give an example that involves a mathematics exam and Rasch’s IRT
model. In this case there are few items, let’s say 4 mathematical questions
and many students, let’s say 35 students. All the students have to answer
the 4 items. We assume that each student has a mathematical ability which
contributes to the answers that they give. Based on the students’ answers,
both the items’ difficulty and the students’ mathematical ability can be
measured. Once the test is done, all the answers are marked as correct or
incorrect. Based on such binary test scoring Rasch’s model can be used to
define a probability function that describes the expected score the respon-
dents should receive based on their mathematical ability. As said before,
the probability function can be graphically represented by the IRCCC.
Figure 6.1 depicts the IRCCC of the first item (item 1). Accordingly, Fig-
ure 6.1 shows the probability that respondents will answer item 1 correctly,
based on their latent trait, which represents their mathematical ability. Sup-
pose for example that the mathematical ability of a respondent E0 is 0. In
this case Figure 6.1 suggests that E0 has a low probability to answer cor-
rectly. To check this we imagine a straight line from point 0 of the latent
trait to identify at which point it intersects with the line depicted in the
graph. Figure 6.1 show that this happens for a probability value which is
slightly higher than 0.2. In other word, the probability of E0 to answer cor-
rectly is slightly higher than 0.2. Now, suppose that we have a respondent
E4 whose mathematical ability is 4. In this case the IRCCC suggest that
E4 has a high probability of answering item 1 correctly. Indeed, following
the same procedure as we did for E0, we can see that the probability of E4
to answer item 1 correctly is slightly higher than 0.8.
In the mathematical test example, we were working with a binary or di-
chotomous setting. We assumed that the answers to the items could be
either correct or incorrect. However, there are also IRT models for non-
dichotomous ordinal category tests. One of these models is the Graded
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Response Model (GRM) (Samejima, 1969). GRM is a variant of IRT devel-
oped to analyse tests that use polytomous categories, that is tests that use
more than two categories. This is particularly appropriate for the analysis of
rating and Likert scales. GRM can be applied to gather information about
how change in the latent trait affects observed item responses.
IRT for judges’ bias detection
The traditional application of IRT focuses on modelling the relationship be-
tween the observable respondents’ answers and their unobservable latent
trait, for example mathematical ability or behavioural attitude. In the
case of a mathematical test, the respondents’ performance on the test items
should vary according to their mathematical ability: ideally, higher math-
ematical ability results in higher item test scores. The IRCCC is used to
visualise the relationship between item test scores and the latent trait for a
specific test item. It can tell us whether the test item indeed has the prop-
erty that higher mathematical ability (of the person taking the test item)
results in higher scores.
In order to apply IRT for identifying bias among annotators, we introduce
the following twist in the application of IRT: rather than model a latent
trait of the respondents, the latent trait in question now is conceived of
as a property of linguistic items, that is sentences. One such property is
sentence fluency: one sentence can be more fluent than another, but this is
not a property that can be measured directly. Rather, it is a latent trait of
sentences that we can uncover only via the judgements of language users.
The IRT helps with modelling how different judges respond to different
levels of a latent trait, such as fluency. Individual biases, which may be
due to a wide variety of factors (e.g. regional variance, personal preferences,
schooling/training) that skew application of the shared norms or standards
(that the language community as a whole has adopted) can thus be laid bare.
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The IRCCC is now used to visualise for individual judges the relationship
between fluency scores and the latent trait (fluency) of sentences. Judges
can be compared with each other by putting their IRCCCs next to each
other.
The latent trait introduces a new ingredient with respect to other proba-
bilistic analyses of judges’ bias, for example the model introduced by Dawid
and Skene (1979) for the case of medical diagnosis.4
The model defined by Dawid and Skene, is based on an estimation of the
judges accuracy at identifying the true scores (where the set of the scores
is finite). Given a judge and a potential true score5, the model gives us a
probabilistic estimation that the judge will choose that score. Because such
estimation is done for each judge, the model allows for a comparison among
the judges.
In contrast, our IRT-based model for bias detection defines a probabilistic
estimation of judge choice of scores given a hypothetical sentence of a certain
latent trait (which by definition is a continuum). Also in this case, as the
estimation is done for each judge, the model allows for a comparison among
the judges. For example, let’s consider once again a human evaluation about
fluency. In this case the latent trait is the sentence fluency. As the fluency
of the sentence varies, the model gives a probabilistic estimation of how the
judge will annotate that sentence.
For each judge and for each criterion, the model of Dawid and Skene (1979)
provides a confusion matrix which describes the judge responses by the
estimated true scores. In contrast, for each judge and for each criterion,
the model we propose provides a probabilistic estimation of how the judge
4The same methods was applied for the case of word sense annotation by Passonneau
and Carpenter (2014).
5The model of Dawid and Skene considers both the cases where the true scores are
given, and the case in which the true scores are missing. In the last case, the true scores
are inferred from the annotation as an estimate of the prevalence of each score.
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will annotate a sentence as the latent trait changes. In our model, such
information is provided with both the IRCCC and the extremity parameters.
6.3 The use of GRM to analyse judges’ bias: An
example from NLG evaluation
In this section, we present our IRT-based method. We use GRM to analyse
the judges’ decision bias. For each criterion studied, we present two analyses.
The first analysis is based on the IRCCC graphs. The IRCCC graphs provide
an informal analysis of the judges decision behaviour through the evaluation.
They have the advantage of being easy to interpret and they allow for a quick
insight about the judges’ disagreement. Nevertheless, in order to have a more
refined analysis we will introduce the concept of an extremity parameter.
The extremity parameters show the latent trait score at which judges have
a 50% chance of selecting certain categories and 50% chance of selecting the
remaining categories. For this reason they can be used to suggest the spec-
trum of the latent trait where we can find the main source of disagreement.
The extremity parameters: an explanatory example
Suppose that two Judges (let’s say J1 and J2) are performing an evaluation
about the fluency of a set of sentences, and assume that the evaluation is
based on the four scores: 1, 2, 3, and 4. Suppose we’re interested in the
extremity parameter that suggests the 50% chance of selecting scores 1 and
2 (for sake of simplicity let us denote this as Ex2). Ex2 expresses the latent
trait level at which J1 and J2 have a probability of 0.5 of selecting either
score 1 or score 2 and a probability of 0.5 of selecting either score 3 or score
4. Let’s suppose the Ex2 level for J1 is 0.1, whereas the Ex2 level for J2 is
0.6 (see the green arrows of Figure 6.2). Under our interpretation of IRT,
this means that, given a sentence of latent trait (fluency in our example)
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Figure 6.2: A graphical description of the explanatory example. P ({x, y}) <
0.5 means that the probability of selecting score x or score y is smaller than
0.5, for x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The same interpretation applies also for the symbol
> (higher than) and for the symbol = (equal to).
of 0.1 the probability that J1 selects categories 1 or 2 is 0.5. Likewise, the
probability that J1 select categories 3 or 4 is 0.5. On the other hand, J2
has a probability of 0.5 of selecting categories 1 or 2 for sentences of latent
trait of 0.6. Likewise, for sentences of latent trait of 0.6 the probability that
J2 select categories 3 or 4 is 0.5.
As shows by Figure 6.2, the interval [0.1, 0.6] (the red rectangle) defines a
probabilistic analysis of the disagreement between J1 and J2. In such an
interval, the IRT analysis suggests the disagreement mainly comes about
because J2 tends to give lower scores than J1. Indeed, approaching the
latent trait score 0.6, J1 has a higher probability of selecting scores 3 and 4
than scores 1 and 2, whereas J2 has a slightly higher probability of selecting
scores 1 and 2 than scores 3 and 4. Figure 6.2 shows that for Judge 1 the
interval [0.1, 0.6] is dominated by the purple arrow (P ({1, 2}) < 0.5 and
P ({3, 4}) > 0.5). In contrast, for Judge 2 the interval [0.1, 0.6] is dominated
by the yellow arrow (P ({1, 2}) > 0.5 and P ({3, 4}) < 0.5).
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The intervals detected by the extremity parameters analysis tell us where
the major areas of disagreement lie. Where the IRCCC gives us a friendly,
although crude, picture of these areas of disagreement, the extremity pa-
rameters give us the exact points in the latent trait, where a different anno-
tation behaviour among the judges emerges. The divergence between judges
made explicit by the extremity parameters give us some information about
the discrepancy between the judges interpretation and understanding of the
phenomena to be annotated.
We hypothesize that the main reason for these divergences are due to judges’
bias. The link between judges’ bias (determined by the intervals detected
by the extremity parameters) and the latent trait (where the intervals lie)
allows us to better understand judges’ bias.
In the following analysis, when using the extremity parameters, we use the
definitions from the annotation guidelines and concrete examples from the
dataset to show how to interpret the main differences among judges.
GRM-based method for our analysis
As we have seen in the traditional use of IRT, the test is designed in such
a way that there are relatively few items and many respondents. In this
case, for each item the IRCCC and the extremity parameters are defined
based on the respondents’ answers to that item. In the case of intrinsic
human evaluation of NLG systems we have few judges and several items.
Usually each item is a different instance of few criteria that are analysed.
For example, given the fluency criterion, there are several items consisting
of the same question about fluency but with different generated sentences
to be evaluated.
In the present chapter we used the GRM model in the following way. Given
a judge J and a criterion C, we collect all the items annotated by J aimed
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at evaluating C. Let’s call InC the nth item that aims to evaluate C. In this
case, given a judge J , for each criterion C the IRCCC and the extremity
parameters are defined based on J ’s answers to InC for n = 1 . . .m, where m
is the number of sentences to be evaluated. In what follows, given a criterion
C we collect all the items InC under the name of C.
Our GRM-based method provides a probabilistic analysis of the judges’ an-
notation behaviour for each criterion. Because our method analyses one
judge at a time, it allows us to compare different judges’ annotation be-
haviour. Such comparison, allows us to determine the judge’s bias and to
better understand the disagreement between judges.
Interpreting the criteria
GRM considers the scores in increasing order. Conversely, in the QG-STEC
evaluation dataset the scores are considered in decreasing order. For this
reason, in what follows, we have to pay attention to the interpretation of the
IRCCC. More specifically, the relevance, the fluency and the variety criteria
consider 1 as the best score — best from a criterion quality point of view.
For this reason we have to interpret the positive latent trait as the sentence
irrelevance, non-fluency and non-variety. The situation for the ambiguity
criterion is different. It is stated in terms of non-ambiguity (that is, lack of
ambiguity). In this case we have to interpret the positive latent trait for the
ambiguity criterion as the sentence ambiguity.
Software used for the analysis
In what follows, we carry out our IRT analysis with the statistical software
R. We used the library ltm (Rizopoulos, 2018). This library was developed
to provide researchers with a flexible framework to perform IRT analyses.
More specifically, we used the function grm().
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Regarding the use of the coefficient of agreement, as done in Chapter 5, we
use the Conger’s κ (Conger, 1980) with ordinal weight, as defined by Gwet
(2014). To measure Conger’s κ we used the library irrCAC provided by the
R software. More specifically, we used the function conger.kappa.raw() with
the variable weights set to “ordinal”.6
6.3.1 The ambiguity criterion
The ambiguity criterion reaches a Conger’s κ of 0.21, indicating a low level
of agreement. Such a value suggests that the judges rarely make the same
score decision.
Table 6.2 reports the scores and their description for the ambiguity crite-
rion.7
Score Description
1 The question is unambiguous.
2 The question could provide more information.
3 The question is clearly ambiguous when asked out of the blue.
Table 6.2: Scores and scores description for the ambiguity criterion.
The IRCCC graphs analysis
The scores frequency analyses in Section 6.2.1 suggest that the disagreement
emerges mainly due to the fact that Judge 1 prefers score 1 whereas Judge
3 prefers score 2. We can use GRM to investigate such a divergence in more
depth.
The IRCCC for the ambiguity criterion shows that Judge 1 (see Figure
6.3(a)) was less cautious in choosing score 1 than than Judge 3 (see Figure
6.3(b)). Indeed, we can see that:
6For more detail we refer to Chapter 3.





Figure 6.3: IRCCC for the ambiguity criterion for Judge 1 (a) and Judge 3
(b). The graphs show that the main source of disagreement can be found in
the latent trait interval [0, 2] mainly relative to score 2 (red line).
• For positive levels of the latent trait (approximately the interval [0, 2])
the peak of the curve of score 2 (red line) is higher for Judge 3 than
for Judge 1.
• At the same time, we can see how in the case of Judge 1 the curve
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of score 2 (red line) intersects that of score 1 (black line) for higher
latent trait levels than is the case for Judge 3.
These facts together suggest the following. On one hand, for the latent trait
levels that are approximately in the interval [0, 2], Judge 3 has a higher
probability of selecting score 2 than Judge 1. On the other hand, for the
latent trait levels that are approximately in the interval [0, 1], Judge 1 has
a higher probability of selecting score 1 than Judge 3.
From the IRCCC graphs, we can conclude that the main divergence between
Judge 1 and Judge 3 takes place approximately in the interval [0, 2] of the
latent trait. We can now use the extremity parameter to refine such analysis.
The extremity parameter analysis
The extremity parameter for the ambiguity criterion suggests that:
• Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the score 1 with a latent trait
level of 0.601 and a 50% chance of selecting the scores 2 or 1 with a
latent trait level of 1.717.
• On the other hand, Judge 3 has a 50% chance of selecting the score
1 with a latent trait level of 0.173 and a 50% chance of selecting the
scores 2 or 1 with a latent trait level of 1.993.
From these levels, it follows that:
• For the latent trait levels between the interval [0.173, 0.601], Judge 1
has a higher probability of selecting score 1 than Judge 3. Whereas for
the same interval, Judge 3 has a higher probability of selecting scores
2 and 3 than score 1.
• At the same time we can see that between the latent trait of [1.717,
1.993] Judge 1 has a higher probability of selecting score 3 than score
1 and 2 whereas Judge 3 has a higher probability of selecting score 1
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and 2 than score 3 (this is due to the fact that for 3 sentences Judge
3 gives score 2 whereas Judge 1 selects score 3).
The IRT analysis suggests that the main source of disagreement can be
found in the latent trait intervals [0.173, 0.601] (let’s denote it as I1am) and
[1.717, 1.993] (let’s denote it as I2am).
Based on the evaluation guideline provided for the QG-STEC task B for the
ambiguity criterion, and under the assumption that a question can be more
ambiguous than another one, we can draw the following conclusions.
The questions that fall in I1am can be interpreted as questions that, if stated
out of the blue, are slightly ambiguous in that they are missing some infor-
mation. A couple of examples from the dataset are:
“How many gunners who died should there be a fitting public
memorial to?” or ”Where did the trust employ over 7,000 staff
and manage another six sites?”.
In I1am, we can expect Judge 3 to exhibit a more strict annotation behaviour
than Judge 1. The questions that fall in I2am can be interpreted as questions
that, if stated out of the blue, have high probability of being perceived as
ambiguous. A couple of example from the dataset are:
“What is the axiom in Euclidian Geometry?” or “Why tend
accidents to be relatively minor ?”.
In I2am, we can expect Judge 1 to present a more strict annotation behaviour
than Judge 3.
6.3.2 The variety criterion
The variety criterion aims to measure, given two questions, the extent of
their difference. This measures the ability of a system to generate a variety
of different questions given the same input. The variety criterion reaches a
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high Conger’s κ agreement coefficient of 0.93. This value shows a tendency
of Judges 1 and 3 to reach the same score decision.
6.3 reports the scores and their description for the variety criterion.8
Score Description
1 The two questions are different in content.
2 Both ask the same question, but there are grammatical and/or
lexical differences.
3 The two questions are identical.
Table 6.3: Scores and scores description for the variety criterion.
The IRCCC graphs analysis
The scores frequency analysis in Section 6.2.1 shows that there is little dif-
ference between the judges’ annotation. A deeper analysis shows that the
disagreement emerges in three pairs of questions where Judge 1 chose the
scores 2, 3, 3 whereas Judge 3 chose the scores 1, 1, 2. This fact is captured
by the IRCCC depicted in Figure 6.4. More precisely, Figure 6.4 shows that:
• The curves in both the figures are highly similar.
• The main difference is about the score 1 (black line). We notice that
the line moves slightly towards the positive trait (that is, it meets the
green line slightly towards the positive trait) for Judge 3, who indeed
chose such scores more than Judge 1.
We note also that the low peak for the score 2 (red line) shows that both
the judges tend to avoid the score 2 in favour of the extreme scores 1 and 3.
Indeed, the frequency for the variety criterion depicted in Table 6.1 shows
that both the judges choose the score 2 4.5% of the time.





Figure 6.4: IRCCC for the variety criterion for Judge 1 (a) and Judge 3
(b). The graphs are very similar which shows a low level of disagreement
between the judges.
The extremity parameter analysis
The extremity parameters for the variety criterion show that:
• Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the score 1 with a latent trait
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level of -1.183 whereas Judge 3 with a latent trait level of -1.150.
• Similarly, Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the scores 1 and 2
with a latent trait level of -0.990 whereas Judge 3 with a level of -0.944.
The small differences between the extremity parameters explain the small
disagreement between Judge 1 and Judge 3. In this case, the GRM shows
that Judge 3 was slightly more cautious (indeed this happens in just 3 cases)
in giving high scores than Judge 1 for a latent trait level at approximately
the levels -1 and 0.
6.3.3 The fluency criterion
For the fluency criterion the judges reach a Conger’s κ value of 0.51.
Table 6.4 reports the scores and their description for the fluency criterion.9
Score Description
1 The question is grammatically correct and idiomatic/natural.
2 The question is grammatically correct but does not read as fluently
as we would like.
3 There are some grammatical errors in the question.
4 The question is grammatically unacceptable.
Table 6.4: Scores and scores description for the fluency criterion.
The IRCCC graphs analysis
In the case of the fluency criterion, the frequency analyses in Section 6.2.1
suggest that Judge 1 prefers to use scores 1 and 3, whereas Judge 3 prefers
to use scores 2 and 4. This is illustrated in Figure 6.5, which clearly shows
the phenomenon in the latent trait interval that is approximately between
-2 and 2. More specifically, for Judge 1 we can see that:





Figure 6.5: IRCCC for the fluency criterion for Judge 1 (a) and Judge 3
(b). The graphs show that the main sources of disagreement can be found
in the latent trait interval [(±)1, (±)2.2] mainly relative to score 3 (green
line) and score 4 (blue line).
• The probability of selecting the score 3 (green line) is higher than
selecting the score 4 (blue line).
• At the same time, the probability of selecting the score 2 (red line)
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is slightly higher than selecting the score 3 (green line) in the latent
trait interval that is approximately between -2 and 0.
• On the other hand, from level 0 to level 2 of the latent trait, the
probability of selecting the score 3 (green line) is higher than selecting
the score 2 (red line).
Conversely, for Judge 3:
• The probability of selecting the score 3 (green line) is slightly higher
than selecting the score 4 (blue line) up to the latent trait level of
approximately 1.
• For values of the latent trait level higher than 1, the probability of
selecting score 4 increases dramatically.
• At the same time, the probability of selecting the score 2 (red line) is
higher than selecting the scores 3 (green line) and 4 (blue line) in the
latent trait interval that is approximately between -3 and 1.
The extremity parameter analysis
The extremity parameters for the fluency criterion show that:
• Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting score 1 with a latent trait level
of -0.309, whereas Judge 3 has a 50% chance of selecting score 1 with
a latent trait level of -0.464.
• At the same time, Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the scores
1 and 2 with a latent trait level of 0.677 whereas Judge 3 has a 50%
chance of selecting the scores 1 and 2 with a latent trait level 0.809.
In this part of the latent trait, the judges show a similar annotation
trend.
• A very interesting divergence can be found for the high scores. Here,
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Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the scores 1, 2 and 3 with a latent
trait level of 2.238 whereas Judge 3 has a 50% chance of selecting the
scores 1, 2 and 3 with a latent trait level of 1.742.
The analysis of the extremity parameters suggests that the main divergence
between Judge 1 and Judge 3 takes place in the latent trait that is in the
interval [1.742; 2.238] (let’s denote it as I1f ). Based on the evaluation guide-
lines provided for the QG-STEC task B for the fluency criterion, and under
the assumption that one question can be more fluent than another one, we
can draw the following conclusions:
The questions that fall in I1f can be interpreted as questions that present
clear grammatical errors, and so for which the fluency is problematic. A
couple of examples from the dataset are:
“Was the British information on Dean Thomas was left in the
US version?” and “To what is dating of prehistoric materials
particularly crucial? ”.
In I1f , Judge 3 shows more strict annotation behaviour than Judge 1, tending
to give the score 4 whereas Judge 1 scores 3 or 2.
The same strict behaviour of Judge 3 can be detected in the latent trait
interval [-0.464, -0.309] (let’s denote this as I2f ). The range I
2
f contains
questions which are slightly lacking fluency, or questions with minor gram-
matical errors. A couple of examples from the dataset are:
“The son purchased which company?” and “What apply to a
range of social care professionals?”.
In I2f , Judge 3 tends to give scores higher than 1, whereas Judge 1 tends to
give the score exactly 1.
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6.3.4 The relevance criterion
The relevance criterion reaches a low Conger’s κ value of 0.17. We can
see from the actual scores frequency (provided in Section 2.1) that the fre-
quency of score 1 is much higher than that of the other scores. As explained
in Artstein and Poesio (2008) and Gwet (2014), this gives rise to the preva-
lence paradox : a high degree of observed agreement is associated with a
low agreement coefficient. Artstein and Poesio (2008) suggest that to ad-
dress the prevalence paradox (if necessary) it may be best to also report the
observed agreement.10 In this case the observed agreement is 80%.
Table 6.5 reports the scores and their description for the relevance crite-
rion.11
Score Description
1 The question is completely relevant to the input sentence.
2 The question relates mostly to the input sentence.
3 The question is only slightly related to the input sentence.
4 The question is totally unrelated to the input sentence.
Table 6.5: Scores and scores description for the relevance criterion.
The IRCCC graphs analysis
The scores frequency analyses in Section 6.2.1 show for relevance that the
Judges 1 and 3 tend to make most use of score 1.
A first cursory look at the IRCCCs for relevance in Figure 6.6 suggest a
substantial difference between the graph for Judge 1 (a) and Judge 3 (b).
However, closer inspection suggests that the differences may not be that
substantial: The curve for score 1 (black line) and score 2 (red line) are
10It is important to remember that, although the observed agreement provides informa-
tion about the Judges’ agreement, it shouldn’t be used as a measure of reliability, see for
example Krippendorff (1980) and Artstein and Poesio (2008).





Figure 6.6: IRCCC for the relevance criterion for Judge 1 (a) and Judge
3 (b). The graphs show as the small source of disagreement resides in the
extreme part of the latent trait.
quite similar — the differences are:
• Judge 1 (Figure 6.6 (a)) does not use the category 4.
• Graph 6.6(b) shows a slightly higher peak for score 2 (showing that
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Judge 3 uses score 2 slightly more than Judge 1).
• The curve for score 1, goes down more slowly for Judge 1 than for
Judge 3 (showing that Judge 1 uses score 1 slightly more than Judge
3).
• The curve for the score 3 (green line) is quite similar for both graphs till
the latent trait level reaches about 2. At this point the curve increases
for Judge 1 — see Graph 6.6(a) — and decreases for Judge 3 — see
Graph 6.6(b). For Judge 3, at that level of the latent trait, the score
3 (green line) gives way to the score 4 (blue line). In contrast, Judge
1 never selects score 4 for higher levels of the latent trait, preferring
score 3 instead.
The small differences between the graphs, particularly for scores 1 and 2,
explain the high level of observed agreement. The marked difference between
use of scores 3 and 4 explain the low κ value.
The extremity parameter analysis
The extremity parameters for the relevance criterion show as the divergence
in annotation between Judges 1 and 3 that can be found at high levels of
the latent trait:
• Judge 1 has a 50% chance of selecting the score 1 with a latent trait
level of 2.076, whereas Judge 3 has a 50% chance of selecting the score
1 with a latent trait level of 1.618.
• Judge 3 has a 50% chance of selecting the scores 1, 2 or 3 with a latent
trait level of 3.387, whereas for Judge 1 such a level is not defined
because they never use score 4.
• The Judges behave similarly regarding the 50% chance of selecting the
scores 1 and 2. In this case, for Judge 1 the latent trait level is 2.271
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and for Judge 3 the latent trait level is 2.132.
The extremity parameters suggest that the main difference between Judges
1 and 3 resides in the latent trait interval [1.618, 2.076] (let’s denote it as
Ir). Based on the evaluation guidelines provided for the QG-STEC task B
for the relevance criterion, and under the assumption that, given an input
text T, one question can be more relevant to T than another one, we can
draw the following conclusions:
The questions that fall in Ir can be interpreted as questions that are some-
what related to the input sentence. A couple of examples from the dataset
are:
Input sentence A: Women tend to cover shorter urban journeys
and therefore their driving is slower and accidents tend to be
relatively minor.
question A: What cover shorter urban journeys ?
Input sentence B : In Philosopher’s/Sorcerers Stone, information
on Dean Thomas was left in the US version, but not the British,
question B : who was left in the US version, but not the British?
In Ir, Judge 1 shows a more lenient annotation behaviour than Judge 3.
Indeed, we can expect Judge 3 to give higher scores then Judge 1 for these
and similar items.
Because Judge 1 does not use the score 4, for latent trait levels higher than
3.387, the model predicts a persistent difference in annotation behaviour
between the two Judges: Where Judge 1 uses score 3, Judge 3 uses score
4.12
12We have to keep in mind that IRT provides a probabilistic analysis based on a set of
effective annotations. Indeed, the analysis we presented allows for an analysis of Judges’
bias based on the actual annotations.
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6.4 How to report an IRT study
When an IRT study is performed we suggest to report both the IRCCC
graphs analysis and the extremity parameters analysis. Both the analyses
should be accompanied by an explanation of the results which justifies their
use.
As in the case of the correlation coefficient, general information about the
evaluation should be reported.
In conclusion, when an IRT study is performed, we suggest reporting and
justifying at least the following information:
• Number of judges.
• Number of items judged.
• The criteria used for the evaluation (for the benefit of reproducibility,
make available the guideline used for the evaluation).
• The IRCCC graphs.
• The extremity parameters. Based on the extremity parameters anal-
ysis, use the definitions from the annotation guidelines and concrete
examples from the dataset to show how to interpret the main differ-
ences between Judges.
• The software used for the analysis.
Furthermore, for the purpose of reproducibility we suggest that the items
used in the evaluation should be made available.
From a practical point of view, where space is limited because of page re-
strictions or similar, we suggest that the IRT analysis should be presented
in an appendix, or in supplementary material which can be published, for
example, in an online repository. In order to compress the presentation of
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the extremity parameters, they can be reported in a table.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced a way to visualise and identify judges’
bias by the use of IRT, more specifically the GRM, going beyond the analysis
of category frequency. Our interpretation allows us to use IRCCC and the
extremity parameters to gain an insight into the judges’ annotation bias,
based on a common latent trait scale of measurement. The use of GRM sheds
light on the annotation disagreement. It can also be used to spot annotator
outliers, improve annotation guidelines or to have a better picture of the
annotation reliability. In this chapter we have showed how it can be used
to accompany IAA values in order to explain the annotation disagreement.
For instance, IRT can show in which respect one judge shows a stricter or a




The NLG community relies on shared evaluation techniques to understand
progress in the field. By analyzing papers published over 10 years (from
2008 to 2018) in NLG-specific conferences we found that:
• Human intrinsic evaluation is the most-used evaluation method in
NLG.
• Human intrinsic evaluation suffers from shortcomings in existing ap-
proaches to measuring and reporting the reliability.
Driven by these findings, in this thesis we worked to answer the following
question:
How should we carry out a reliability study for intrinsic human evaluation
of NLG systems?
To answer this question we proposed a new set of methods for identifying
judges’ bias and reporting reliability, specifically for human intrinsic evalu-
ation of NLG systems.
The methods we suggested were informed by the results of an observational
study. Our studies show that judges’ bias is an important aspect of human
intrinsic evaluation of NLG systems, to such an extent that it has to be
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taken into account in the reliability study. We propose utilising the concept
of relative consistency, and its formalisation through the use of correlation
coefficient, for checking the reliability of intrinsic human evaluation. At the
same time the need for better bias identification and understanding led us
to introduce a new interpretation and application of IRT to identify judges’
bias.
Looking back: collecting the thesis contributions
After analysing the results presented in this thesis, we can summarise our
main contributions as follows:
• We offered an overview of the evaluation landscape of the NLG eval-
uation methodologies.
• We identified shortcomings in existing approaches to reporting the
reliability of intrinsic human evaluation studies in NLG.
• We showed that there are factors inherent to language evaluation which
set limits of how high we can expect human agreement to be.
• We defined a new taxonomy of subjective annotator bias in language
evaluation in the evaluation of NLG systems.
• We suggested a new additional way of reporting reliability based on
the use of correlation coefficients.
• We introduced a new method for better identifying and understanding
judges’ bias.
We believe the overall thesis’ contribution is threefold. Firstly it enhances,
in the NLG community’s, awareness of the need to handle the problem of
human evaluation reliability. Secondly it suggests a way to carry it out.
Finally, the thesis suggests an original way to identify the judges’ bias.
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Returning to the original question behind this thesis: How can we carry out
a reliability study for intrinsic human evaluation of NLG systems?, let’s use
an example of a report of a reliability study to illustrate the results and
recommendations we have put forward in this thesis.
Reporting a reliability study
In Section 5.3 and Appendix 3.6 we suggest how to report correlation coef-
ficients and agreement coefficients.
Once again we use the QG-STEC evaluation dataset. More specifically the
dataset collected by Judge 1 and Judge 3 in order to evaluate the Syntactic
Correctness and Fluency.
Let’s suppose we build an AQG system and we aim to evaluate its ability in
generating fluent questions. To do so, we hire two people with the task of
judging 67 outputs of our system based on a guideline we provide to them.
Let’s suppose that the evaluation we performed is the one done by Judge 1
and Judge 3 in order to evaluate the Syntactic Correctness and Fluency.
Once the evaluation is performed we suggest reporting the reliability study
as follows:
67 questions were independently judged by two judges. The
judges were native English speakers and they were not trained
for the evaluation task. Furthermore, they were different from
the system developers. The evaluation was performed based on
one criterion that aimed to verify the fluency of the question.
The fluency criterion was rated on a 4-point ranking scale from
1 (the question is fluent) to 4 (the question is not fluent). The
dataset and the evaluation guidelines can be found at:
http://computing.open.ac.uk/coda/resources/qg_form.html.
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Given the ordinal nature of the data we used the Conger’s κ
(Conger, 1980) with ordinal weight, as defined by Gwet (2014).13
We interpreted Conger’ κ based on Landis and Koch’s (1977)
scale of interpretation. Regarding the correlation coefficient we
used the Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma (Goodman and Kruskal,
1954), which is an adequate coefficient for ordinal data with
many ties.14 We interpret Gamma based on the scale for cor-
relation coefficients introduced by Rosenthal (1996). We chose
this scale because it allows a more finer-grained analysis than
the more popular Cohen scale (Cohen, 1988), specifically for the
interval value [0.50, 1].
Table 6.6: Reliability study result from our example.
Table 6.6 provides the results from the reliability study. The
fair level of κ suggests a partial agreement between Judge 1 and
Judge 3. This means that Judge 1 and Judge 3 hold different
opinions about the fluency of some of the questions they judged.
Nevertheless, the large value of Gamma suggests that such di-
vergent opinions are quite constant throughout the evaluation.
This fact suggests a high level of relative consistency between
Judge 1 and Judge 3, which invalidates the hypothesis of a ran-
dom evaluation. In conclusion, our analysis suggests that the
data is reliable and it justifies its use.
13To measure Conger’ κ we used the library irrCAC provided by the R software. More
specifically, we used the function conger.kappa.raw() with the variable weights set to “or-
dinal”.
14Goodman and Kruskal’s Gamma was measured with the GoodmanKruskalGamma()
function supplied by the R software.
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We note that the description of our reliability study above Table 6.6 is
mainly important for evaluation reproducibility. If there is a lack of space,
due to conference or journal demand, we suggest reporting the following
information in the appendix or in an online repository:
• The software used for the analysis;
• The information about the judges;
• The criteria used for the evaluation;
• The information about where to retrieve the dataset and the guide-
lines;
• The reason for choosing a coefficient and a scale of interpretation.
Likewise, the results from the IRT method we proposed can be reported
in the appendix or in an online repository. For instance, returning to our
example, we could use the IRT method to accompany the κ values in order to
explain the annotation disagreement. This was performed in Section 6.3.3.
Looking ahead: What comes next?
The research presented in this thesis suggests some lines of future work. We
can catalogue them in two main categories. One, titled “Reliability and bias
identification”, is strictly bound to the main topic of the thesis. The other
one, titled “Evaluation of NLG systems”, is more general, and it concerns
topics that we have touched on throughout the development of the thesis.
Reliability and bias identification
In this thesis, we proposed using the correlation statistic and IRT to analyse
judges’ bias and reporting reliability for cases that involve a high level of
language variability.
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Another way to accomplish the goal that guided this thesis could be using
Generalisability Theory (GT) (Cronbach et al., 1963). Such a method was
proposed in Bayerl and Paul (2007). To the best of our knowledge it has
not been used for NLG evaluation tasks. As demonstrated by Cronbach
et al. (1963) GT can be a valuable tool, to be integrated with correlation
coefficient and agreement coefficient, in order to assess data reliability.
Likewise, regression analysis methods (Freedman, 2009) (for instance ordinal
regression (Winship and Mare, 1984)) could be used for the same aim. They
can be adopted to formalise the concept of relative consistency. Indeed,
regression analysis allows estimating the relationships between two variables.
A possible further development is linked to the concept of stability. In Chap-
ter 5.1 we presented two procedures that can be used to measure stability. If
relative annotations are involved, a third procedure can also be considered.
Such a procedure, which involves the concept of transitivity, is explored by
Amidei (2020a). Nevertheless, Amidei presents just the theoretical construc-
tion of the idea. Further investigation could involve: i) an extensive study
and evaluation of the theoretical idea and ii) the use of possible weight in
the preference judgement, representing the intensity of judges’ preference.
Evaluation of NLG systems
Other topics were briefly considered in this thesis. All of them are important
and they deserve further analysis.
Amongst these, the definition and analysis of significance tests for NLP tasks
is one of the most important. This problem is quite delicate and urgent
because significance tests assess the evidence provided by data about some
claim concerning a population of interest. As showed by Koplenig (2019)
and McShane et al. (2019), the matter of significance testing is coming under
increasing scrutiny, and as such, it needs further investigation.
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Another topic that needs further investigation is the development of cheaper
extrinsic evaluation methods. As suggested in Reiter and Belz (2009), ex-
trinsic evaluation methods “have traditionally been regarded as the most
meaningful kind of evaluation in NLG” (page 531). Nevertheless, extrinsic
evaluation methods are seldom used, because they are expensive and time-
consuming. For this reason, the NLG community would benefit from new
extrinsic evaluation methods. A possible way, also suggested by Gkatzia
et al. (2015), could be the development of game-based evaluation setups.
As showed from the analysis we presented in Section 2.1.4 there is a wide
assortment of criteria used across NLG papers. Also in this case, the NLG
community would benefit from the definition of a basic set of criteria to be
shared for intrinsic human evaluation study. A shared definition of such
criteria could indeed bring consistency in the intrinsic human evaluation of
NLG systems.
Finally, a topic which deserves great attention from the NLG community is
the development of intrinsic automatic evaluation metrics which correlate
well with human judgements. The advantage of automatic evaluation met-
rics is that of being cheap and repeatable. But without a strong correlation
with human judgements, automatic metrics cannot be interpreted and their






Annotation guidelines for the
iterations presented in
Chapter 4
In this Appendix we report the annotation guidelines for the text2text task
we used in the four iterations presented in Chapter 4.
A.1 Question Generation evaluation guidelines: It-
eration 1 (I1)
Task introduction
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess questions that are about a given
English paragraph. You have to evaluate the goodness of a question follow-
ing the criteria presented bellow.
Two pieces of information will be provided to you:
1. The input paragraph, and;
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2. the question.
The questions are to be evaluated using the three criteria: Syntactic correct-
ness and fluency, Relevance and finally Specificity. To each of these will be
assigned a rank, with -2 begin the worst case. We are using the principle:
The higher the rank is the better the question is!
When a human evaluates the quality of a question (s)he takes a judgement
based on some internal, maybe not defined, criteria. Here we want to make
explicit some criteria that, from our point of view, can be useful in order
to evaluate question quality. It must be stressed that the goal here is not
to find all possible criteria usable in question evaluation, also because, they
can change by task to task — in any task we could use a criteria that is
not interesting in another task. So we would like to find some very general
criteria that we expect be satisfied by any question evaluation assess.
Criteria description and examples
Language is complex and not all evaluations will be so clear cut as the ex-
amples given in this section. When dealing with such an evaluation it can
be helpful to think of a it as a puzzle. A sensible approach would be to
eliminate any obviously incorrect-ranked criteria first and then attempt to
make an argument for the remain criteria. To assist with this approach,
where appropriate, each of the criteria identifies a key point to consider
when making the evaluation. Furthermore it is worth remember that here
we are interested in evaluate a question based of its relation with the in-
put paragraph. Remember: The input paragraph is the only knowledge
required to answer the question.
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Syntactic correctness and fluency
Description: The syntactic correctness is rated to ensure that the question
is correct from a syntactical point of view. Please rank question higher if
you fell the question is fluent to you.
Consideration: When assessing this criteria ask yourself the following ques-
tion: Can the question be comprehend? If you cannot work out what
the question is asking or what the answer is supposed to be then the criteria
must be rank 0.
Example:
Input paragraph: World War I (WWI or WW1), also known as the First World
War, the Great War, or the War to End All Wars, was a global war originating
in Europe that lasted from 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918. More than
70 million military personnel, including 60 million Europeans, were mobilised
in one of the largest wars in history. Over nine million combatants and seven
million civilians died as a result of the war (including the victims of a number
of genocides), a casualty rate exacerbated by the belligerents’ technological and




3 The question is grammatically
correct and idiomatic/natu-
ral.
How long did the World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
the World War I?
2 The question is grammatically
correct but does not read as
fluently as we would like.
What does the belligerents’ technologi-
cal and industrial sophistication, as well
as the tactical stalemate caused by gru-
elling trench warfare, involve?
1 There are some grammatical
errors in the question.
Where was World War I originated?
0 The question is grammatically
unacceptable.
Were where originating World War I?
If you have ranked 0 the Syntactic correctness and fluency then
assess 0 the following criteria.
Relevance
Description: Question should be relevant to the input paragraph. This cri-
teria measures how suitably the question can be answered based on what
the input paragraph says.
Consideration: When assessing this criteria remember that: Only the infor-
mation provided in the input paragraphs is important. A question where
the answer cannot be found in the input paragraph is not relevant.
Could also be helpful to ask the following question: Can more in-
formation be added from the input text to make the question less
general and more specific?
Example:
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Input paragraph: World War I (WWI or WW1), also known as the First World
War, the Great War, or the War to End All Wars, was a global war originating
in Europe that lasted from 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918. More than
70 million military personnel, including 60 million Europeans, were mobilised
in one of the largest wars in history. Over nine million combatants and seven
million civilians died as a result of the war (including the victims of a number
of genocides), a casualty rate exacerbated by the belligerents’ technological and
industrial sophistication, and the tactical stalemate caused by gruelling trench
warfare. [...] In the introduction to his book, Waterloo in 100 Objects, historian
Gareth Glover states: ”This opening statement will cause some bewilderment to
many who have grown up with the appellation of the Great War firmly applied
to the 1914-18 First World War. But to anyone living before 1918, the title of
the Great War was applied to the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars in which
Britain fought France almost continuously for twenty-two years from 1793 to
1815.” In 1911, the historian John Holland Rose published a book titled William
Pitt and the Great War. [...] . Russian political manoeuvring in the region
destabilised peace accords that were already fracturing in the Balkans, which
came to be known as the ”powder keg of Europe.” In 1912 and 1913, the First




3 The question can be unam-
biguously answered by the in-
put paragraph.
How long did the World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
the World War I?
2 The input paragraph supplies
more than one correct answer
to the question.
How long did the Great War last?
How long did the First War last?
1 The question is partially an-
swered by the input para-
graph.
Was the World War I a trench and guer-
rilla warfare fight?
0 The question cannot be an-
swered by the input para-
graph or the Syntactic cor-
rectness and fluency criteria
was ranked as 0.
Was Portugal involved in the World
War I?
Was the World War I sad?
Specificity
Description: It is important to note that you are assessing a question rel-
atively to a input paragraph, so sometimes, can happen that a question is
relevant, because you are judging it with the paragraph as a contest. This
is fine, but we are asking you to go further and analyze the relevance of
the question by using the Specificity criteria. Indeed could happen that,
although the question is relevant to the input paragraph, we can use the
same question in more than one paragraph. That is, the question is so gen-
eral that can be correctly answered in several, or without, contexts (that is
different input paragraphs).
Consideration: When assessing this criteria ask yourself the following ques-
tions: Can more information be added from the input text to make
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the question less general and more specific? and Can I simply
imagine a different context in which the question can be correctly
answered? and Can I answer the question using very simply com-
mon sense, non specific, knowledge? Could be also worth ask yourself
the following question: Can the question be answered without the
input text?
Example:
Input paragraph: World War I (WWI or WW1), also known as the First World
War, the Great War, or the War to End All Wars, was a global war originating
in Europe that lasted from 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918. More than
70 million military personnel, including 60 million Europeans, were mobilised
in one of the largest wars in history. Over nine million combatants and seven
million civilians died as a result of the war (including the victims of a number
of genocides), a casualty rate exacerbated by the belligerents’ technological and




0 None of the following descrip-
tions are applicable.
-1 The question can be answered
by the input paragraph as well
as other paragraphs whose
subject is different from the
input one (i.e there are other
paragraphs that can supply a
correct answer).
How long did the World War I last?
[Think about the Wikipedia entry of
World War II, note that this time the
subject is not the World war I but the
World War II]
-2 The question can be answered
by the input paragraph as
well as by non specific knowl-
edge. (The question can also
be answered without any in-
put paragraph).
How long did the War last? [Think
about your personal historical knowl-
edge abut any War]
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A.2 Question Generation evaluation guidelines: It-
eration 2 (I2)
Task introduction
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the quality of questions which
are relative to some English paragraphs. In this questionnaire you will be
rating the quality of a number of questions using three criteria: Syntactic
correctness and fluency, Specificity and Pertinence, the latter based on its
relation to the input paragraph. To each of these is assigned a rank with 0
being the worst case. We are using the principle: the higher the rank the
more acceptable the question.
Language is complex and not all evaluations will be so clear cut as the
examples we are going to give in the next section. When dealing with such
an evaluation, it can be helpful to think of a it as a puzzle and keep in mind
that each of the criteria mentioned above identifies a key point to consider.
When you are evaluating a question through the criteria a sensible approach
could be as follows: for each criterion you could start by eliminate any rank
that you feel as obviously incorrect and then attempt to make an argument
for the remaining ranks. To assist with this approach we will give you some
examples for each of the ranks of each criterion.
Criteria description and examples
(1) Syntactic correctness and fluency
Criterion description: The syntactic correctness is rated to ensure that the
question is correct from a syntactical point of view. Apart from syntactical
correctness or grammaticality, you will also be asked to judge how natural
or fluent the sentence is. You are going to assess the question before reading
the input paragraph.
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Consideration: When assessing this criteria ask yourself the following ques-
tion: Can the question be comprehended? If you cannot work out
what the question is asking or what the answer is supposed to be then the
criterion must be ranked 0.
Rank description:
Rank Description Example
2 The question is grammatically
correct and idiomatic/natu-
ral.
How long did World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
1 There are some grammatical
errors in the questions or it
sounds unnatural when read
aloud, but you can still work
out what the question is ask-
ing.
Where was World War I originated?
What does the belligerents’ technologi-
cal and industrial sophistication, as well
as the tactical stalemate caused by gru-
elling trench warfare, involve?
0 The question is grammatically
unacceptable.
Originating were World War I where?
(2) Specificity
If you have ranked 0 the Syntactic correctness and fluency then
assess 0 the Specificity criteria.
Criterion description: Specificity rate the question’s degree of generality,
that is we are trying to measure at which extend a question can be an-
swered correctly in input paragraphs whose subjects are different. As the
syntactic correctness and fluency criteria you will assess the question before
reading the input paragraph.
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Consideration: When assessing this criteria ask yourself the following ques-
tions: Can I navigate through internet and find a clear and unam-
biguous answer to the question? and Can I imagine more than one




2 The question is very specific. How long did World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
1 The question is little specific. How long did the War last? [Note that
any input paragraph whose subject is a
War, for example a paragraph about the
Vietnam War, can supplies an answer
to the question.]
0 The question is not specific
and very general or the Syn-
tactic correctness and fluency
criteria was ranked 0.
How long it last? [Note that any in-
put paragraph whose subject is an event
placed in a time scale, for example
a paragraph about a concert or a box
match, can supplies an answer to the
question.]
(3) Pertinence
If you have ranked 0 the Syntactic correctness and fluency then
assess 0 the Pertinence criteria.
Criterion description: Question should be pertinent to the input paragraph.
So Pertinence rate the degree to which the question is answered by the input
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paragraph. If a question has not a clear answer in the input paragraph then
it is not pertinent. Unlike the others criteria, you will be asked to assess the
question in relation to the input paragraph.
Consideration: When assessing Pertinence remember that: Only the infor-
mation provided in the input paragraph is relevant. A question where the
answer cannot be found in the input paragraph is not pertinent.
Input paragraph:
Input paragraph: World War I (WWI or WW1), also known as the First World
War, the Great War, or the War to End All Wars, was a global war originating in
Europe that lasted from 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918. More than 70 million
military personnel, including 60 million Europeans, were mobilised in one of the
largest wars in history. Over nine million combatants and seven million civilians
died as a result of the war (including the victims of a number of genocides), a
casualty rate exacerbated by the belligerents’ technological and industrial sophis-
tication, and the tactical stalemate caused by gruelling trench warfare. [...] In
the introduction to his book, Waterloo in 100 Objects, historian Gareth Glover
states: “This opening statement will cause some bewilderment to many who have
grown up with the appellation of the Great War firmly applied to the 1914-18
First World War. But to anyone living before 1918, the title of the Great War
was applied to the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars in which Britain fought
France almost continuously for twenty-two years from 1793 to 1815.” In 1911,
the historian John Holland Rose published a book titled William Pitt and the
Great War. [...] Russian political manoeuvring in the region destabilised peace
accords that were already fracturing in the Balkans, which came to be known
as the “powder keg of Europe.” In 1912 and 1913, the First Balkan War was




3 The question has a clear and
unambiguous answer in the
input paragraph.
How long did World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
2 The question can be answered
correctly by one or more in-
compatible responses given by
the input paragraph.
How long did the Great War last?
How long did the First War last?
[Note for both the questions the para-
graph supply two correct answers.]
1 The question is partially an-
swered by the input para-
graph, that is the input para-
graph supplies information for
answering only part of the
question.
Was the World War I a trench and guer-
rilla warfare fight?
[Note the paragraph supplies informa-
tions about the trench warfare but there
are not mentions about the guerrilla
warfare.]
0 The question cannot be an-
swered by the input para-
graph or the Syntactic cor-
rectness and fluency criteria
was ranked 0.
Was Portugal involved in the World
War I?
Was the World War I sad?
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A.3 Question Generation evaluation guidelines: It-
eration 3 (I3)
Task introduction
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the quality of questions which
are relative to some English paragraphs. In this questionnaire you will be
rating the quality of a number of questions using four criteria: Syntactic
correctness, Comprehensibility, Fluency and Pertinence, the latter based on
its relation to the input paragraph. To each of these is assigned a rank with
0 being the worst case. We are using the principle: the higher the rank the
more acceptable the question. Language is complex and not all evaluations
will be so clear cut as the examples we are going to give in the next section.
When dealing with such an evaluation, it can be helpful to think of it as a
puzzle and keep in mind that each of the criteria mentioned above identifies
a key point to consider. When you are evaluating a question through the
criteria a sensible approach could be as follows: for each criterion you could
start by eliminate any rank that you feel as obviously incorrect and then
attempt to make an argument for the remaining ranks. To assist with this
approach we will give you some examples for each of the ranks of each
criterion.
Criteria description and examples
(1) Syntactic correctness
Criterion description: The syntactic correctness is rated to ensure that the
question is correct from a syntactical point of view.
Consideration: When assessing this criterion keep in mind you are just judg-
ing the question’s grammaticality. If a question has some grammatical
errors, although you can work out what the question is asking, then the
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criterion must be ranked 0. Furthermore contextual informations such as




1 The question is grammatically
correct.
How long did World War I last?
How long did it last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
0 The question is grammatically
incorrect.
Originating were World War I where?
(2) Comprehensibility
Criterion description: Comprehensibility is closely related to the previous
criterion. Indeed, can happen that a question, although ungrammatical, is
perfectly understandable that is it is possible working out what the question
is asking (think about non native English speaker).
Consideration: When assessing this criterion ask yourself the following ques-
tion: Can the question be comprehended? If you cannot work out
what the question is asking or what the answer is supposed to be, then the




1 It is possible work out what
the question is asking.
How long did last World War I ?
How many civilians, as the result of
World War I, died?
0 It is not possible work out
what the question is asking.
War did World I How?
(3) Fluency
Criterion description: Fluency rates how natural or fluent the question is.
Consideration: When assessing this criterion, if you feel that the question is
awkward, ask yourself the following question: Is there an obvious way
to rewrite the question to improve its fluency? If the answer is yes
then the criterion must be ranked 0.
Rank description:
Rank Description Example
1 The question is idiomatic/-
natural.
How long did World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
0 The question is awkward or
sounds unnatural when read
aloud or the Syntactic or
the Comprehensibility criteria
were ranked 0.
What does the belligerents’ technologi-
cal and industrial sophistication as well
as the tactical stalemate caused by gru-
elling trench warfare involve?
(4) Pertinence
Criterion description: Because the question should be pertinent to the input
paragraph, unlike the other criteria, you will be asked to assess the question
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in relation to the input paragraph. So Pertinence rates the degree to which
the question is answered by the input paragraph. If a question has no a
clear answer in the input paragraph then it is not pertinent.
Consideration: When assessing Pertinence remember that: Only the infor-
mation provided in the input paragraph is relevant. A question where
the answer cannot be found in the input paragraph is not perti-
nent. When assessing this criterion ask yourself: Is there a clear and
unambiguous answer in the input paragraph? If the answer is yes the
criterion must be ranked 3.
Input paragraph:
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Input paragraph: World War I (WWI or WW1), also known as the First World
War, the Great War, or the War to End All Wars, was a global war originating in
Europe that lasted from 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918. More than 70 million
military personnel, including 60 million Europeans, were mobilised in one of the
largest wars in history. Over nine million combatants and seven million civilians
died as a result of the war (including the victims of a number of genocides), a
casualty rate exacerbated by the belligerents’ technological and industrial sophis-
tication, and the tactical stalemate caused by gruelling trench warfare. [...] In
the introduction to his book, Waterloo in 100 Objects, historian Gareth Glover
states: “This opening statement will cause some bewilderment to many who have
grown up with the appellation of the Great War firmly applied to the 1914-18
First World War. But to anyone living before 1918, the title of the Great War
was applied to the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars in which Britain fought
France almost continuously for twenty-two years from 1793 to 1815.” In 1911,
the historian John Holland Rose published a book titled William Pitt and the
Great War. [...] Russian political manoeuvring in the region destabilised peace
accords that were already fracturing in the Balkans, which came to be known
as the “powder keg of Europe.” In 1912 and 1913, the First Balkan War was




3 The question has a clear and
unambiguous answer in the
input paragraph.
How long did World War I last?
How many civilians died as the result of
World War I?
2 The question can be answered
correctly by one or more in-
compatible responses given by
the input paragraph.
How long did the Great War last?
How long did the First War last?
[Note for both the questions the para-
graph supply two correct answers.]
1 The question is partially an-
swered by the input para-
graph, that is the input para-
graph supplies information for
answering only part of the
question.
Was the World War I a trench and guer-
rilla warfare fight?
[Note the paragraph supplies informa-
tion about trench warfare but there are
no mentions of guerrilla warfare.]
0 The question cannot be an-
swered by the input para-
graph.
Was Portugal involved in the World
War I?
Was the World War I sad?
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A.4 Question Generation evaluation guidelines: It-
eration 4 (I4)
Thank you for participating in this study. You are free to stop participating
in the study at any time you want.
You will be presented with a number of instances of questions. You will
then be asked for your judgement about these questions. Before starting to
judge questions, please read the description and the examples in this guide-
lines document carefully. Do also feel free to refer back to this document at
any time during the judgement process. Indeed, we encourage you to read
this guidelines document anytime you have some doubt. There is no time
limit to finish. You will first be asked about the grammaticality, fluency,
and comprehensibility of a question. You will then be given a paragraph
of text, and asked to judge whether the question is answered by that spe-
cific paragraph. You should only read this paragraph when prompted to
so and do not change your answers regarding grammaticality, fluency, and
comprehensibility after reading the paragraph.
1) As a first query we are going to ask you to evaluate the grammatical-
ity of a question. If a question has some grammatical errors, although
it is possible to work out what the question is asking, it has to be
marked as ungrammatical. That means that, for instance, typos are
considered errors. For example the questions below should be marked
as ungrammatical:
i) World War I began in whic year? (whic instead of which):
ii) Who fought the in war of 1812? (inversion between the words “the”
and “in”):
iii) Which general famously stated ‘I shall return’ (missing the question
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mark “?”).
Furthermore, if a question depends on contextual information such as anaphora,
dates, names, places etc., then don’t count this against question grammati-
cality. For example the questions below should be marked as grammatically
correct:
i) i) What is the present day location of this church? (We don’t have any
idea about the question referent, nevertheless the question is correct
from a grammatical point of view):
ii) When did it happen? or How many people were killed? (We don’t have
any idea about the event that the questions are about, nevertheless
the questions are correct from a grammatical point of view):
iii) When was Leonardo born? (We don’t have any idea who Leonardo is,
nevertheless the question is correct from a grammatical point of view).
2) The second query is intended to see if the question is comprehensi-
ble. Indeed, it can happen that a question, although ungrammatical,
is perfectly understandable. That is, it can be possible to work out
what the question is asking, even if it is ungrammatical (think about
non-native English speakers). The following are examples of this kind
of question:
i) The Battle of Hastings in 1066 was in fought which country?
ii) Magna Carta were published by the King of which country?
iii) Which famous 5th century A.D conqueror were know as ‘The Scourge
of God’?
3) The aim of the third query is to judge whether the question is fluent.
When considering a question, if you feel that it is awkward, ask your-
self: Is there an obvious way to rewrite the question to improve its
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fluency? If the answer is yes then consider the question as not fluent.
For example:
i) Who the first was Western explorer to reach China? (We can rewrite
the question in a more fluent way: Who was the first Western explorer
to reach China? )
ii) The number of new Huguenot colonists declined after what year? (We
can rewrite the question in a more fluent way: In which year did the
number of new Huguenot colonists decline?)
iii) What nationality Hoesung Lee is? (We can rewrite the question in a
more fluent way: What is the nationality of Hoesung Lee?)
American and British English differences don’t count against question flu-
ency. For example the question:
(iii) Jean De Rely’s illustrated French-language scriptures were first pub-
lished in what city?
may sound awkward to a British speaker, who could prefer the use of “which”
instead of “what”. However, “what” is more acceptable than “which” in
American English. So in cases like this, please, consider the question as
fluent. Furthermore note also that a typo could play against fluency. For
example the question “World War I bugan in which year?” sounds more
awkward than “World War I began in which year?” and indeed the second
is an obvious way to rewrite the original question to improve its fluency.
Also in cases like this, please, consider the question as fluent but mark it as
ungrammatical.
4) Finally, we ask you to judge a question in the context of one or more
paragraphs of text. You are asked to judge the degree to which the
question is answered by the text. If you judge that the text does
not provide a clear and unambiguous answer to the question, we ask
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you the reason for your judgement. For example given the following
paragraph:
Frank Vincent Zappa (December 21, 1940 - December 4, 1993) was an Amer-
ican musician, composer, activist and filmmaker. His work was character-
ized by non- conformity, free-form improvisation, sound experiments, musi-
cal virtuosity, and satire of American culture. Zappa was born in Baltimore,
Maryland. His mother, Rosemarie (née Collimore) was of Italian (Neapoli-
tan and Sicilian) and French ancestry; his father, whose name was Angli-
cized to Francis Vincent Zappa, was an immigrant from Partinico, Sicily,
with Greek and Arab ancestry.
The question:
1) Where was Vincent Zappa born?
is not unambiguously answered, because the question can be answered cor-
rectly by more than one incompatible response. Indeed, based on the in-
formation given by the paragraph we can correctly answer this question by
Baltimore (if the question is referring to Frank Vincent Zappa) or by Sicily
(if the question is referring to Francis Vincent Zappa).
Given the same paragraph, the question:
ii) Was Frank Vincent Zappa a musician and a teacher?
is not clearly answered because the paragraph supplies information about
the fact that Frank Zappa was a musician but there is no mention about the
fact that he was a teacher.
We can also have questions like the following:
iii) Was Frank Vincent Zappa a tall man?
also this question is neither clearly nor unambiguously answered, because
the paragraph does not supply the kind of information required by the ques-
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tion.
Finally, there may be other reasons why the text does not clearly and un-
ambiguously answer the question. In this case, please provide your reasons.
Sometimes the correct answer may not be explicit, but can be worked out
from the information that is provided in the text. For example, coming back
to the Frank Zappa question and associated paragraph:
Frank Vincent Zappa (December 21, 1940 - December 4, 1993) was an Amer-
ican musician, composer, activist and filmmaker. His work was character-
ized by non- conformity, free-form improvisation, sound experiments, musi-
cal virtuosity, and satire of American culture. Zappa was born in Baltimore,
Maryland. His mother, Rosemarie (née Collimore) was of Italian (Neapoli-
tan and Sicilian) and French ancestry; his father, whose name was Angli-
cized to Francis Vincent Zappa, was an immigrant from Partinico, Sicily,
with Greek and Arab ancestry.
iv) Did Frank Vincent Zappa die when he was 53 years old?
can be unambiguously answered by the text. Indeed, we can use the para-
graph information, specifically the date of birth and that of death, to infer
the answer. When you are judging the last query use the following rule
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